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PORTLAND

St., Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year. To mall mtlerib
Dollars a Year, 11 paid in advance.

At 109 Exchange
mxi:
err Seven

THE MAINE STATE PRESS
is

year, If paid

a

Rates of Advertising: One inch of space, the
ragth of eolumn, constitutes a “square.”
$1.60 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per
week after; three Insertions or less, $1.00; continuing every other day after first week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 76 oents;
on# week, $1.00; 60 cents per week after.

Special Noticks, one-third additional.
Under bead of “Amusements” and "Auction
Halms,” $2.00 per square per week; three lnseror less, $1.60.

Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Pkbrh (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State), for $1.00 per square for first Insertion, and 60 cents per square for each subsequent
insertion.
Address all communication! to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING GO.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

CITY

HALL,
7th, 1882.

Saturday, Jan.

THE SENSATION OF THE SEASON

The Boston Museum Company.
Manager.. ..Mr. R. M. Field.
—

WHICH HAS GIVEN

—

PERFORMANCES 113

113

of the Great Musical Novelty, Gilbert &
Sullivan's Latest Eccentricity,

-PATIENCEOr, BCNTHORNE’S BRIDE.

Geo. W. Wilson in the Cast.
Special Scenery and Enlarged Orchestra of 16
pieces, a Grand Chorus of Dragoons and Rapturous

-IN AID

YIALXs,

CITY

THE STODDARD LECTURES!
Brilliant

Opening!

EVENING

FRIDAY

28,

DOWS THE DIM,
Through Austria and Hungary.
Jon.
Jan.

Oct. 30. Florence and
IS,
6
aid the teapdiinn
From Hero Hill lo Hi Olivet.
Admission 50c. Reserved Seats 75c. A few
§1.76 for remaining
•onrse tickets at §1.26 and
lectures. Course and single tickets at Stockbridge's

(.icily

__d6t

decl7

a courseiiTree lectures
THE SEASONS OF

1881-83,
under the auspices of the Maine Charitable Mechanic Association will be given in the Library Room,
named gentleMechanics’ Building. The
men have engaged to lecture in tbia Course: Rev.
James P.
Wm. K. Alger, Wm. A. Goodwin,
Baiter, Esq.. T. Tash, Esq., Emory Ridion, Esq.,
and others will be added.
F. E. PRAY,
)
C. H. BLAKE, > Lee. Com.
E. A. JORDAN,)
dec22d3t

following
Esq,

Sm.pentes
—WILL

Open His Bowling Alley
of exercise

/
^

to the public TO-DAY. Those in quest
will find this a pleasant plaee to pass

hour.

UNION

STREET.

Portland

Theatre.

NOo22
New

an

Frank Curtis,.Proprietor & Manager.

Two Nights and One Matinee, Monday
and Tuesday, Dec. 26 and 27.
The

on

Entertnintnents.

Fred K. Farrington,
J. H. Drummond, Jr.,
E. C. Jordan,
P. T. Griffin,
Wm. Senter, Jr.,
Wm. H. Schumacher.
E. J>. Neyos,
Tickets for the course of six evenings, admitting
Gentleman and Ladies $6; to be obtained of the
Committee on Entertainments.
Evening tickets $1.
Uatir by Chandler’s Full Quadrille Band
eoiltd
novl8

we are

People's Attraction,

Haverly’s
FAMOUS

STRATEGISTS

Chutney’s Curry Powder,
Wiesbaden Preserves,

Pale de Foie Gras,

Parmesan Dutch Stilten
and Neufchatel Cheese,

V. u

Cor.

DONGOLA BOOTS,

water

proof.

TODD & MORSE, JEWELERS,
RINGS

PALMER,

—IK—

DIAMONDS,
PEARLS,
CAMEOS,

a

ABB

GILBERT’S
DANCING ACADEMY.
22d,
plain
dtf

IfflORTLAF THEATiif
Frank Curtis,.Proprietor and Manager.

Friday & Saturday Evenings, Dec. 28 &
& 24 and Saturday Matinee.
REAPPEARENCE OF

SMITH MESTAYER’S

TOURISTS

deelO

Wo pnblieh to-day 60,000 copies of the “Oak
Hall Outline Book fob Juvenile Abtists,”—
a superior box of Water Colors goes with each book.
The book contains 60 original designs by our best
artists. Prizes of $20 ana $10 are offered for the
best colored books returned to us before Feb. 1. A
single book and box of water colors cost 26 cts.; but
as the boxes are not mailable, we shall not take
single o rders except from those who call for them.
But we will send four copies, with boxes, for $1.00,
and prepay the express to any address. This is the
cheapest and prettiest gift for children in the
market, and to secure any, it will bo necessary to

THE TOURISTS RECORD.

One hundred and fourteen performances
in Sew York, One hundred and six
in Philadelphia, Eightyfour in Boston,
'And all the first-class theatres in the United States
to densely packed audiences.
Usual Prices. Sale of Seats commences Wednesdec!9ddlw
day, Dec. 21.

Ball,

GIVEN BV

P.K U.

dtd

llall.

March, 8.30.
dtf

Prof. J. W. Maynard,
favorite blind Planitt and Basso, assisted by

HILL,

Maynard,

88

Boyd St.,

Me.
Chandler’s Maslc Store, Portland,dlm
dec lo

a
o

o

X

The Commission makes an extended
the subject of the land-grant railreport
§fig
roads, and recommends that, for the transportation of troops and supplies over such
lines, the Government shall not pay more

STREET,

a

choice

stock of first-claw

SAIIB TRIM,
3 Free Street

flti

Jy29

j

ELEGANT

CUSTOM HARNESSES
AND DEALER IN

HORSE OUTFITS,
PREBLE
H>ad
dec!)

table™

j

With Ifcantfu! Pottery
Centres*

than half fare.

The London Economist of December 3
has a careful summary of the workings of
the Irish Laud Court. During the first
month of the court’s sitting the commissions had adjudicated upon an aggregate
rental of something over £3,500, which they
average nearly 25 per cent.
out that as the rentals considered are but slightly in excess of one fourthousandth of the whole, it is premature to

reduced

jl

IsaPosltiveCure

sep29

It will dissolve and expel tumors from the uterus In
early stage of development. Tho tendency to canIts ues.
cerous humors there la checked very speedily by
It removes faintness, flatulency, destroys all craving
of
the
stomach.
weakness
relieves
and
for stimulants,
It cures Bloating, Headaches, Nervous Prostration,
Sleeplessness, Depression and Indian

Street.

Portland

eofltf

_

an^

Retail Dealers in

225 Federal St.. Portland, Me.

Fresh supp les from beds of Virginia and Maryland constantly on hand. All orders by mail or othaeclO-dtf
erwise promptly filled.

Children’s Sol Gold Rings
OKTXiY $1.50.
THE JEWELER,

McKEMEY,

'11

w

W. W. SHARPE & CO.,

Advertising Amits,
i 1MBH

ROW,

HEW

paid.
Wilton,

19,1881.

taaiiK

YORK

you

w

suite man mo

s. E. JOSE & CO,
oclO_

GRAJSD, SQUARE
-AND-

Ginger Cordial,

MANUFACTURED

From many of

the best Manufacturers, also

G. D. DOWS & CO., of Boston,
has just been awarded a Silver Medal, the
only one of any kind awarded to the
many Jamaica Ginger preparations competing for a reward.
It contains no intoxicating stimnlants
first-class Drugjuiii is for sale by all
gists and Grocers.
dim*

nov30

GEO. P. ROWE ILL, & CO.

Advertising Agents,

Advertisements written appropriately displayed
FOB ALL THE LEADENO NEWSPAPERS,
and proof* given, free ofa •
(0 SPUl'CE STREET, NEW YORK
The leading Daily and
eKly Newspapers of tn
The Press may oe found on file a our office,
United States and Canada, kept on file for the accom- 1
NEW YORK
4 PARK BOW
modation of Advertisers.

Sell

on

Instalments

Repairing and Tuning

done in

Wm. P.
144 1-2 Exchange

docl-J

~~HAIR

or
the

lent.

_M.W.F&wly

St., Portland. Me.

All persons sitting
for their Photographs
within the next two
will
or three days
he enabled to have
part, if not all of their
order for Christmas.
Choice and rich selection of Silk Yelvet
Frames, Easels, etc.
constantly on hand.

ALL

AW

MIA

no

announces

that

a

polar

wave

that they cannot be operated by
keys nor picked by the appliances
of burglars. In view of this fact the Sereeant-at-Arms announces that unless the
twenty or thirty members of the last Legislature who took their keys home with them
return the same he shall be obliged to resort
to violence, thus ruining the locks and mutilating the desks.

pattern

skeleton

The Hartford Times asks: “Was there
better example of the witty and concise form of expression common to the real
Western American than the answer of the
m-im man nf the Sierras, who. when asked
ever a

■

neighbor, senten“Mister, I don’t know
tious^ replied:
but my impression is
very much about him,
that he’d make a first-class stranger.”
about the character of

a

Following the example of Mrs. Stewart,
the Countess of Balcarres refuses to bargain
for the return of h°r husband’s stolen body,
on the ground that it would encourage similar crimes. Those who steal dead bodies
hereafter will have to reinter them at their
expense.

Two injunctions—one in Brooklyn and
in New York—have been recently applied for against the ringing of certain
church bells, which disturbed the plaintiff—
being ill and of weak nerves. In each case
a compromise was reached before any de.
one

PHOTOGRAPHER,
514

Congress St,

BOW’S I¥EW BLOCK
dtf

deol9

CHRISTMAS

CAR0S7

CHRISTMAS CARDS.
CHRISTMAS CARDS.
Mew Year, Caster and Birthday
Cards. 1000 .styles Fancy Cards
marked down. Odd cards 5c per
dozen. Scrap Books, Card Albums
and Card 1 rimming*.

Stockbrldee’s Music store,
156

decl4

Exchange
^

Street.
d2w*

S. R. NILES,

DRESSERS’ NOTICE.

ll»UU»W»«W

VUK

The locks affixed to the desks of members
of the Ohio Legislature are of such intricate

d3mo

Hair Dressers of Portland who wish to
Into the Hair Dressers’ Association are
requested to meet at J. P. Smith’s shop FBIDAY
aec21-dSt
EYEKIKCi, at 8 o'clock.
come

U1

being

confidence has been again destroyed, and his
prognostications are once more useless.

best manner.

Hastings,

there

band of unsuccessful guessers. At one time
it seemed as if he would succeed in being
always wrong, and people began to feel
much satisfaction in depending upon the
precise reverse of his every prediction. But
he has been right in a few instances of late,

No family should l>e without LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
LU*EK FILLS. They euro constipation, biliousness,
and torpidity ot the liver. 25 cents per box
S3- Sold by all Drugglsta. "6*

UPRIGHT PIANOS

BY

UCUtUl

may
be expected in Washington about Dec. 28.
Only one short year ago such a prediction
would have chilled the marrow in a vast
number of bones; but the Canadian prophet
is now universally recognized as a member
in good and regular standing of the gigantic

Forthecnreof
Compound is unsurpassed.
LYDIA E. PINEDAM’S YEOETABLE COMPOUND is prepared at 233 end 235 Western Avenue,
Sent by mall
Lynn, Mass. Price *1. Sixbottlesfor$5.
on
in tho form of pills, also in the form of loienges,
Mrs. Pinkhem
receipt of price, $1 per box for either.
for
pamphfreelyanswers all lettera of inquiry. Sond
let. Address as above. Mention thit Paper.

MOTLEY & WINCHESTER.

dtf

The Jamaica

Vennor

act in
It will at all tlmee and under ell circumstances
the female system.
harmony with the law* that govern
Kidney Complaint* of either sex this

hwyou

Sale "Wholesale and Retail.

ill

evidence as yet
that Irish landlords will suffer by the act.

own

O. G. SAWYEB.

Dec.

wuwuuiu

dec21-d3t
For

YCliiWCU

anachronism,

General Debility,
gestion.
That foeline of bearing down, causing pain, weight
its use.
end backache, is always permanently cured by

The following
having appeared in your advertising columns yea.
terday, viz. :
I hereby warn all persons against purchasing a
note signed by me and in favor of Motley & Winchester for One Hundred and Fifty Dollars, dated
about the 30th of September, 1881, on two months.
Said note was obtained by fraud and will not be

on an

pointed

been dealing with small
holdings. The
Economist is of the opinion that the act is
administered in a proper spirit “in accordance with natural rules of construction.”
Also, that the clause for compensation ad-

Spinal
Change of life.

oc!7

is

say that the landlords of Ireland will have to
sacrifice one-fourth of their income. It appears that for the most part the court has

fur all those Painful Complaint* and Weaknesses
•o common to oar boot female population.
It will cure entirely the worst form of Female Comand Ulcera
plaints, all ovarian troubles, Inflammation
tlon, Falling and Displacements, and the consequent
Weakness, and is particularly adapted to the

Block, PORTLAND.
dtf

absolutely false and libelous; that the note in quesLimoges,
tion can bo proved by several prominent business
Loagwy,
men of this city to have been bona fide and given in
Sarregucmines, good faith, also so understood by Mr. C. G. Sawyer
in all the details pertaining thereto, both by perSatsuma, Kioto, &c.
! eonal interviews and correspondence.
the
Fitted complete with
The matter of redress is not of so much imporns as the insinuations contained in the above
English Duplex, Oxford tance toand
for which act we shall hold him legally
notice,
and Harvard Burners.
! responsible.
Respectfully yours,

ST.,

year.

on

To the Ehitob of thb Pbess

decl7

or at

>
>

MANUFACTURER OF

531 Congress Street.

anthe Eminent Violin Soloist, would respectfully to
are prepared
nounce to the public, that they
furnish first class musical entertainments for
Churches, Fairs, Private Parties, Lecture Courses,
«t very reasonable rates. For terms, apply or

The progress of railroad construction this
year will far exceed that of any previous

CD

"statement.

Amethyst, Garnet, Onyx and Cameo,

aiiMW
Prof. J. W.

Also

JANES G. NcGLAUFLl,

Thursday Evening, January 5th.

PROF. J. A.

Indorsed Dy ANNIE LOUISE GABY.

Whitney Gaiter Shoe Co.

OYSTERS.
ASSEMBLY.

dlw

l&Sl.

Underv;the Falmouth Hotel.

deod 2w

decl2

Wholesale

the

arch

Made to Measure at 222 MIDDLE

H. FREEMAN & Co

iTlottic by Chandler.
nov5

FELL LINE OF GOLD FILLED CASES.

Gaiter

immediately. Address
G. W. SIMMONS & CO„
OAK HAXU, 32 IV or lb Street, Boston.

HALL,

DECEMBER 23d, JSS1.
Ticket. SI.OO, Admit Gent find Ladies.

Mechanics’

SilverWatcIies

A

QicDlC'l

®

4*

—AKD—

TIE WHITNEY Decker Bros1' Pianos,

NOTICE.

c

Rings,

CALL and SEE

All Goods bought for gifts will be exchanged after
holidays, if not right in size; or will be exchanged
for other articles, if desired.

♦*
v-

GOLD

order

IN A PULLMAN PALACE CAR.

SEVENTH

Plain

for Ladies & Gents.

“OAK HALL,” Boston,

TliK

Chased Rings,

Watch Chains

Imported English Bilk Umbrellas, $4.00
3.00
Dressing Covens.
3.30
Gentlemen’s Trash Hats for Balls,
Uiiomahs (E. Indian Night Dresses), $6 to $11
$3.501*- $18
Boy’s Suits,
$3.50 to $ 15
Hen’s Winter Suits,
Overcoats, Ulsters, Hats, Caps. Bnffalo
Overcoats and Bobes, Horse Blankets.
$3.35
English Driving Gloves,
5.00
Bugby Footballs,

ALL

Plated,

Opera Glasses,
French Clocks,
Si’v'or Ware,
BRACELETS,
SPECIAL HOLIDAY PRICES AT

®

%

DR0S.~& SANBORN,

Nos. 183 & 185 Middle St.

In Gold &

(5ai

m

he says, to Bak-

extending its line,
City, Oregon, and will require an outlet
to the Pacific coast, independent of the Central Pacific road; the latter, by leasing the
Southern Pacific and forming a connection
with the Atchison, Topeka and Santa *’e,
has already secured a trans-continental line,
independent of the Union Pacific, while the
Northern Pacific is being constructed very
rapidly westward across Montana toward
the Pacific Ocean, and northeastward in
Washington Territory toward Montana.

a

s

as cana-

any other nostrum advocated

Pacific is

£

§s

as

AfpAAt.nal ami nnifcft

er

8

c*

nn mnro

“The indications are that within a short
be five different routes by
railroad to the Pacific coast,” says the Hon.
Joseph K. MeCammon, United States Commissioner of Kailroad9, in his annual report
to the Secretary of (he Interior. The Union

»

DEANE

who makes a custom of
and who have been led

time, there will

WF&wly42

BALMORALS for Gentlemen.
CALF
CuRK
FRENCH
SOLE BOOTS for Ladies.
PEBBLE GOAT and French
Kid, Hand Sewed Boots ■
..;7
:
for Ladies.
LACE BOOTS in
SIDE
French and American
Don’t fail to visit our Immense Ware Rooms and see
Kid and Goat.
and best display of useful Holiday Goods
The only stock of fine, fancy tlie largest
ever shown in Portland.
Also, the best display of Fine
SLIPPERS in Maine.
Furniture east of Boston, at prices
CHILDREN’S Spring Heel Medium and Common
lowest.
Boots in Calf, Straight, lower than the
until after the Holidays.
Evening
every
Open
Goat and AmericanKid.
DANCING PUMPS in Goat,
French hid and Patent
Leather for Gentlemen
and Boys.
Misses* French Kid School
dec21_lILf
Boots with low heels:
very serviceable.
Colored Boots and Slippers
for Ladies and Children.
Nubian Waterproof Black177 MIDDLE STREET,
FIRST DOOR FROM EXCHANGE.
ing,
poUshes without

man

ballot,

by political quacks.

—■r- ^*■*-•

Ladies

brushing.

Music by Chandler. Tickets 60 cts. Grand March
dec21-dlw*
8.80.

decl'J

ipt
y C*ty,
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ia

ble of abuse

I Chapin’s Buchc-Paiba.—A quick, complete®
■cure for Catarrh of the Bladder, UrinaryJ

'•iJi~'•

at

AT CONGRESS

4^iauuiiK i

(

gBoth by express, prepaid,
I £,8.WEkLS

CANADIAN OVERSHOES,
for Gentlemen,
and Children.

nnrB

prepaid, £1.25.
jfeteSA,
» CHAriNhE Injection Flees is to be usee
Svyitb pychu-paiba, in cases of Impure ata
org
EDiseased Discharges. With Syringe, *1,
prepaid, for H.2o.|
Silrugrfsts, sent by express,on
rece
of

At Army & Navy Hall, Wednesday, Dec. 28.

HOOK & LADDER No. 2,

»

SPECIALTIES.

GRAND ASSEMBLY

Christmas

f

his

to suppose that all honesty and patriotism
and wisdom are to be found in his breast,
will of course be sadly disappointed at the
failure of their panacea for the ills of the
body politic. The fact that a professional
reformer is often a cheat, seeking selfish
ends through crooked ways, will be an astounding revelation to them. They will be
disagreeably shocked to learn, too, another
fact—that men often cut ballots because of
envy or selfish interest or other unworthy
motives, and that the famous remedy so extensively advertised In “independent” pa-

■Kidney and Bladder Diseases, in male or*
■female. Paralysis, Diabetes,Gravel, Difficulty*
■of holding or passing Urine, Gleet, Brick*
■Dust, Gonorrhoea, Inaction, Turbid UnneJB
EMilky and other deposits, Stricture, Stinging.a
iSmarting, Irritation, Inflammation,
whltes,g
llmoure or Diseased Discharges, Pains in theg
SBackand Thighs, Dragging Doyn, Dnrping.g
f t druggie's, by exRUlcer3, 'rumors, &e.

W. H. MORTON.Manager.
FBittK KcKef.Business Agent.
dtd
dee21

Grand

eodtf

BSP*Skating every afternoon and evening.
Music Tiieidnf, Thursday and Saturday
Evenings.

J.H. HAVERLY. Proprietor.

deed

& Federal Sts.

This “sticker” is so insecurely pasted that
it drops off before the ballots are taken
from the box, and so the candidate gets two
votes where he is entitled to but one.
Those who have been taught to believe
that the salvation of the country and its rescue from the control of selfish politicians de-

defacing

Bacon.

Exchange

declO

instead of to promote honesty at the polls.
In Massachusetts, where the cutting of votes
is a political fashion, the method is for the
independent voter to paste over the name of
his favorite candidate a slip bearing the duplication of that candidate’s name and specifying the office for which he is nominated.

pend upon the

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL GROCERS,

A Comedy full of Fan, Screaming Situations and
Sparkling Dialogue.
Grand Matinee Christmas. Prices, 75, 50 & 35.
Reserved Seats on sale Friday, Deo. 23.

Dec.

1

W. L. Wilson & Co.,

THURSDAY EVE., Dec. 22-Sheet and Pillow
Cane Party.
SATURDAY P. M« Dec. 31—Juvenile Contest. Prize, an Elegant Pair of Skates.
THURSDAY EVE.. Jan. 5-Prof. WILLIAM
FIELD, Champion Roller Skater of
America.
THURSDAY EVE., Jan. 12—Fancy Oress and
Costume Party.

M. (j.

UU

1

Malaga Brapes,
Florida Oranges,
Valencia Oranges,
Lemons,
Raisins,
Nuts,
Prunes,
Figs,
Pickled Oysters,
California Fruits,
Fancy Crackers,
Sugar Cured Hams and

Marmalades, Lucca Oil,
Stuffed Olives,
Anchovies in Oil,
Bloater
and
Anchovy
Shrimp Paste,
Salad Cream,

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

FRANK E. AIKEN.
MR. JOE POLK,
*K HENRY LINDEN, MR. SAM E. RYAN,
MR. HARRY BELL, MR. L. F. HOWARD,
MR. F. JORDAN, MR. L. F. TERRISS,
MISS KATIE GILBERT.
MISS MARIE BATES.

Thursday Evening,

Sardines,

Home Made Preserves,
Fresh Fruits and Blass,
Mince Meats,
Cider JeUy,
Bottled Cider, Binger Ale,

les and Sauces,
Sauces in Fancy Vases,
East India Preserves,

STORER BROS’ BUILDING, MIDDLE St

MR.

the second lesson of the class in
and fancy dancing.

few of the many articles

daily receiving:

Crosse & Blackwell’s Pick- Brandy Fruits,

used.

Those who believe that the purification of
the certain selection of good
men for office is to be accomplished by
means of those defacements of ballots known
as “pasters,” or “stickers,” will be grieved
to learn that these agencies of reform are
used for swindling purposes, and to defeat

ROLLER SKATING RINK,

COMPANY.

<*

a

not

politics and

WATERPROOF

M. C. M. A.
FOE

We call attention to

are

Another Nostrum Fails.

7 <12tfcM. fV&ftf

DECEMBER

I*i»n.
(Shore.

OF THE-

General Committee.
T. C. Hersey, Esq., President of Fraternity.
Samuel J. anderson Esq., Vice President.
E. A. Noyes, Treasurer.
Mr. S. E. Spring.
Hon. William Senter,
Mr. I. P. Farrington,
Hon. George Walker.
Mr. GeorgeS. Hunt,
Hon. A. E. Stevens,
Mr. Geo. W. Woodman,
Hon. Geo. P. Wescott,
Mr. Cbas. McLaughlin,
Non Jacob Me Lei lan,
Mr. John N. Lord,
Hon. Win. L. Putnam,
Mr. J, S. Winslow,
Hon. I. Washburn, Jr.,
Mr. J. P. Baxter,
Mr. W. I. Thom,
Mr. J. D Fessenden,
Mr. Nathan Webb,
Mr. Lewis Pierce,
Mr. Charles E. Jose,
Mr. W. A. Winshlp,
Mr. S. T. Pullen,
Mr. W. F. Millfken.
Mr. M. P. Emery,

munications that

WILSON & CO.’S.

PORTLAND FRATERNITY

Committee

all cases indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve com-

RESCRIPTIOY, AT

OF EVERY

Thursday Evening, Nov. 24th,
Thursday Evening, Dec. 8th,
Monday Evening, Dec. 26tb,
Thursday Evening, Jan. 12tn.
Thursday Evening. Jan. 26th,
Thursday Evening, Feb. 9th.

Maidens.

Popular prices. Tickets at Stockbiidge’s, MONJec23dlw
DAY Morning, Dec. 20.

Hall.

City

Wo do not road anonymous letters and communleatlons. The name and address of the writer are In

-:::GROCERIES:::-

SIXTH ANNUAL COURSE.
$2.60

Thursday Morning at
in advance at $2.00 a year.

published every

FRIDAY HORNING, DECEMBER 23.

IMPORTED and DOMESTIC

Fraternity Dauces!

The Cruise of the Jeannette.

THE PBESS.

_MISCELLANEOUS_

ENTERTAINMENTS

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted,) by the

Advertising Agent,

BOSTON
• TUEMONT ST.,
Contracts for Adverlisemente in Newspaper! in al
cities and towns of the United States and the
British Province?.

cision became necessary.
The New Orleans Times prints letters in
favor of protection, heads them strong arguments, and does not refer to them editorially. This is a “straw.”
As James G.
Philadelphia Press:
Blaine lays aside the robes of official life,
the public sees that they reduce his size not
a whit as they fall.
It is rumored that the

Marquis of Lome

will next Summer resign the Governor-Generalship of Canada, and that Sir John A.
MacDonald will succeed him. Sir John is a
native Canadian and an enthusiastic home
ruler.

__

Fifty thousand copi :s of Senator Morrill’s
speech have been printed for circulation
through the country, and particularly the

South.

The Origin of the Expedition—Circumstances of the Departure and the Object in

View—Geographical Notes of the Siberian
Region—Reasons for the Course
Taken.
The news from the steamer Joannette excites peculiar interest, both for the reason that
the vessel boro the American flag and because
it announces the defeat of one more attompt to
reach the North pole. The circumstance that

topic of learned speculation and comment in all parts of the civilized world reached
by telegraph wires also invites the general attention. The vessel was originally built by the
it is a

British government to serve as asdespatch-boat
for the Mediterranean squadron. Afterwards
she was bought by an Englishman, who used
her for one trip as a steam yacht, and then
sold her to Mr. James Gordon Bennett of New
York. He secured her for an American register as the Jeannette, and, though she was
strongly built, had her farther strengthened to
the point, it was hoped, of invulnerability
against the action of the ice, his purpose being
to fit her for a Polar expedition. By an act of
Congress of February 27,1879, the Secretary of
the Navy was authorized to accept and take
charge of the vessel for the purposes of this
expedition, on condition that no expense in
fitting her out should he borne by tho government.
By tho Secretary she was placed in

command of Lieutenant-Commander George
W. De Long, and Lieutenants Charles W.
Chipp and John W. Danenliauer were detailed
Her crew, including officers,
aB assistants.
numbered 31 men, and she sailed from San
Francisoo July 8, 1879, bound for Behring’s
Strait and the Arctic sea. When next heard
from she was at Oonalaska, a port in one of the
Fox islands, a part of the Alaska possessions
■

of the United States. The next and last report from her \4as from St. Lawrence bay, St.
Lawrence island, which is about 200 mileB
south of Behring's strait. Tho island is a part
of the Russian possessions. This date was
August 26,1879. Lieutenant De Long had already seen service in the Arctic in the expedition made in 1873 in the Juniata to search for the
survivors of the lost Polaris. He went in tho
Juniata to Upernavik, the most northern settlement in Greenland, and finding he could
get no further with that vessel, organized and
commanded an expedition still farther north
in a steam launch, and reached Melville bay.
This enterprise gained for him a just renown,
aud he was regarded in every way a most competent man to command the expedition of the
Jeannette. There aro three entrances to the
Arctic ocean: First, as being nearest to us,
that by the way of Baffin’s Bay aud Smith's
Sound; second, to the west and north of NorThe secway ; and third by Behring’s Strait.
ond of these passages leads the explorer through
the wide open sea between the northern coast
of Norway and the island of SpitzbcrgoD, aud
thence moving eastward he passes still through
a wide open space nortli of Nova Zembla and
south of Franz-Josef land, whenco this is
called ths “Franz-Josef route.” Lieutenant
De Long had personally investigated the Baffiu’s-bay route, and was informed through
conversation with leaders of exploring expeditions which had followed the Franz-Josef
route of its advantages and disadvantages. Ho
preferred to reach that magnetic spot, towards
which so many men of iron will and fortitude
have been drawn, the North pole, by an untried way, and so selected the route via Behring’s strait. There was no bravado in this,
however. Ha had a roason which at the time
seemed sound and sufficient. The experience
of all Arctic explorers has shown that the eastern coasts of Arctic continents and islands are
much more encumbered by ic® than the westIn this respect Greenland and
ern exposures.
8pitzbergen aro examples. While the east
coast of Spitzbergen is seldom even accessible, the western coast may easily bo reached
almost up to latitude 80° in any favorable year.
This condition seems to prevai' to a still greater extent in Greenland, the east coast of which
has rarely been visited, while every year the
northernmost settlements of we3t Greenland
are easily reached
by sailing vessels of the
Royal Danish Company. At the time that the
Jeannette sailed geographers all supposed that
across the water north and ea3t of the Russian
country there extended northerly toward the
pole and easterly to Greenland a vast tract
which was called Wrangel’s land, which for
descriptive purposes had been happily characacterized as a "pole-encumbering continent.”
Assuming such a continental tract to exist,
the lieutenant reasonod that by cruising along
its western shore he should find a favorable
opening towards the extreme north. The exof the United States steamer Rodgers,
pedition
tr>ilr>}i loot troor xtr-ta cont r*nt. in fiflflrfih
of tbfi
Jeannette, while it resulted in finding no trace
of her, had an important result in the discovery that Wrangel’s land was no continent,
but an island of no very great magnitude. Lieutenant D» Long had undoubtfact,
edly already ascertained the same
and, although the discovery upset his theory
as to a
favorable passage along a westerly
shore, ho had pushed on to the north and
For a clearwest through the open waters.
er
presentation of the cruise and the
reit
fate
of
the
Jeannette
may
marked that in following a
geographical
description the reader, consciously or unconsciously, pictures in his imagination a map of
the region referred to. Although the Jeannette departed from, and sailod up, the shores
of the American continent, passing through
Behring’s strait, the student of her fate should
dismiss from hi3 mind, as confusing, all
thought of tho map of North America, aud
substituting therefor tho map of northern Asia
and Europe, conceive of her as entering the
Arctic sea at the northeastern extremity of
Asia, thence moving northerly and westerly.
This locates her throughout all this long experience since she was last heard from at bt.
Lawrence bay as north of the Siberian country. Siberia is perhaps generally underestiIts
mated as to its geographical proportions
northern coast extends from Behring’s strait
nearly 3000 miles westward. Thus it is true
that when heard from at St. Lawrence island
the Jeannette was on the Siberian coast, and
now, having moved a thousand miles westward
a part of her crew
land at the mouth of tho
Lena river, still on the Siberian coast. It was
the lieutenant’s original intention to pass the
first Winter—thatof 1879-80—at Wrangel land.
Though the meagre despatches from him just
received say nothing on this point, experts who
have studied the matter say that undoubtedly
he did not stop when he found the tract to be
only an island, but kept on and passed the
Winter in the open, or rather tho frozen sea,
which is technically termed “the open pack."
The Winter of 1880-SI appears to have been
passed in the same way, since she was
crushed on June 23 last, 150 miles from the
nearest land, and she could hardly have got out
of any Winter harbor as early as that in the
season. The loss of the Polaris in 1872 was occasioned in the same way, in being crushed in
the ice. The Jeannette was purchased on account not only of her thorough construction
under the British admiralty, but because of
the form of her hull below water, which was
“wedge-shaped." It was supposed that if
caught in the ice she would be raised by the
pressure of ice instead of being crushed, as Is
common with flat-floored or wall-sided ships.
As measured in an air line on the map the
distance from Behring’s strait to the place
mhAsn
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miles; tho mouth of the Lena is by the course
which they were compelled to take in the open
boats 300 or 400 hundred miles further, though
less than that in a direct line from the strait.

When she met this disaster the vessel was 160
miles north of the island of New Siberia, which
is uninhabited; and 300 miles from the nearest
part of the Siberian main. The Lena is the
principal river of northern Russia,of which
a perprobably accounts for the existence
manent settlement near its mouth, A gentleman in New York city who has traveled a
thousand miles or more up that river, says:
“The retreat of these boats across 300 miles of
ice-encnmbered Arctic sea is a remarkable
achievement, and one which is paralleled in
Arctic history only by the retreat of Barents
and his men from the northern extremity of
Novaya Zemlya, and of the crew of the Tegethoff from Franz Josef land. Tho fact that
Do Long and his men were three months at
sea and on the ice in open boats tells a mournful story of hardship and suffering, and one
which more than accounts for the ‘pitiable
condition’ in which we are told that they at
last arrived.” The Jeannette was a barquerigged vessel of 420 tons.

[Dally Kews.l

Regimental Dogs.
A French paper has been lifting up its voice
a very humblo yet interesting see

in favor of
tion of the

military establishment—regimental
dogs. Formerly almost every battalion or oavalry squadron of the French army had its pet
dog, an animal who belongs to nobody in par-

to servo his many
masters with lidelity and zeal. Ho^vas free of
the barrack rooms; ho dined off the soldiers’
leavings; ho harbored a propor prejudice
against all civilians, and barked at them; but
his tail in a friendly way to every
he

ticular, but who contrived

wagged

wearing red trousers. When tho battalion
marohed out the dog marchod out too, stepping
decorously by tho drum major's side, with his
tail curled, and disdaining the greetings of
man

Mb. Riddlebebgeb is called “in many
respects the best man of his party” by the

Richmond State, Bourbon Dem.
Among the members of the lower House
of the Tennessee Legislature are a white
man and a negro who held the relation of
master and slave before the war.

other dogs who might be anxious to salute him
in the streets.
Some of these dogs acquire renown in war.
There was Pistaohe, the dog of the second battalion of the third chasseurs, who got wonnded

scampering upthe heights of Alma, and received a medal which he wore to the day of bis
death, attached to a stiver collar. There was
Capricorne, who was present with the sixtyfifth regiment at the taking of the village of
Magenta, and who is said to have dragged a
vi vandiere by the skirt to a spot where an officer
lay wonnded and gasping for water. This dog got
It might have been thought that
a medal too.
such recollections wojild have pleaded In favor
of martially disposed dogs to all time; but Gen.
Farre, the war minister, who has abolished so
many things dear to the military mind—drums,
drum majors, breastplates and white gloves—
some mouths ago Issued an edict that all dogs

should be expelled from barracks. He did not
make use of the proverbial excuse that they
were liable to go mad; but he charged them
with being quarrelsome. It was said that when
several battalions were quartered in one barrack, their dogs fought for supremacy; and a
still more painful accasation was preferred
against one individual dog of having snapped
at the calves of an inspector general who had
walked into a barrack yard in plain clothes.
These charges proved fatal to the dogs, and
they had to go. There were some sad leavetakings when the four-footed pets were turned
out to find new homes in the hon«es of married
officers, for that was the destiny of most of
them; and pathetic scenes when some of these
animals, breaking away from their restraints,
and
found their way back to barracks
gamboled in, leaping and yelping with joy.
It seems, indeed, that few of the cashiered
dogs have been able to accommodate themselves to the irksomeness of civilan life. The
soldiers, on the other hand, find barracks'duller
than ever without the dogs, and it is being
urged on their behalf that General Farre would
do a popular thing if he revoked his edict. It
has been announced that in the Russian army
dogs are being trained to act as sentries. No
such utilitarian purpose is contemplated by
those who would like to see the French military dog restored to his franchises; it is simply
pleaded for him that he was a cheerful companion, who pleased the soldiers by his antics, his
cleverness (for he was sometimes trained to
walk on his hind legs and shoulder arms), and
who was devoted, watchful, but above all

amusing.

_

Christmas Trees.
All over this extensive country these trees
are planted, not only in private homes, but also
iu Sunday schools and day schools; and it
would seem as if hardly any child could live so
poorly that would not be the recipient of some

longed-for toy or sweetmeat. In the cities one
purchase these trees already planted In a
bitof plank, and partly decorated or entirely
filled with toys, and ready to be brilliantly
lighted at any moment. Yet in the country,
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many of the gifts of the tree, and bake many
cakes which are covered with frosting and sugar
plums, and drive oat into the woods and select
a tree, and cut it down and bring it home, there
is quite as mucl» fun in the preparation, and
quite as much r -al satisfaction as in the city.
Several days before Christmas it is well to
brine home the tree, lost a deep snow should
fall, and it might not be easily obtained, and a.*
the children must help carry it home. Select
one thafnas a regular cone from base to sum-

mit, and is of the proper height for your parlor,
and lsp off any branches that may interfere
with its beauty; and while selecting the tree
you can also gather quantities of running pine,

pine, and prince’s pine wherewith to
garlands and crowns, and wreaths for
adorning the halls, parlors, and dining room.
coral

make

Also bring homo largo branches of laurels and
clusters of swamp elderberries and boughs of
bitter sweet berries. Plant your tree in a small
washtub, filled in with brick-bats or a hodfnl
of bard coal, or anything that is heavy and will
keep it in place—flatirons will do if there is
nothing else at band—and cover over the tub
with a gayly striped afghan, or a fur robe, or
the larger
a flag, and upon this base many of
articles, such as books, desks, etc., can be ar-

ranged.

Those of onr readers who are the fortunate
possessors of a long parse can purchase at the
device for decorfancy stores every

imagiuable

ating most artistically and beautifully—such as
silver doves or stuffed doves, colored glass balls,
flags of every kind, gilded stars, tiny looking
glasses that if suspended behind the candles
wiil reflect their light and make it bright,
bells, woolly lambs, and bonbons of every description; while in the toy shops are whole regiments of dolls, from the most elegant Parisian
belles to the knitted sailor boy for the little
baby, and vast caravans of animals and Noaih’s
arks, and toys that surpass description. Batin
thousands of village homes these articles are
not obtainable, yet the children can manufacmany beantifnl decorations for the Christtree, in which they will take qnite as
much pleasure as if they were from the fancy
shops of the oity. With a few sheets of gflt.

ture
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strips four inches iu length and half au inch in
width, you can make long chains to entwine
from bough to bough of the tree. With a bottle of mucilage paste the two ends of the strips
together until half of them are made into rings;
then make up some more by slipping one end
through two rings and joining them together.
Let the three rings become dry. and join them
into long garlands. Suspend around the outer
branches of the tree from top to bottom. Twenty yards will be needed to trim a large tree,
twelve for a small one. These paper chains,
when once made, can be kept for years if carefully handled. Parch a large pan ot popcorn,
and string them into chains with a needle and

about the
distributed
break up the chains into necklaces and throw
around the necks of all the guests. If you possess a broken looking glass, carry it to a glazier
and have it cut into bits three inches by two.
Paste a bit of brown paper over the back of the
glass, and bind the edges with strips of gilt or
scarlet and blue papers, and paste a bit of ribbon or paper at the top to suspend them from
the boughs. You can not have too many tiny
mirrors. Purchase a pound or two of English
walnuts and cut them into halves and take out
the meats. Save them to put into the middle
of each small frosted cake. Purchase also a
pound of sugared caraways, and dll half of one
of the shells with them, and paste on the other
half. Use common glue or gum tragacanth for
paste. Insert a bit of narrow ribbon in any
color at the top of the nut. Cut a small round
of gilt paper and cover it with paste, and wrap
it carefully about the nut, letting the folds of
it lie evenly about the bit of ribbon. Make as
many as you can of these, for they are the prettiest of rattle boxes, and everybody likes to posLittle lace bags made of
sess such a trophy.
bobbinet lace or wash illusion, by running them
together with scarlet, blue, and gold colored
worsteds, and using a bit of it for a string to
draw them together, are al30 very pretty and
desirable when tilled with nuts, raisins, and
sugar plums for the children. Small apples
closely stuck with cloves are also nice to perfume bureau drawers, and a dozen er more will
not como amiss upon this most wonderful treeA Christ child or angel, made by dressing a doll
in lace and silvered wings, is very decorative
when fastened to the topmost bough of the tree.
Small candles can have a bit of wire thrust
through the lower end by hoating it, and then
fasten it securely to the boughs of the tree.
Apples and oranges can also be suspended with
thread wire. Cut rings of card-board and slip
the candles, and they will catch their
over
coarso

thread.

Entwine

them also

branches, and after the presents

are

drippings.
[London Truth]

Morpbiomania.
When physicians discovered that pain could
be subdued by inserting under the skin a smalj
pointed instrument provided with a tube containing morphia, they little thought that they
Yet so it
were paving the way for a new vice.
was
There are in our merrv England, beinoa
who are so wholly under the domination of

morphia as ever was Chinese under that of opium. Women have yielded by degrees to its
fatal fosination, until at last they prick the
skin a dozen times a day with the tiny syringo
that has such terrible results. The operation
is almost paiuless; the immediate effects pleasant. A delicious languor supervenes. Happy
thoughts and bright imaginations fill the mind.
Some seo beantiful visions, others feel only a
pervading sensation of comfort and well-being.
On a few, the effect of morphia is to excite to
some intellectual effort, if effort that can be
called which is pure delight, a glorious feeling
of untrammeled power, of uncrippled exorcise
of tho highest faculties. It is as though the
mind had suddenly developed wings. Bat at
the very height of the enchantment the intiacuce of morphia begins to subside. Tho glory
fades. The wings trail, and the feet that aro
their sorry substitute become weighted as with
lead. As with the workers, so with the dreamers. The visions are obscured. The sensation
of comfort gives place to one of discomfort, irThe mental vision that
ritation, even pain.
had just now looked through a rosy mist sees
all things as through a crapo veil or a November fog. Can it be wondered at that the dose
is renewed, that the poison is absorbed again
and again, that the intervals become shorter
and shorter between the reign of tho potent

drug?

And the end? The punishment is terrible indeed. By degrees the mind becomes darkened.
BeltHideous hallucinations seize upon it.
control is lost. Imbecility overtakes the weak.
the
threatens
Madness
strong.
These are the personal consequences. There
are others to be bequeathed to sons and daughThese can be
ters and to later generations.
guessed at. The new vice has not reigned sufficiently long for tho world to have seen them
exemplified, but a dark array of possibilities
suggests itself but too readily. The heritage
of insanity, of Inebriety, of imbecility, will in
future be traced back to those-tiny tubes which
hold but a drop or two, and to which men onco
looked as to a blessed means of relieving pain,
forgetting that blessings and curses go hand in
liana in a crooked world. Dipsomania haa now
a powerful rival, speedier in its results than Its
own revolting
process, and eventually as deThe name of the (later born sister
grading.
lend is Morphiomania.
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Mors Testimony as to His Sanity.

BETWEEN

OONTBOVBB8Y

A

A Long List of Nominations by
the Governor.

ScoTllle Threatens to Retire, which
Pleases Guiteau.
Washihgton, Dec. 22.—For the first time

the commencement of the trial there
few vacant seats at the opening of the
court this moruing. The prisonor came in
looking, if possible, a little paler than usual
and apparently under some strong excitement.
Col. Charles Reed took a seat by his side and
whispered something to him. Guiteau, striking the table violently, began to expostulate,
saying, ‘T won’t do anything of the kind.”
At this point Scoville whispered some expostulation, when Guiteau angrily said to him, ‘T
won’t have you compromising my case by your
foolish questions. You must get off my case if
you can't stop compromising it.”
The whispered consultation between them
seemed to result in pacifying the prisoner, who
looked up with a smile and said, "I was going
to make a speech but have changed my mind
and guess I won’t do it.”
He then busied himself openiDg his mail, remarking “This is the first time I have opeued
my mail myself for sometime.
Dr. Theodore Damon, of Auburn, N. Y.,
summoned for the defence and retained by the
prosecution, was called to the Btand. The witness believed, judging by the evidence to
Which he had listened, including that of the
prisoner, and from the appearance and conduct
of the prisoner, that he is sane. The hypthetical questions put to Dr. Worcester yesterday
were then read to the witness and he replied,
“I should say he was sane.”
Guiteau said:—"On the theory that that is
all correct. But two-thirds of it is false; therefore your opinion is of no value.”
Upon crese-examination the witness stated
that he did not believe Guiteau had been playing a part in court. He thought his conduct
was perfectly Datural under the circumstances
tp his character and temperament. The witness had found a larger proportion among the
insane than sane who were immoral and had
bad passions. He did not think that feature
taken alone amounted to anything in detersince
were

CLERK

AND

FOR

COMMISSIONER

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

John T. Hull of Portland and Isaiah Elder of Deering the Candidates.

Augusta, Dec. 22.—Governor Plalsted this
afternoon made the following nominations:
COMMISSIOXBBS.

COUNTY

Androscoggin—Henry Turner, Turner.
Isaiah Elder, Deering.
Franklin—Geo. W. Clark. New Vineyard.

Cumberland

Hancock—Hamilton Joy, Ellsworth.
Kennebec-J. M. Winn Clinton.
Knox—Augus us M. .Jameson, Warren.
Taiuco n—Alonzo D, Kenm-dy, Jefi'erson.
Oxford—G. W. Hammond, Paris.
Penobscot—Thomas G. Holt, Garland-.
Piscataquis—Albert W. Chapin, Monson.
Sngadah -c—Wm. «. Hager, Richmond.
Somerset—Geo. Mitchell, Cambridge.
Waldo—Crosby Fowler, Unity.

Washington—Geo.

E. Burrall. East Maohias.

York-Gilbert Hasty, Waterboro.
CLERK OF

COURTS.

Androscoggin—James Nash, Lewiston.
Cumberland—John T. Hull, Por land.
Oxfor i—Charles F. Whitman, Norway,

bagadahoc—Joseph

M.

H«yes,

Bath.

SHERIFFS.
Androscoggin—Rodney F. Foss, Auburn.
*
Hancock,— m. B. Mitchell, Ellsworth.

Somerset—Wm. Pliilbric*, Skowhegan.
COUNTY ATTORNEYS.

Franklin—Enoch C. Greenleaf, Farmington.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Wm. Leonard, Passadumanuing, Fairfield.
Coroners—Alonzon Priggi*, Turner; Oscar F.
Frask, Mexico; Oscar W. Lawry, Fairfield.
To Solemnize Marriages, Admiuis er, Oaths and
take Acknowledgement of Deeds—Miss L. M. Percival. Augusta.
Iudiau Agent for the Penobscot Tribe—Edson C.
Brown, Oidtown, in pl<ce ot Charles A. Bailey.
Inspectors of Prisons and Jail—Rev. J. K. Mason
Fryeburg, in place of Henry S. Osgood of Augusta
Fish and
Game Wardens—W. 8. Hammond,
Howard; hbenezer G. Morse, Eddington; Thomas F.
A lieu,
aogor; Joseph Nichols, Wm. A. Perry,
Cha les Banks, Jr.. Frederick J. Parks, Phipsburg;

Bethel;

Thomas "mall Bath.
Justices of the Peace and Quorum Wm. H. McCriUis, Bangor; Horace J. Bean, Alfred; Ira G.
Sprague, South Paris; Reuben Orff, Waldoboro;
Nathaniel J. C!app,
North Anson; Oliver R.
Ba'heller. Skowhegan; Wm. H. Cook, Eddington;
Henry K. Virgin, Portland; W. J. Wheeler, South
Paris; Marshall Davis, Belfast; M. P. Frank, Portlaud; James B. Williams, llesboro; Ahiob JC. Hardy,
Bingor; samuel S. Yonk, Wiltin', Addison Austin,
New Cas io; James E. liewey. Wm. C. Brackett,
Biddtfurd; Hibbard W. Bryant, Portland; Benj.
Smith, Swan’s Island; B. A. Neal, Gardiner.

MAINE.
_V
Fire in Calais.
Calais, Dec. 22.—Fire broke out last nigbt
in Geo. P. McAllister's steam sardine box factory at Milltown, Me. The building and stock
were entirely consumed and the engine badly

damaged. Loss $3,000; no insurance. The
fire extended to a large storehouse nearly filled
with merchandise belonging to Chas. F. Todd.
partially

Loss $10,000;

insured.

Death from Cancer.

Sanford, Dec. 22.—The wife of Hon. Geo.
A- Frost, died at Springvale, this morning, of
canoer

in the stomach.
The State Grange.

Augusta, Dec. 22.—The State Grange,
which has been in session in Augusta three
days, adjourned sine die at a late hour to-night.

proceedings of the day were strictly private, only members of the organization being
allowed to enter the hall. The new officers
were installed in the forenoon by Master D. H.
Thing, assisted by Past Master, Nelson Ham of
Lewiston. The ceremony was witnessed by a
The

large number of patrons.
After the installation the report of various
committees were submitted and elicited spirited discnssion.
A resolution

introduced advocating a
combination to control prioes of farm produce
and to protect farmers against the extortion of
was

middle men. This brought on a warm debate.
The reports of committees occupied most of
the evening. The session of the Grange has
been a nrotitable one and will accrue to the
benefit of the

agriculturalists

miner a m«.u h nauiiy

mining

Public—Edward P. Barr ham, Saco.
Notary
rf'w... 1
T«%o
T n.,ihn« U
fiinhaa
A nnlftinn
David F. Brown.
kettg, John W. C

a

of this State.

MASSACHUSETTS.
Advance in Spinners’ Wages Refused.
Fall River, Dec. 22.—To-day was the time
appointed for the spinners to receive an answer to a circular asking for 10 per cent, advance in wages on the ground that the present
do not allow them to pay expenses of
But two mills reported aud their anthe negative, on the ground
swers were in
that the high price of cotton and low price of
cloth would not warrant an increase. Such
will probably be the general report. The spinners have not yet held a meeting to receive the
report and will not until after Christmas.
Boston, Dec. 22.—A project is on foot under
the supervision of Mine. DeKoerber of Berlin
who is now in this city, to establish an international emigration society to procure and aid
the emigration of German girls and women to
The headquarters of the
the United States.
society will be New York and branches are to
Mote.
be organized throughout the country.
DeKoerber is employed by the Canadian authorities as an emigration agent.

NEW YORK.

or
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Scoville asked, “Have you noticed egotism
as a feature of insanity?”
Answer—It is a frequent feature with insane
people in the sense that they magnify the importance of everything affecting themselves or
their own interest, and ignore the possible
effect of their actions upon the interests or
happiness of others.” Witness had gained
most of his experience with insane people
while connected with the Auburn State prison,
where he was brought in contact with tke
criminal insane, and for that reason, perhaps,
would not be so good authority as some others.
He had, however, found that the peculiarities
of a sane mind generally appeared prominent
in an insand mind, and that instances of a
total change of character were rare. This was
in direct opposition to the weight of expert
testimony previously given. Witness was questioned at great length, and his answers indicated great conservatism of opinion.
Scoville finally asked, “Well, Doctor, how
old do you think a physician ought to be before
he is able to distinguish between a sane and insane man?”
Witness replied that he himself was not yet
old enough to distinguish between sane and
insane people.
Guiteau (laughing)—“That’s the best thing
you have said yet, Doctor. Ladies and gentlemen, you see I'm letting Scoville do most of
the talking to-day. I’m keeping quiet.”
Witness was asked relative to Guiteau’s efforts to Becnre office, if it did not indicate unsoundness of mind, and replied:—"It might
but I am not sufficiently acquainted with their
practices to know to what absurd measures
office seekers will resort.”
Scoville paused a moment to look over some
papers, when Guiteau improved the opportunity to make a speech, saying:—“That reminds
me to say that I opened my mail myself this
morning (holding up twenty or more letters).
Pretty good mail, too, and only one crank letter in the whole lot; all from high toned people, too. They are beginning to think better of
me outside. High toned ladies are sending for
my autograph. They think I'm a big mac,
but I don’t care a snap whether I am a big
The prisoner busied himman or little one."
self reading his letters bat soon broke out
egain, saying:—“Well, I did not notice this before. Ladies and gentlemen, I have just received a letter from Dr. Spitzka, in which he
says that Eh has received 200 letters since he
returned from Washington, all congratulating
him apon his testimony. He has only received
two threatening ones and two from lunatics.
A pretty good snowing, I think, when he came
on here for
nothing and did not get a cent,
while these fellows are handsomely paid by the
Government. There here is another one from
Mr. Beatty—
Judge Cox- Well, that will do, prisoner, we
have not time to listen te the reading of your

correspondence.

Guiteau—All right, sir.
The letter from Dr. Spitzka was not addressed to the prisoner but to ficovillo. He
had carelessly left it within the reach of the
prisoner, who immediately seized it.
After resess the cross-examination of Dr.
Damon was resumed. ScoviUe called the wit
ness’ attention to Corkhill’s hypothetical question, and he, while contending that though
facts tended to show that the prisoner was
sane, admitted many of them taken individually were not inconsistent with the existence
of an unsound mind.
Scoville asked, "Did you ever believe in a
personal divine inspiration in this age of the
world?”

Answer—Not especially.
Prisoner—Well, Doctor,

inspire

man

2000

years

it to-day?

Scoville—I have
ing that question.

no

if the Lord could
ago could he not do

objection to your

answer-

Witness—If the Lord did inspire anybody
2000 years ago he can now if he chooses.
Prisoner—That is my idea on that. He not
only can but he did in this particular case.
Scoville then propounded a hypothetical
question, taking as his strongest point the
averment that the prisoner believed firmly iu
his inspiration to shoot the President, and inquired whether if that averment were true the
man was insane at that time?
Witness—Don't think that is a question for
an expert.
Any one can answer that. There
is only one answer to that question. Suppose
a man to be insane is he insane?
(Laughter.)
Witness stated that he did not agree with
Maudsley on the question of moral insanity.
Q.—Are not many lunatics able to distinguish between right and wrong but not able to
choose between them?
A.—When under inspired delusions, yes.
On redirect examination witness was asked
the reason fowhis conclusion that the prisoner
was sane.

Jay Gould’s Blackmailer.
New York, Dec. 22.—The grand jury in
court of General Sessions to-day presented an
indictment against Col. J. Howard Welles for
sending a threatening letter to Jay Gould.
Wells is out of prison on $1500 bail.
A Well Deserved Sentence.
Frederick Lotthamer, who on Nov. 23d visited the residence of bis father-in-law Henry
Muller, mortally wounded him and severely
injured his wife Pauline by shooting, put in a
plea of manslaughter in the first degree and
Judge Gildersleeve sentenced him to the State
At the time of the shootprison for 26 years.
ing Lotthamer fired unsuccessfully at hiB little
and
daughter
attempted his own life.
The New England Society.
The seventy-sixth annual dinner of the New
England Society of New York was held tonight at Delmonico’s. First Vice President
M. W. Cooper presided.
Among those present were President Arthur, Channcey M. DeD.
Rev. Dr. Franklin
Rev.
R.
Hitchcock,
pew,
Carter, president of Williams College; Senator
Hawley, Senator Aldrich of Rhode Island,
Gov. Bigelow of Connecticut, and A. H. LitPresident Arthur
tlefield of Rhode Island.
made an eloouent sneech in resnonse to the
toast “The President of the United States.
SPORTING.
Exciting Pigeon Shoot In England.
London, Dec. 22 —A pigeon shooting match
for £200 a side, at 100 pigeons, came off to-day
at the Union Gan Ulab grounds, Hendon,

between Dr. Carver and Gordon. The latter
stood at 24 yards and was restricted to the nse
of one hand. Carver stood at 34 yards. Gordon killed 68 birds and Carver 67.
The Hanlan-Boyd Match.

London, Dec. 22.—The Sportsman, referring to the alterations in the conditions of the
proposed match between Boyd and Hanlan,
suggested by supporters of the latter, says:
"We cauuot

see

that

the

anything unreasonable.

champion

is

asking

Mysterious Death.
Bennington, Vt., Dec. 22.—Dr. J. 0. Still"

of North Pownal left here abont midThis morning he was
night for his home.
found dead in front of the North Pownal Manufacturing Comnany’s store in that village.
His head was braised as if struck with a club.
The face was cut. The body was not cold.
His horse was fonnd farther on. In the wagon
was a pool of blood, showing that the injury
He had a
was done before the body left it.
large sum of money about him when in Bennington and was alone when he lelt.
man

Mexican Bandits Lynched.
Brownville, Tex., Dec. 21.—Three noted
bandits, two of whom pass undei the same

name and were known as Mannel Asnndo and
the third as Lucas Franco, Were captured
near Ilenosa, Mexico, yesterday and hanged
by Mexican vigilants who go under the title of
"Commission.”

[The National Prohibition Alliance.
Pittsburg, Dec. 22.- -The seoretaryof the
National Prohibition
Mrs. M.
Alliauce,
McClellan Brown of this citj, has issued a circular containing the signatures of over a hundred delegates to a reform conference, calling
for a general conference of prohibitionists to
be held in Chicago, March 1st.
A Poisoner Sentenced.
Buiunoton, Vt., Deo. 32.—Lad wick Klahn,
convicted yesterday of poisoning two springs
in Staniford, with Paris Green, was to-day sentenced to ten years in State prison, the extreme penalty of the law.

the prisoner advised
Scoville objected
the District Attorney to pay the witness his
$500 and let him go home.
The court overruled the objection and witness stated bis conclusion was based upon h is
examination of the prisoner and from hie tesand

timony.

WitBess saw nothing in the prisoner that was
not the result of his natural character, early
training and the life he had led.
Q.—(By Court)—You have been asked whether a man might be impelled to the commission
of an act he knew to be wrons by an insane
delusion. Could he be so impolled by an irresistible impulse to do what was wrong?
A.—I suppose that takes place in a fit of passion, where there is no deliberation and where
up to the moment of the act the person knew
wbat was right and wrong.
Q.—Can there be a sane irresistible impulse
in the absence of a delusion?
A.—In the absence of an express delusion
there may be, but my own belief is that there
exists an unexpressed delusion in the mind of
the actor.
Prisoner—These experts, allow to say, are
high toned, respectable men, but with all respect I say that tney nang as many men as doctors kill.
Dr. McLean Shaw, the witness whom Gu ihe would imitate Wilkes Booth,
teau told
The witness was greeted by the
was recalled.
“This is the man who told the
with
prisoner
lie about Booth. We have your record to show
over there in New Jersey, where you wore indicted for perjury. You only got off on a technical quibble.”
Scoville—Were you ever indicted forper-

^V^itnesa—For allegedsaid
perjury.
Prisoner—The judge

State

you

ought to

be in

prison.

Scoville (angrily)—Now shut up.
Prisoner—I wont; X will go on.
Scoville—Then go on and I will get off the
case.

Prisoner—We will have a new man to-morrow.' Thisisyour last day.
Scoville—What was the"perjury alleged?
Answer—That I had given false testimony
in regard to the payment ef a certain note for
$1000.
Question—Did yotr swear you had paid the
note?
Answer—Yes, sir. There were ten or eleven
notes

of the same amount.

Question—Then again

you swore you had

notpaid it.
Witness—I

was mistaken in swearing to the
What I testified to was exactly
wrong note.
true in regard to another note of the same
amount and same date.
The witness denied that the judge in the
perjury case had made use of such language.
Mr. Scoville Btated he would call four witnesses to testify in regard to the perjury case.
The court then adjourned.
Guiteau a Subject for Graveyard Insurance.

A letter has been reoeived here from Beading, Pa., signed Bordner and Leasig, stating
that arrangements have been made with several of the Berks county mutual associations,
including the Beading Mutual Aid Association
of Pennsylvania, to secure au amount of insurance not exceeding $100,0001 on the life of
Charles J. Guiteau, and requesting that his
signature to au application, which is enclosed,
be procured. The application is for 310,000
insurance in the Beading Mutual Aid Association of Pennsylvania on the “Life maturity
plan.” The name and residence are filled out
to "Charles J. Guiteau, Washington, D. C.”
The beneficiary is Arthur J. Bordman, and his
signature iB followed by that of Calvin T. Les-

sig, securing agent.

Fears of a Flood on the Ohio Elver.
Qutasi.1i, Deo. 22.—Bain has been falling
here continually lor three days, and telegrams
from all directions Indicate the approach of
destructive flood* on the Ohio river and tribu-

taries.

Small Pox Fearfully Prevalent in
tiie Northwest.

the Second
Crew is Safe.

Belief

That

SUCCOR

INDIANS SUFFERING BV THH NEGLECT OF CONTRACTORS.

Washington, Dec. 22.—Reports continue to
be received at the Indian office showing the
rapid spread of small pox in the northwest.
Latest advices are from Idaho, Montana, and
northern Dakota. All agents ask for supplies
of vaceine matter which is being supplied as

possible.
Much difficulty is experienced in getting
agency supplies forwarded, caused principally
by the failure of contractors to perform their
duty. Large quantities of supplies are reported frozen up on rivers of the northwes’, with
no probability of reaching their destination before spring. It is the intention of the Indian
rapidly

as

bureau to hold contractors to a strict accountability for their neglect.
The Indian Territory Invasion.
In regard to the rumor that Capt. Payne,
with a large number of settlers had invaded
Indian territory, Gen. Pope telegraphs he has
had a force of cavalry occupying an objective
point of the wonld-be invaders during the past
summer and autumn, and it is impossible for
Payne, unless alone, to get into the territory.
The General further says the report was probably started for the purpose of inducing Congress to interfere in Payne'B behalf.

WASHINGTON.
Secretary Folger Denies a Rumor.
Washington, Dec. 22.—Secretary Folger
disclaims any intention to anticipate the January interest, and says he considers such a step
uncalled for under the present satisfactory con-

dition of the finances. He made this statement in explanation of published rumors that
he proposed to anticipate the January interest
owing to the press of business claiming Lis attention.
Secretary Folger finds that it will be
impossible to leave the city for several days.
Concerning Discharges from the Marine
Corns.
Secretary Hunt to-day issued the following
circular:
In consequence of the numerous and increasing applications for discharge of enlisted men
in

thn

mavinfl

Anrns.

tnarin

hv SftnatnFH

And

Representatives of Congress and others, the
department feels constrained to say no such
appplications can be favorably entertained in
the present condition of the service, unless the
application be based upon such strong grounds
as would entitle the applicant to be discharged
on account of mental or bodily disability.
The New Postmaster-General.
Mr. Howe will assume the duties of Postroaster-General between the 1st and 6th of

January.
An Important Question.
important question was argued in the
Supreme Court to-day, by Senator Jones of
Fla., and, W. A. Beach of New York, involving the construction of the acts of Congress
known as the confiscation acts. The question
under thoee aots real estate
was whether,
which was used by rebel authorities with the
consent of owner could be confiscated for a
period beyond the life of the owner.

An

House Committee on Elections.
The House Committee on Elections organized to-day, and appointed C. N. Paul of
Laporte, Ind., their clerk.
Cadet Whittaker’s Case.
The Star says it can be stated upon good
authority that the findings of the Court of Iu
quiry in the Cadet Whittaker case, are that he
It is not
was guilty of cutting his own ears.
known what was the action of the Judge Advocate, but it is understood he approved the

findings.
The Coast Survey.
Prof. J. E. Hilgard was to-day appointed
superintendent of the coast and goodetic survey.
The Contingency Fund Investigation.
The Senate committee investigating the
contingent fund expenditures in the executive
departments examined Mr. Sturtevant, chief
of the stationary division of the Treasury department, and Mr. NortoD, formerly an employe in the custodian’s office, and the committee then called as the next witness Assistant Secretary Upton.
Errata.
The name of Representative McCord, as
a member of the committee on military affairs,
erroneously appeared yesterday in place of
Representative McCook.
Notes.
President Arthur, accompanied by his private Secretary, Phillips, left Washington this
morning for New York. He will return the
20th instant.
Secietary Lincoln left this morning for Chicago, and expects to return the 30th.
The wife of ex-Justice Swayue of the United
States Supreme Court, died this morning,

SPAIN’S WELCOME.
Cordial Reception of Minister Hamlin by
King Alfonso’s Court—The Address.
Nsw York, Dec. 22.—The Herald’s Madrid
special says: At 11 o'clock yesteraay tren.
Fairchild was received by King Alfonso to
His Majesty and
present his letter of recall.
Queen Christina conversed with the general
and
minutes
expressed refor more than thirty
Both desired Gen.
gret at his departure.
Fairchild to express to the widow and mother
of Gen. Garfield deep sympathy for their great
loss and sympathy for the American people.
Both said how anxiously they had followed tbe
Gen. Fairstory of Garfield’s last sufferings.
child left tbe royal presence much touched.
ia
is
His departure
diplomatic and
regretted
political circles, where his quiet and sincere
At
manners had won him much popularity.
half-past 12 the State carriages, with equerMr.
took
a
and
team,
outriders
splendid
ries,
Hamlin and Secretary Reed to the palace,
where they were received with the usual honThe audihousehold.
ors by the guard and
ence took place in the presence of the court
The King,
ministers and ladies in waiting.
Queen and princesRes spoke kindly and at
all
in
Hamlin
alluding
English,
length to Mr
touchingly to tbe death of Garfield and expressing a desire to preserve kindly relations with
America and President Arthur. Seldom have
the King and court made such a kind welThe speech of
come to a foreign minister.
Mr. Hamlin produced an excellent impression.
been graciously
has
He said: “Your Majesty
pleased to accord me this audience for theofpurthe
President
pose of presenting letters of the
United States accrediting me as his envoy exnear
minister
and
plenipotentiary
traordinary
the government of Your Majesty. In presenting my letters of credence I am charged by
asmy government with the pleasant duty of
suring Your Majesty of the continued and
abiding friendship entertained for Your Majesty by the President and people of the United
States and their sincere wish for the happiness
and prosperity of Your Majesty and tbe Spanish nation. The undisturbed peace and friendbetween the
ship which have always existed
United States and Spain may be a matter of
in
just pride to each nation respectively, and be
the discharge of my official duties it will
to
not
perpetonly
my pleasure as well as duty
uate, but if possible to strengthen, those
of
in
the
if
and
discharge
relations,
friendly
these duties I shall be able to meet the approthe
satisand
bation of my own government
faction of that of Your Majesty, a* has
done by my immediate distinguished predecessors. I shall be highly gratified, and in my endeavor to that end I shall rely greatly upon
Your Majesty’s go'eminent for the courtesy
for which it is so traditional.
“Tbe President and people of the United
States will ever hold in cherished remembrance
the touching and tender le;ter of condolence
communicated by Your Majesty to Mrs. Garfield on the occasion of the death of her husThey are
band, the late lamented President.
alike deeply grateful for the Christian sympathy expressed Dy ner majesty me v^uuou, uj
your royal family, by Your Majesty’s government and by the Spanish people during his
Such acts of Chrislong and painful illness.
tian sympathy do more to bind nations in harmony and amicable relations than diplomacy,
It
however skilful, is able to accomplish.
demonstrates the brotherhood of man and the
I
individuals.
as
of
kinship of nations as well
have now the honor to place in the hands of
Your Majesty my letters of credence, and in
earnest
so doing I beg to express personally my
and sincere wish for the happiness and prosperthe
Her
of
Majesty
Your
of
Majesty,
ity
Queen and of Yonr Majesty’s royal family.”

arctic explorations.
Tidings

Received from the English Ex-

pedition.
London, Dec. 22.—Tho Times this morning
from Tromsays information has been received
well for the.sucson, Norway, which augurs
The capSmith’s
Mr.
voyage.
Leigh
cess of
tain of a Norwegian whaler reperts that on
July 2d he saw the Eira steaming southward,
on
having seen the same vessel previously, of
June 30th at Matotfhkin Straits, at the edge
the ice.
the
“The captain or
The Times says:
whaler supposes when he saw the Eira steamforce her
ing southward that she had sailed to
It is
Zembia.
way along the coaat of Nova
to
failed
pass south
supposed that she again
a
seen
was
as
she
through Karisk Straits,
second time bearing north from Gaaseland.
ice
The captain of the whaler reports that the
and July, but
was in its usual position in June
water
when
in
open
August
that it disappeared
north of Nova
was seen as far as 20 miles
A heavy sea was running from the
Zembia.
that the
calculated
north, from which it was
as Josef Land.
open water extended as far
that
The whaling captain says he feels certain
and
Mr. Smith has reached Franz Josef Land,
nearer
still
able
to
been
push
that he may have

correspondent of the
t0The London
that the Admiralty has

Liverpool

decided
Post states
send a vessel in search of Mr. Leigh Smith
next spring._

gDrowning

Out Squatters.

to

Denver, Dec. 22.—The Tribune’s Pueblo
dispatch savs laBt night the Atchison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad Company dammed up
to
mill ditch which runs through Pueblo,
oomdrown out the sguattor. on the railroad
families of
pany’s laud in the suburbs. Fifty
property ownSquatters and a score of rightful
te
compelled emigrate. Total
ers were

thereby

low about $25,000.

Turkeys.

Chickens.
Fowl.

THE
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AT AUGUSTA.

Sweet potatoes5
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London, Dec. 22.—The Standard’s St. Petersburg correspondent had an interview with the
Governor ol Siberia, who expressed tbo opinion
that the remainder of the crew of the Jeannette had been fallen in with by natives and
hospitably treated.
Washington, Dec. 22,—The Secretary of
the Navy has cabled the following
To Engineer Melville, U. S. Cihstzk:

Omit no effort ana spare no expense in securing
the safety of the men in second cutter. Let the
sick and frozen of those already resoued have every
attention and as soon as practicable have them
transported to a milder climate. The department
will supply necessary funds.

Hunt, Secretary.
Washington, Dec. 22.—The Secretary of
State received to-day the following dispatch
from Charge de Affairs of the United States
at St. Petersburg:
To Frelinqhuyten, Secretary of State, Washington, Dec. 22, 1881:
(Signed)

Seen Ignatieff, and the Russian government
has ordered active search for the seoond cutter
and will furnish all funds necessary to St.
Petersburg for subsequent needs, I will draw
Have long telegram from Mellville.
on vou.
Understand same went through last night to
Navy Department. Will communicate with
Mellville through Ignatieff as regards possible
measures to find second cutter.
Hoffman.
The following additional dispatches in the
correspondence of the State Department with
Mr. Bennett and others, relative to measures
for the relief of the Jeannette, have been furnished for publication:
Hon. Mr. Frelinghuysen, Washington, Dec. 22,
1881.
Immediately upon receipt of the first news
from my St. Petersburg correspondent about
the Jeannette, sayiug that six thousand roubles were needed. I transferred that sum by telegraph through the Messrs. Rothschilds, to
General Ignatieff at St. Petersbug, with a request to draw on me for any further sums required for the succor and comfort of Capt.
DeLong and his party. I hare today received
the following from Ignatieff:
Have hastened to communicate to your corresponnewB received at Yakoubsk and have given
nrilora tn trinvAri.nr In t.n.kf> f.h« most, ('nrf.'L'vitld

dent the

for the rescue of the shipwrecked crew together with authority to undertake all necessary
expenses for whiwh I have promised to reimburse
him.
measures

Count Ignatieff.
You will see by this that everything possible
is being done by the Russian government to
secure the safety and speedy return of Capt.
DeLong and his men. If yon or the Secretary
of the Navy have any suggestions I shall do
my utmost to act upon them. I intend to send
a special correspondent to meet the party on
its way and as it will be some days before he
starts perhaps you or Secretary of the Navy
might wish to take advantage of the opportunity to send dispatches or to forward messages from the relatives and friends of the
party. My correspondent at St. Poterelurg
telegraphs mo that the distance by wagon to
the point where the crew now are is four tl ousand miles, requiring for a single traveler
provided with papier de faveur at least a moiHh.
I also learn from 8t. Petersburg that the Emperor has personally given orders that all
provisions, money and
necessary clothing,
transportations shall be pnt at th e service of
the Jeannette party which gives full-assurance
that everything possible will be done for their
aid and comfort.
James Gordon Bennett.
Department of State,
|
Washington, Dec. 12,1881. )
To James Gordon Bennett, Paris:
Telegram with news of your generous provision received. Before receipt I had sent the
following cable to Hoffman.
(Then follows telegram already published.)

Frelinghuysen,
Secretary of State.”
The following telegram with regard to tho

Jeannette was sent by Mr. Blaine to Mr. Foster at St. Petersburg on the 28th of last May:
To Foster, Minister. St. Petersburg :
Ask the Russian Government to direct that
vessels of her dag keep a friendly lookout on
the Siberian coast for the steamer Jeannette,
fitted for an Arctic exploration by the munifiNo disaster
cence of James Gordon Benn&t.
to her is reported, bnt watchfulness is deemed
a wise precaution, whioh this Government desires to invoke.
Blaine, Secretary.
About Some of Jeannette’s Crew.
New York, Dec. 22,—Louis Noras, who was
in the first cutter of the Jeannette, belongs in
Fall River, where his father now resides.
Capt. William Dunbar, who is reported as being in the missing cutter, was the ice pilot of
the Jeannette, and a resident of New London.
He commanded the schooner Flying Fish when
she was abandoned in September, 1858, near
the South Georgias. The schooner was then
a mass of ice and was expected to go down momentarily. Her crew were taken off by a
Dutch barque, and Capt. Dunbar arrived home
in the wintqr of 1879. He was engaged for the
Jeannette on account of his hardy enterprise
and well known record in the higher latitudes
in both hemispheres.

GONE WRONG.

[later ]
Newark, N. J., Dec. 22—Wm. A. Hall,
the comptroller’s clerk, who was suspected of
complicity with Auditor Palmer, has not yet

bean found. His wife states she left him in
It is susNew York bound for Baltimore.
pected he has gone to Canada. Two more of
Palmer’s forged drafts have been discovered
in the city treasurer's accounts.
The common council held a special meeting
this evening. Auditor Palmer’s resignation
An expert exwas aocepted unanimously.
hibited three drafts amounting to about 818,offioe
in
the
treasurer’s
000 fouud
ferged by
Palmer, one of which was receipted by Frank
Allen, a young lawyer, who refused to give an
explanation. The treasurer's account also
showed a shortage of about $1000 apparently
The treasurer has been
caused by mistake.
suspended during the investigation.
Officials 13 Steal
Bank
Poughkeepsie

$52,000.
New York, Dec. 22.—Wm. V. Brown, assistant bookkeeper of the Poughkeepsie National Bank, was arrested last night in Poughkeepsie by U. 8. Deputy Marshals and brought
before the U. 8. Commissioner to-day charged
with making false entries in the bank’s books,
as it is alleged to aid one S. V. Halloway. A
warrant was also issued foi the arrest of Halloway who waB paying teller of the Poughkeepsie bank,charging him with embezzling nearly
$52,000 the past two years. The marshal
learned that Halloway was at present confined
in the lunatic asylum at Poughkeepsie, where
he had been placed by his relations, and communicating with the officers of that institution
LaU'DU
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Ireland’s Affaire.

London, Dec. 21.—The meeting ol the landlords in Dublin to-day was an imposing demon-

stration. The resolutions adopted condemned
the way the land act is administered and demanded compensation and purohase by the
State.
Mr. Stenson, late editor of the Boyle Herald,
and formerly secretary to Mr. Sexton, has been
arrested at Sligo under the coercion act, and

conveyed

Galway.

to

Mr. Parnell arrived at Armagh last night
and was escorted to the county jail without be-

ing recognized.
The St. Gothard Tunnel.

Geneva, Dec. 22.—The last squad of work-

the construction of the St.
men employed in
Gothard tunnel will be paid off to-morrow.
The tunnel will be officially inspected next
week.
The Panama Canal..
BED3SEL8, Dec. 22.—The Nord says:—“No
guarantee of the neutrality of the Panama canal can be efficacious unless exercised by all
the powers. We fail to see how the controversy raised by Mr. Blaine’s despatch can have
any other political result than such a guarantee.”
A Too Fresh Newspaper correspondent*
Constantinople, Dec. 22.—Mr. O’Donovan,
London Daily News,
a correspondent of the
who recently arrived here from Merv, where
lie had been in prison, was arrested and lodged
in Galatia prison on the charge ol publicly Insulting the Sultan.
An Attack on Protestants.
Cork, Dec. 22.—While a number of men
were repairing the Protestant church at Oghaballoque, which was wrecked a few months
ago, they wsae attacked and took to flight.
They were pursued when they took refuge in a
house which their assailants wreckedslaves Illegally Held In Bondage.
Havana, Doc. 22.—The Governor of the
province of Havana has discovered false certifilates by which 170 negroes, who ought to be
free, were held in bondage. A judicial invos
tigation has been ordered.
The English Established Church Solicitous Concerning Its Migrating FIockb.
The ArchbishoD of Canterbury has written
a letter to the clergy, anxiously directing atfenm

r.

fM-. riot ion

WALL STREET.
The Story of the Stock Market—Its Ups
and Downs and Great Expectations.
New York, Dec. 22.—Wall street reports
state that both bulls and bears predict an upward turn of 1 to 2 per cent, in stocks this
week. Vanderbilt houses, after being rather
bullish on Lake Shore, became largo sellers
yesterday. A prominent Broadway honse also
sold a large amonnt of Lake Shore. The selling in both cases is believed to he the result of
action said to have been taken by the Erie
company Tuesday. It is reported that the
Erie company has begun making contracts on
West bound freights for four months at the
best terms obtainable. The Pennsylvania railroad people say they see no prospect of a settlement of the trunk lino
difficulties before
spring. There are some signs of something of
in
Union
Pacific. Inside people
importance
have bought a large amount of the stock within a few days.
The attack on Western Union yesterday is
said to have increased the short interest in that
stock about 15,000 shares.
There is no truth in the report that insiders
Wabash bonds are
are selling Central Pacific.
in demand. There was good buying of the
stock yesterday and the talk of pas ing the
next dividend is believed to have been mainly
for effect. There was a brisk borrowing yesterday for Lake Shore, St. Panl, Central Pacific and New York Ceutial at 3 to 5 per cent.
There was a general feeling of disappointment yesterday over the small offerings of
bonds at the Treasury.
All reports give very flattering prospects for
the crops next year.
Large LoBdon orders to buy Erie were received yesterday.
A dispatch from Portland, Oregon, says that
the Oregon Railway and Navigation Company’s
Colnmbia River Line has been found to have
so many steep grades and sharp curves that the
officials in charge of the construction of the
road have drawn formal attention to tbs matter. They protest that they will not try to
werk such a line, and in oonsequeuce the company will be to heavy expense in altering and
reconstructing the portions of the line to wbioh

objections Is made.

nnint, nf
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of people which for years
have been going from Europe to the British
.colonies, especially between England and
He says an endeavor is about to be
America.
made to establish more direct communication
between the cburob at home and the colonial
church, with a view to the spiritual welfare
The archbishop says the
of the emigrants.
proposal has obtained the hearty consent of
many Anglican bishops in America.
A Gang of Postal Thieves Broken Up.
Madrid, Dec. 22.—The confession made by
arrested for having stolen
a post office clerk
letters in his possession has led to the discovery of a gang of thieves and forgers who
used the contents of stolen letters to procure
money by forging acceptances. Five thousand
The cnlprit seized
letters had beon stolen.
han on clothes made expressly to conoeal plan*
der. Sixteen persons have been arrested including several connected with the poBt office.
One hundred valuable letters directed to important firms in Madrid have been found in
the houses of the accomplices.
Foreign Notes.
An Alexandria despatch says there were
thirty-two deaths from cholera at Elwedj during the week ending on the 15th inst. Some
of the caravans have broken through the quar
antine by avoiding the ordinary route.
A shock of earthquake was felt on Sunday
at Bex Glarus, Vevay and Lausanne in Switzerland.
In Roman ciroles well informed about Vatican affairs it is reported that the Pope has allowed Cardinal Ladochowsky, archbishop ot
Posen, to resign his See.
vast movements

New Englanders Colonizing In the West.
Chicago, Deo. 22.—W. J- Guild, connected
with the land department of the Northern
Pacific has just located sites in Dakota for a
colony of New Englanders, from Maine Vermont, Rhode Island and Massachusetts. The
colony will consist of 4fi families. They will
move West early in January, locating near

Small Pox Raging Near Chicago.
small pox has
Dec. 22.—The
The
broken out at Manheim, 14 miles north.
in-the
State, cases
disease is spreading rapidly
being reported trom mahy widely separated

Chicago,

_

Marked Advance In Pig Iron.
Pittsburg, Dec. 22.—Gray George pig iron
was advanced to $20 per ton to-day. This is an
advadle of 82.60 in the past thirty days.
A

and sentenced to life servitude.

possession.

Incendiaries burned the high school building
at Snow Spring, Dooley county, Ga., Wednesday night. Loss several thousand dollars.
Inspector Haworth reports to the Indian office that Mexican Kickapoos, civilized, in la-,
dian territory are on the point of starvation
through the failure of crops and disappearance
of game.
Horace Hummel of Camden, N. J., who has
failed, is also accused of heavy forgeries involving the Building Association, the Camden
banks and others. It is said the total loss to investors caused by Hummel’s issue of spurious
bonds, association stock and other paper
alleged to be worthless will reach 820,000.

Judge R. W Edmunds of West Chester
county, New York, was held in 81000 yesterday for trial on charge of forgery.
Theflour mills at Deptford, England, have
been burned. Loss 8450,000.
Many persons
are deprived of employment.
the
French
M. Auguste Blancart,
critic, Is
dying of a cancer iD the face.
The Staffordshire, England, pottery strike

has collapsed.
A large representation of Illinois manufacturers met in Chicago yeffterday to consider
Action ifas dethe increase in railroad rates.
ferred.
Three masked robbers entered the residence
of Mrs, Mather at Norwood Park, near Chicago, Wednesday morning, and took from it $90
in money and valuable jewelry,* includiug two
gold watches, some diamonds, etc. The ruffians brutally maltreated Mrs. Mather, her
daughter, Mrs. Abbie, and Mrs. Shaw, a visitor. The robbers have not been captured.
The Society of Pennsylvania recently formed
gave its first annual dinner at the Continental
Senator
Hotel in Philadelphia last night.
Frye of Maine was among those present.
meteorological.
TWENTY

!

OUB

HOURS.

War Dbp’t, Office Chief Biqnal i
Officer, Washington, D. O..
Dec. 23, X A.M.
,
For New England,
Rain or snow, followed by clearing weatner,
variable winds shifting to northerly, falling
followed by rising barometer.

[special bulletin.]
A storm of no great energy is central in the
Rains have generally fallen
Middle States.
east of the Mississippi.
Southerly winds are
reported from the Middle States and New
The temperature has risen from 10
England.
to 15 degrees iu the Middle Atlantio and New
England States. In other districts it has fall-

Bailer.

Creamery.32@36
Oilt EdteVermont32@86

Cheese.

Palermo!.3 6024 00

Dry OMda Wholesale market.

Fine

40in.

7Vi®

9

Fine

10-4....27Mi@33Vh

@20
Fine 8-4.16
36 In. .11Mi®18
Fine 7-4.19
@23
Med.36 In.. 8 @11
8-4.21
Fine
6
@26
7V4
Jght381n..
@
nns 42 in.. 10
@14 Fine 9-4.26 @80
10-4
Fine
..27H@324k
Fine 6-4....11
@17

Best

TICKINGS,

ETC.

Drills...

Tiokings,
Best.16
Medium... 11
Light...... 8

8@ 9

7m 8
@18
8@ 944
@14
Cambrios.
@10
6@ 6Mi
I tonnes.12Mi@161A Silesias.10@20
Cotton Flannels. 7 «16
Duoks-Brown 9 @12
Faney 12Mi@1844 Twine & Warps 18@284k
Corset .Jeans....
Satteens.

Batting—Best.Hits}8,,
Fresh Best market.

Corrected for the Pbess daily by Wheeler, Swift
& Co., Commission Merchants in Chicago Drowsed
Beef, Franklin Wharf:
'Hinds. 7V4SH
Sides. 644@9

Fores.644@7

iRattlea.

@

6

Rounds. 6
Backs.6 @8
Rumps. 10@12 |Loins.10
Loins.10
Rump

6

@7

@18
@16

Fsrelgn Exports.

Steamship Brooklyn—80,076 bush wheat, 2800 do peas. 900 sacks flour, 74
bbls pork, 92 do extract, 100 do beef, 12 do apples.
60 do potasb, 223 pcs lumber, 8 cases leather, 160
do canned meats, 1 do cigarettes, 60 do poultry,800
lbs butter, 206,000 do bacon, 136,420 do cnease,
168,900 do lard.
LIVERPOOL, ENG.

Foreign Imparts.
MONCTON, NB. Sohr Wild Hunter—80,000 feet
board)-, 260 railroad sleepers, 430 cedar posts to R
Deerlng.
of Maine Central.

Portland, Dec. 21.
For Portland, oars 30 miscellaneous merchandise,
for connecting roads 93 ears miscellaneous mer-

nKan/Hu

Stock market.

The following quotation* of stock* were received
yesterday by Woodbury & Moulton (members of the
Boston Stock Exchange), oorner of Middle and Exchange streets:

Closing.

Opening.
Boston Land. 8
WaterPower. a
20
Flint & Pere Marquette common
0. S. & Clev. 7s...——
66%
Erie
7s.
Hartford &
A. T. & S. F. 83%
Boston & Maine.148%
0.8.* Clev. 27%
Eastern...
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred.
L. R. & Ft. Smith.

7%

*>
20
—

Eje,

Prori.lou*

28 00
130

LiVKBPOOI

tures

,Dec.

Me.
31V* Exchange street,.Portland,
No. 1 Broad Street. Banoob, Mb.

22-12.30P. M.—Cotton market

steady.

T. FRANK
The

Elizabeth. Deo. 21, by Rev. M. C. Pendezter. Frederic E. Libby and Miss Lucy E. MeterEldoraWesvay. Al»ot Frank H. Noyes and Miss
cott, all of Cape Elizabeth.
In Windham, Dec. 20, by Wm. H. Smith, Esn,
Wm. H. Tibbetts of Brooklln and Miss Nancy E.

In* Cape

world,

In this city, Dec. 22. Annio B„ infant daughter of
Edward H. and Sarah A. Capen, aged 6 weeks.
[Funeral on Saturday afternoon at 2 o’clook,
at No. 32 Vesper street.
In this city, Dec. 21, Elbrldge M. Hanson, aged
years.
[Funeral service Saturday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at the residence of F. B. Hanson, No. 86 Congress
street. Burial at Saecarappa. Boston papers please

copy.]

In this city, Lucy Amelia, only child of AuDie A.
and John K. Wentworth, aged 1 year 0 months and
15 days.
In this city, Dec. 22, Lula May, adopted daughter
of E H. and J. C. Mo.an, aged 2 years 2 months.
In Gorham. Dec. 13, Mrs. Ann Connell, aged
about 70 years.
In North Yarmouth. Deo. 2, Frank L. Pcrley, aged
1 year 6 mouths 4 days.
In Harps well, Dec. 22, Elijah Pinkham, aged 89
tears 7 mouths.
[Funeral service Saturday forenoon at 10 o’clock,
at the residence of Joseph Pinkham, South Harps-

well.

In Harpswell, Dec, 21, Capt. James SlDnett, aged
91 years 6 months 11 days.
Ip Casco, Not. 19, Mrs. Alice Pitts, aged 63 years
At Sunol Glen, Alameda Co, Cal, Nov. 26, of consumption. Sumner Trott, formerly of Woolwica,
Me. aged 27 years 9 months.

HAllilNG days of steamships.

fully equipped

office

viz.: in

PORTLAND 1868

NEW YORK 1841.
—

WITH

—

Eighty-six Branch anil Associate Offices.

Book,

Our Reference

containing the names and ratings of nea rly 800,000 Merchants, Mauufactnrers.Bankers and Traders
is issued
in

United States and

the

Provinces,

Sep-

and

promptly January, march, July
tember.

Our Detailed

_

In New Haven, Conn,. Dec. 21, by Rev. W. H,
Seel, (brother in-ln-law of the bride) assisted by Rev
Thos. K. Bacon, John P. Thomas of Portland and
Susie C. Ross of Boston.

Manager.

,
two

The oldest established in the

Maine.

in

In this oity, Dec. 21, by Rev. S. F. Pearsen, Jas,
W. BrookB and Miss Sophia J. Childs, both of East1
In this city.Dec. 21, by Rev. T. P. Adams, Jas. W.
of PortSterling ami Miss Maria L. Sterling, both

.

only Agency having

HARBIAGEH.

Reports,

which our reference book ratings are based, giving full particulars as to each individual’s uieaoe
and character, have been thoroughly fre»heued
through personal examination and investigation by
our Traveling Iteportere and are universally acknowledged to be of the moet complete and reliable
character.

on

Collection of Debts
throughout the United States and t'anadan has been
a specialty of this Agency for years.

T. FRANK JONES, MANAGED

sneodtf_

decl2

_

TURNERBROS.’
EXHIBITION
-OF-

erotisms goods,
Wednesday, Dec. 7.

FOB

FROM

Brooklyn.Portland.. .Liverpool... .Dec 23
Circassia.New York..Glasgow.Dec 23
Scandinavian.Portland-Glasgow.Deo

24

488

City of Berlin.New York..Liverpool... .Dee 24

Atlas.Boston.Liverpool... .Dec
Bothnia.New York. .Liverpool-Dec

24
28
29
29
29
29
30
Colon.New York..Aspinwall-Deo 30
Saratoga.New York. .Havana.Dec 31
Germanic.New York. .Liverpool—Dec 31
Aocapulco.New York..Panama.Jan 10
Niagara ..New York..Havana.Jan 4
Newport.New York..Havana.Jan 4
Gallia.New York..Liverpool—Jan 4
Peruvian__Boston.Liverpool.Ian 6
City of Alexandria New York. .Havana.Jan 66
Republic.New York..Liverpool....Jan
Circassian.Portland_Liverpool—Jan 13

.Jan
Citj Washington. ..New York. Havana
City of Paris.New York. .Liverpool—Dec
.Dec
Brussels_New
York..Liverpool..
Cityof
Westphalia.New York..Hamburg ....Dec
Deo
Moravian.Portland... .Liverpool
..

Street.

Congress

snW.Tb&Stnodtf

<lec7

26%

36
94
62

MARINE

(By Telegraph.)

New Youk. Dec. 22—Evening. Money loaned
down from 6 to 4 on call and closed offered at 4;
prime merantile paper 6@7. Exchange steady at
480 for long and 484 for short. Governments sre
steady and % lower for 4% sreg and coup. State
bonds fairly active. Railroad bonds are irregular
and unsettled.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 676.100 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Governmen tseourities:
United States 6s, ex.-.100%
United States 6’s ext. .102%
United States new, 4% s, reg.114%
United States new, 4%’s coup.ll 4%
United States new, 4’s, reg.117%
United State* new, 4’s, coup.118%
Pacific 6’s of 96.126
The following are the closing quotations of stocks:
_

Chicago & Alton.129
Chioago & Alton preferred.140
135%
C. B/Quincy.
40%
Erie.
Erie preferred. 89
Illinois Central.. ......129
Lake Shore...116%
86%
Michigan Central.
New Jersey Central....—

Northwestern.-...123%
Northwestern preferred..138
New York Central...132%

}33

Rock Island.

St. Paul preferred.118
Union Pacific stock.llo
78ys
Western Union TeL Oo.
Calilontlamining Stack*.

(By Telegraph.)

the

7%
2%
1%
18Vu
Eureka...
>ould& Carry. 4%
1%
Hale & Norcroes.
9Va
Mexican.
Northern Belle.
Best & Belcher.
Bodie.
Con. Virginia.
....

Ophir.
..
Sarage
Sierra Nevada.

6
2

S’/i

1J%

Union Con...
3%
Yellow Jacket.
Hale and Norcross levied an assessment of To cts.
Domestic market*.

(By Telegraph.)
w*vr York. Dec. 22-Evening.—Floor market
dnll and again slightly lower with a very light export and local true demand.
Receipts of Flour 10,971 bbls; exports 1958 bbls;
sales 10,400 bbls; No 2 at 3 00®4 25; Superfine
Western and State 8 9085 00,common to good ext.
Western and State 4 85(g6 00; good to ohoice Wester*’ extra at 6 10®9 00; common to ohoice White
Wbe«t Western extra 7 25® 8 26:fanoy do at 8 30
89 00; common to good extra Ohio at 5 10®8 25;
common to choioe extra St. Lotus at 6 00@9 00;
Patent Minnesota extra at 8 Oi®8 60; obolce to
double extra at 8 60@9j00, including 960 bblilty Mill extra at 8 76(87 00 for W I; 900 bbls
No 2 at 3 00@4 25; 700 Superfine 3 90®5;00; 600
bbls low extra 4 86:86 40; 2900 bbls Winter Wheat
extra at 6 10@9 OO; 3600 bbls Minnesota extra at
4 9089 00; Southern flour is drooping; common to
fair extra 6 65<®8 70; good te choice do at6 76@
8 00. Wheat—reoeipts 26,060 bush; exports 32,646 bush; %@1%C higher, closing very strong at
outside prioes with moderate export trade and fairlv active business on speculative account;sales 246,000 bush, ineluding 249.000 bush on the spot; ungraded Spring at 96c@l 28; No 3 do 1 22:nngraded
Bed at 1 29@1 41; No 3 do 1 36%@1 36%; No 2
Red at 1 39@1 39% new; 1 39%@1 40% for old;
Mixed Western at 1 86%; ungraded White 1 31@
1 39; No 1 do,24,000 bush at 1 87%@1 39%. Rye
steady at 93®97c. Barley strong at 110 bid. Corn

%@%c higher, closing very strong with only a
moderate export demand ana a fair business in options; receipts 23,628 bush; exports 47,745 bush;
sales 969,000 bush, inoluding 199,000 on spot; ungraded 67@69o: No 3 at 66%@87c; No 2 at 67%
®68%c new; 69@69%c old; new White Southern

67%@70c;

No 2 for De-

cember at 67%@68c, closing 68c; do January 88%
a 68%c,closing at 68%c: February at 70%@70%,
closing at 70%c; March at 72@ 2%c; May at 74®
74%c, closing at 74%. Oau a shade better and
less doing; receipts 11,182 bnsh; exports 603 bush;
sales 242.000 busn; No 3 at 47c. White do 48% ®
49c; No 2 at 48@48%e new, 49%®50c old; White
at 48%o;
do at 49%@49%o new; 60%o old; No
do White at 61 o; Mixed Western 47%@50c; White
do 60
White
do 60@62o; Mixed State49%@60%e;
a53c.including 6,000 bnsh No 2 for January 48%;

48%@48Vs; 2,000 do for
May at 49%c. Sugar steady: fair to good refining
at 7%@7%; refined steady; White Ex 0 8%@s%;
65,000

do

February

at

crushed at 9%c; powdered 9%@9%; granulated at
>1«9%c; standard A at 8%@8%; Cubes 9%c.
lavaea quiet and firm. Petroleum nominal;unit
ed at 88%. Tallow is steady; sales 66,000 lbs at
7%@7%, Pork shade stronger; spot mess quoted
at 16 76@17 00 old; 17 76@18 00 new; old mess
for December 17 00; do January at 16 76@i7 00;
I.aril is 10@
new for February at 17 80817 60.
12% higher and active.closing somewhat unsettled;
sales 1490 tes of prime steam on spot at 1112%@
@11 20; 800 city steam at 11 10; refined for Continent quoted 11 40. Butter weak; State 18@40c;
Western at 12@40c. Cheese firm.
Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat

steam

2%.

NEW

OkUtAirs, 0*tV 22.—Cotton quiet; Middling

uplands ll%o.
Mobile. Dee. 22.—Ootton is quiet; Middling uplands at U%«>

—AT—

BABCOCK’S,
126

Street.

Exchange

THURSDAY, Dee. 22.
Arrived.
Steamer City of Portland, Larcom, Boston for
Eastport and St John. NB.
Sch Henry, Osmore, Perth Amboy—coal to Jos

Directly opposite tlie Pke&s Office.

Nov24sadtf

...

W
^SchMary
B

Hupper, Gilchrist, Philadelphia for

Sc*u A G Brooks, Stallage, fm Boston

for Winter
Harbor.
Sch Ellis P Rogers, Oliver,-.
Sch J W Sawyer. Orchard, La Have Banks, with
60,000 lbs fresh flsh.
Sch Wild Hunter, (Br) Given, Moncton, NB—lumber and shingles to B Deering.
Sch Capitol. Gamage, Bristol.
Sch Cinderella, Webber. Round Pond.
Soh Mechanic, Kimball, North Bootbbay.
Sch Lewis R French, Newman, Boothbay.
Sch Game Cook, Robinson, Calais for Lynn.
Sch Flora h ing, Bickford, Calais for New Bedford
Soh Snsan Frances, Smith, Lamolne for Boston.
Sob Henry Clay. Torrey, Franklin for Salem.
Sob Tangent, Rich, Ellsworth for Boston.
Sch D S Lawrence. Bennett, Hancock for Boston.
Sch Lewis H Smith, Leach, Penobscot for Boston.
Sch Wm L Roberts, (new) Bray, Kennebec for BalWiscasset for NYork.
l's'cb^ra D Sturgis, Adams,
Goldthwalte, Wiscasset for

Sch Albert Dailey,
New York.
Cleared.

Steamship Brooklyn, (Br) Lindell, Liverpool via
Halifax-D Torrance A Co.
Seh Levose. (Br) Merritt, Thorn’s Cove, NS.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Chase, Macbias—N Blake
Sch Bobert Ripley, Freetby, Belfast—Kensell A

r. O m

MBBi harts'

EXCHAN (IS.

Ar at Columbia Elver 21st last, ship Levi O Burgess, Starrett. Philadelphia for Portland; barque
Vesuvius. Call, do for do.
Ar at Dublin 21st inst, ship W H Connor, Pendleton, Wilmington, Cal.
__

Seb Allie Oakes, of Rocklond, 99 tons, built at
Kennebnnkporc, has b en sold to parties at Rockport for S3B00.
MEMORANDA.
Ship Resolute, from Rio Janeiro for Valparaiso,
60 days out, arrived below New Orleans 19th inst,
in charge of the mate. Oapt Nickels having died at
It is reported that the crew mutinied and comsea.
with the ship,. Capt
Delied the mate to come homehas
gone on to take
E D P Niokcls of Searsport
command.
York for
Barque Matanaas, Simmons, from New
Batavia, put into AnJIer Deo 12, with damage, havPart of the cargo was thrown
ing been ashore.

°'Singapore,
BarqmsdRobert

Foster’s

13 PREBLE STREET.
Pressman

Tailor’s

Cm

,

Employed.

Paula ami Test. Cleanacd
Erera Day.

Dyed

or

gacqne., Cloak., sabawl., dec. Clrun.ed or
Dyed. Kid Dlore. Cleaned Erery Day.
sneodtf
0c7

Corns'

Cure Your
BT TJSINO

SOHLOTTERBEO.^’S

Porter, Nichols, from Cardiff for
and some anxiety is expressed

Lnureiy a*rmiOtes; is uui » oauauu.
Warts, Bnnions
It removes
without leaving a blemish.
Brush (or applying in each bottle.

Corns,

safety.

and sold at
Brig Jeremiah, lately condemned
Provincetown, was purchased by parties at New
for
there
taken
repairs.
London and baa been
Seh Setegavwa, MoMann, fm Parrsboro for Philadelphia, with potatoes, pat into Boothbay 22d leakice on the
ing badly, having been out through by

and Calicos

Kf.4 CURB IS aUARANTBBD.^a
For sal* by nil Druggists.
Price 35 cents.
it and yon will bo convinced like thousands
Try
who have used it and now testily to its rains.
4 ,b (or Mcbiotterbeck’n Corn and Wun
HoItssi and toko no other.
andti
nov23

PAINTS 2 2
If yon are about to paint send for sample card
of colors of

Johns1

Liquid Asbestos Paints,
TO

—

—

W. W. WHIPPLE &

CO.,

91 market Bqiaare, Portland,

is 143 out

for her

Dy** House,

Corn, Wart & Bunion Solvent.

SAILED—Barque Sarmiento.

«.

at 70c new; Yellow do at

ISTEWST

PORT OP PORTLAND.

93%

York Stack and Money Market.

Cents,

13

ALMANAC.DECEMBER 23.
.7.34 I High water, (P.*).. 1.02
Sunsets.4.26 I Moon sets. 7.44

62

Twin Lead. 46
Milton . 40
Deer Isle Mining

—FOR—

MINIATURE

doVa

Summit Branch. 1»„,
l£_,
68%
69%
Denver & Rio Grande....
76%
Northern Paollio preferred. 77%
•»
«
37%
Common. 37
Dec.
Broker's
Boston,
22.J
the
Board,
[Sales At
1%
Douglas Mining Company.
Franklin Extension.-. 17

SKATES GROUNP

Sun rises.

66

93%
148

2637116

26 00

Telegraph.)

—

Receipts

good

..

Bv

y

—

EDWARD RUSSELL & CC.

DEATH!

BLEACHED COTTONS.

THE MERCANTILE AGENCY
of

UNBLEACHED COTTONS.

Heavy 36 In. 7Mi® 8Mi Fine 7-4.14@17
Med. 36 in. 6Mi@ 7Vk Fine 8-4.18o,22
Fine 9-4.22@26
XJght 36 in. 6 @6

SPECIAL NOTICES.,

Enrapeatt llarKeu.

Larkin of Windham.

following quotations are wholesale prloes and
corrected dally by Storer Bros, ft Co.. Dry Goods,
Woolens and Fancy Goods, 144 to 162 Middle street:
The

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

"

(By Telegraph.)
22.—Spanish gold 1.73Vz5iil.74.

steadv; Uplands 6 ll-16d; Orleans 6 13 16d; sales
10,000 hales; speculation and export 1,000: fu-

Wheat is
Chicago, Deo. 22.—Flour drooping.
higher; No 2 Chicago Spring 1 26%@1 26% cash
and December;l 26% for January; 1 26%@1 2 %
for Febroaryjl 27% for March; No 3 at 1 11%; re———*————^
jected 80@84c. Corn is shade higher at 60@61o
■*
oash; 60%c for December; 60%@60%c for January; 60%c for February. Oats lower at 43%o cash;
43%c for January: 43%e for February. Rye is
steady and unchanged. Barley easier at 1 03@1 04.
Dressed Hogs 6 86@0 96. Pork firm and higher;
t olilllB 26;new 16 62% cash and Deeember;16 62%
Portland Dail) Wholesale Market.
I
@16 66 for Jannary;16 76 for February; 16 96@
PORTLAND, Dec. 22.
@18 97% March. Lard is strong and higher 10 90
cash; 10 90@10 92% for January: 11 07%@11 10
The Poultry market was more active and firm tofor February; 11 22 for March. Bulk Meats highday notwithstanding the mild and wet weather and er; shoulders 6 00. short ribs 8 76; short clear 8 96.
our quotations remain unchanged; the receipts were
At the afternoon oall of the Board Wheat closed
firmer but not higher. Corn stronger and advanced
quite liberal and the quality of the stock very nice;
%o. Oats strong and advanced %c. Provisions are
of the Poultry that arrived to-day about live tons
firmer but higher.
were consigned to Thompson & Hall, one ton of it
Keoeipts—21.000 bbls floor, 21,000 bush whcht,
com, 94,000 bush oats, 10,000 bush
beiDg Chickens, two tons Geese and two tons of 88.000 bushbush
barley.
rye, 29,000
Turkeys. Turkeys have been selling at 15@17o,
8hipments-14 OOOj bbls floor, 31,000 bosh wheat,
bush
Chickens 13@15c, Fowl 10@12%o and Geese 11 to
ooro, 66.000 bush oats.j 2,600 both
76.000
14c
lb—wholesale. Grain is steady and firmer rye. 19.000 bush barley.
ST. Loots, Dec. 22.—Flour nominally unchanged;
in sympathy with a better feeling at the West, and
family at 6 9E@6 16; choice to fancy at 6 36@6 96.
Flour is quiet and unsales are fairly active.
Wheat higher but fluctuated a
deal, closing
changed. Sugar is steady Provisions are dull and lower than the highest point reached; No 2 Red Fall
1 31% for cash; 1 32% for January; 1 36% for
about
one dollar
advanced
have
Cranberries
easy.
February; 1 38%for March: No 3 do at 1 24% bid.
for both Maine and Cape Cod. Cabbages (car lots)
Corn better at 62%o for oash; 63%e for January;
and
at
the
scarce
are
Potatoes
ton.
strong
§40 $y
64% c for February; 66% March. Oats better at
46%o for oash; 4oe January; 46%c February.Pork
recent advance. In Fish, Cod and Haddock are
higher at 16 90 c«sh; 16 66 January. Lard better
very weak and buyers are only offering lc -p fib.
10 90.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Flour,
Keoeipts—6,>XK) bbls flour, 24,000 bnen wheat,
18 000 bush com, 21,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush
Grain. Provisions. Ac.
rye, 9,000 bush barley.
Crain.
Ploor.
Shipments-4,000 bbls flonr, 108,000 bnsh wheat,
Superfine.5 7538 25 H. M. Corn,
37.000 bush oorn, 4,000 bnsh ;oats, 0,000 hush
77
oar lot*
Extra Spring..6 5038 76
0,000 bush rye.
Barley,
66
Oat*,
IX Spring-7
Detroit, Deo. 22.—Wheat very dull; No 1 White
tacltod Bran
Patent Spring
00@24 00
1
at
32% bid. t 32% asked; 1 83% for January;
Mid*..
27 00
Wheate.8 50ig0 26
1 36 for% February:1 37% March.
Cotton Seed,car lot 32 60
Mlobigan WinReceipts 6,000; shipments 0000 bnsh.
ter best.7 5037 65
bag lot* 36 00
80
New Yoke, Deo.122.—Cotton is quiet; Middling
Corn,bag lot*..
Common
77
Micfilgan. ...7 00g7 26 Meal,
uplands 12c.

Oat*,
Bran,
Mid*,

Dec.

3 66
Pea.
Medlnm*.3 60@3 65
2 65@2 76
Yellow Eyes

Colder and fair weather is indicated for
Saturday in the South Atlantic and Middle
States lower Lake region and New England.

M

Havana,

Beau*.

en.

St. LouiJ Winter fair ...7 6007 75
Win ter good.. 7 75*8 00
Winter best...8 26®8 60
Produce.

Havana Tlarkrl.

London, Dec. 22 —Consols at 98 3-16.
London, Deo. 22.—American securities—United
States bond*, 4s, 121.

Tleroe»,ftp.ll%@12
PaU. 12»/*@13Va

San Franc1800. Dec. 22.—The following are
closing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:

MINOR TELEGRAMS.
The receiver of the Mechanics Bank of Newark, N. J., has been authorized by the comptroller of the currency to pay a dividend of 25
per cent to the creditors out of the assets in his

NEXT

Clear_20
Moss.19 26@19 60

Malaga.3 00@3 25 Maine.12 -4(814
Vermont... ,12%@14
Nuts.
H Y Faotory.l2%@14
Peanuts—
Wilmington. 1 0022 00 Skims. 7%@ 8
Apples.
Virginia....1 7622 00
Tennessee...1 4521 76 Per bbl.2 76@3 00
9@1 Oo Cooking.1 26@1 60
Oastana,^ lb.
Walnuts
12>6@16c Evaporated.16@ 17
12 Mi 216c.[Dried Western...,6%®7
Filberts
Pecan
t2Mi®16o II do Eastern.... 6y*@7

The Italian Bandit Sentenced.

THU

25

26
P<Bae"ks....2100@21
00®20 25

Savannah, Dtc. 22.-Cotton It Ann; Middling
uplands 11 S-lOs.
Memphis. Deo. 22.—Cotton easier: Middling upland* at 11V40.
___

ValenoiaflP'oaseii 60@7 60
3 00 Choice
22@26
Jamaica $>100..
Good.19@21
Lemons.
Messina.4 6024 75 Store....16@17

Palermo, Dec. 22.—Esposito has been found

FOR

75®3

40

London LayersS 10® 3 16
Valencia
10@i0t4
Turkish Prunes. 7 Mi @8o
Oranges.
Palermos Bbx-6 60(20 00
Messina,Fbox.O 00®0 00

New

The Pullman Car Company’s Case
Montreal, Dec. 20.—The Customs authsrities returned the books to-day seized from the
Pullman Palace Car Company. The superintendent repudiates the charge of smuggling
and says the oars were built here for the
Grand Tiunk road, and were also fitted up and
furnished here.

IVIMOATION*

75

Company.33@34o

THE DOMINION.

guilty

60

Maine 9 00210 00
Capo Cod, 11 00® 12 00 Ham*.HVji@12
Bound Hog*.... 8® 9
Sugar.
l.urrf.
Granulated. 96s
@12%
Extra C. 9V's Tnb,^n>....12
Fruit

uiuav

until further action is taken in his case.Prisoner
Brown waived examination and gave bail in
85000 to await the action of the grand jury.
An Ohio Official Arrested for Forgery.
Columbus, 0.,Dec. 22.—Fred W Newburgs,
the State Board of
Assistant Secretary of
Public Works, was arrested to-day on a charge
of forging 84000 in vouchers.

bbl

Muse’tl Ralslns2

sections.

The City Auditor of Newark, N. J., a Defaulter.
Newark, N. J., Dec’ 22.—The revelation of
embezzlement of the city funds creates intense
excitement and measures have been taken for
a thorough overhauling in all
departments.
Palmer remains in jail utterly demoralized,
sustained by stimulants and unable to see any
body but hss counsel. Treasurer Winaus has
been suspended and two policeman bad charge
of his office last night to prevent tampering
This morning Alderman
with the accounts.
Theberath, chairman of the finance oommittee
took possession.
It appears that money was advanced by Palmer inproperly and some irregularities were
One for $7000
discovered in the cheek book.
is pronounced forged by the person to whom it
The Comptroller’s chief clerk,
was payable.
Wm. A. Hall, has disappeared and detectives
He obtained leave of abare pursuing him.
sence yesterday morning to go to New York
Christmas
for
presents, but not yet
ostensibly
having returned he is suspected of collusion in
the auditor’s robbery. The mayor has called a
special meeting of the Common Council to
take action on the revelations.

27228
Eggs.
Onions, V bbl, 3 00®3 26

Crnberries, V

earthed in Spain.

60

26® 6 50 Men Beef.. 11 00® 11
Ex Mesa. .12 25@12
15217
Plate.IS 60®IS
13215
Ex Plate..14 00@14
10(212Mi

Agents for tlie sale of Genuine Asbestos
Hoof Paints, Steam-Pipe and Boiler
Coverings, Steam Packing, Mill
Board Coatings, etc.
andtf

oc4

Nova Scotia coast.
Seb Eastern Belle, Cliftord. from Bangor for New
Haven, pnt into Vineyard-Haven 20th with head of
foremast broken off, having been struck by a squall

FINANCIAL.

18th, off Cape Cod.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
M Adams.
Standisb, Bath
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 17tb, seb Jos P Machecca,
Clark, Utilla.
Ar 21st, sch W H Sargent, Blnehill.
CHARLESTON-Ar 17tb, barque Hannah McLoon, Keen. Philadelphia.
WILMINGTON. NC—Ar 19th. brig Nellie Hosted, Robertson, Miragoane for New York.
NORFOLK—Ar 21st, brig Sea Breexe, Starrett,
Barbadoes.
BALTIMORE—Cld 21st, sch I T Campbell, Matthews, Boston.
Sid 21st. seb Irene E Meservey.
PHLLADELPHIA-Cld 21st, barque Merceditta,
Thatcher. Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, barque Enrique, Payson,
Trieste 67 days; brigs Tula, Chase, fm Cape Hayti;
Jennie Hulbert, Clark, New Haven; schs Georg© W
MaCollins, Wooster, Rockland; Corvo, do; Frank
ria Pomroy, Dover; J L Newton, Stover, Bostoa;
Calais.
Maud Malloch, Bickford.
Cld 21st, sens Carrie M Richardson. Richardson,
St Domingo; Mary Brewer. Tollman, Boston.
Passed the Gate 21st, schs Black Warrior, from
New York for Eastport; Zampa Hoboken for Boston; Manitou. Port Johnson for do.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 21st, barque Stephen G Hart,
Pierson, New Orleans; schs J Clark. Consins, Port
Johnson; Jed Frye. Langley, Pawtucket.
Sid 21st, schs Lodoskia, Leach, for Perth Amboy,
Jehn Somes, Wall, New York.
FALL RIVER—Sid 21st, sch E H Cornell, Colcord, Georgetown, SC, to load for Bath.
In port, seh oasT Morse, from Havana, ilisg.
PAWTUCKET —Ar 21st, ich Abby Thaxter,
Hutchinson, Hoboken! Lucy Ames, Bishop, from

GALVESTON—Cld 19th, sch George

^CTCH

Sailed 21st, sobs
ISLAND HARBOR
Eagle, Crocker,
Reno, Portland for New York ;
do for Philadelphia; Palestine, Pendleton, Fall RivProvidence for
er for do; Alexandria, Falkingham,
do- Eva L Leonard, Macomber, Boston for WilAbbte
Ingalls, Ingalle. Sackvtllefor
mington. NC;
l>OW

—

lUlft,

Mahaska,

Injxjrt,

Woodbury & Moulton
Cor. Middle &

Exchange Sts.,

Bay and sell first-class State, City,
Town and Railroad Bonds. Investments for trust fnnds constancy
on hand. Correspondence solicited. Orders in Stocks and Bonds
executed daily in Boston,New York
and Philadelphia Stock Exchanges
eodtf

mov3

MUNICIPAL
AND

—

Bonds

Railway

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

STO C KLS
bought or carried on margin.
Daily telegraphic quotations (rom New York
Stock Exchange.

SAMUEL HANSON,
oct8

194

Middle

Street.

eodtt

----

onauwn,

Merriman, Edgartown for do.
seb Mary Jane, Nichols, from

Portland

f°NEWPORT—Sid
to

21st, schs D G Floyd. Clifford,
discharge; Albert W Smith. Berry,

Philadelphia,
Boston; Mary. McDonald. Belfast for Brunswick; Laconia, Chase, Rockland for Norwich; Moses
Eddy. Stmouton, llyannls for New York; S J Lindfrom
sey, Kennedy, Rockland for do; Veto, Stevens,
Thomaston lor do; Enterprise, Robinson, Gloucesdo for

ter for do.

Ar 21st, barque Endeavor, Whittier, from Pensacola for New Haven, 27 days out.
NEW BEDFORD—Sid 21st, sch Eagle, Robbins,
New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN— Ar 20th, soh Mary W
Hopper, from Port Johnson for Bath; George Albert, Camden for New York; Adriana, Bncksport
for do; Eastern Belle, from Bangor for New Haven;
Maud Webster, and Medford, Bucksport for Providence; S P Brown. Calais for Stonington.
Returned, sch Thos W Hyde.
Sid. sobs D D Haskell. Pavilion, Maud Webster.
Thomas W Hyde, S P Brown, Medford, Eagle, and
Mary W Hopper.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, barque Nicola, Harper, Weymouth; sch Carl D Lothrop, Snow, Philadelphia.
Cld 22d, sch Mabel F Staples, Diokson, Richmond
SALEM—Ar 21st, sobs Wm Rice, Pressey, Elisabetbport; Rosa & Adra, Hatch, do; Belle Brown,
Hunt, do; Edw Lamyor, Kendall, do.
PORTSMOUTH—Sid 21st, sch Clara W Elwell,
Long, St George.
MILLBR1DGE—Ar 20th, soh Billow, Smith, from
Portland.
ELLSWORT—Ar 17th, sch Agricola, Whitmore,
Portland.
_

FOREIGN PORT*.
Ar at Sierra Leone Nov 23d, barque Cardenas,

YAratPort'Nafal, Af, Nov 19, barque Clara E Mo°
Ar

at’XbulKu HUnst", barque Com Dupont, Crockfor

At Rosario Nov 12, barque Auhnrndale, King,
Boston ready.
,,,
Sid fui Port au Prince Nov 26, sch Lizzie Major
Foster, for Gonaives anil Boston.
Ar at Miragoane 4th Inst, sch Irving Leslie, Hag
erty. New York 8 days.
Sid fm Navassa 8th Inst, brig Eugone Hale, HU1
man, Wilmington, NC.
In port 9th lust, brig Atlas, Gray, for Port Royal
SU; soh Moses Webster, for Baltimore.
At Jeremie 6th Inst, soh Alta V Cove, Mitchell
from Wilmington, NC, ar Nov 25, for New York.
„„

At Avolo Island 4th Inst, barque Rachel, Walls
for New York, Idg.
Ar at Kingston, J, 12th lust, soh Edw A DeHart

Hodgdon. Charleston.
Ar at Havana 16th, barque Havana. Rice, New
York; 20th brig John H Orandon, Pleroe, do.
Ar at Sagua 4th Inst, sch Kenset, Harraden, from

Philadelphia.

....
Cld at St John, NB, 21st, soh Ethel Granville, McLean, Portland.

£■

Portland City,

*a
Maine Central R. R. 1st Mort.,
Maine Central R. R. Consol,
bs
And. Sc Kennebec R. R. 1st Mort,
b*
Eastern Car Trust,
es
Jackson. Lansing & Saginaw B. R. 1st Mort.,
Guaranteed by Michigan Central R. R.
ba
Dayton St Michigan R R.,
Guaranteed by Cin., Hamilton Sc Daytr.-' R. R.
6s
Land
Mort.
K.
R.
Gen’l
Grant,
Pacific
No.
U. S. 4 per ct. Bond9, Registered and Cu>non,

-FOB SALE

\

BY-

BARRETT,

SWAN &

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
U. S. Called Bonds

cashed.

eodtf

novlO

~~

PORTLAND
St. LOUIS
MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
LEEDS & FARMINGTON R. R.
PORTLAND & OGDENSBUBG
R. R. “GOLD”
SOUTHERN PACIFIC R. R.
“GOLD”

tts.
6s.
7s.

6s.
6s.
6s.

Secured by Land Grant ef seven million acres.
For sale by

H. M. PAYSON &

CO.,

Exchange Street.

o«t7_mxB*
HOBSK

BANKING
—

HENRY

OF

—

CLEWS & CO..

18NEV t»T., NEW tOBK.
(NEXT DOOR TO THE STOCK EXCHAfflfcK.)

onoonimUa^^^

Securities bought and Mid strictly
and carried ae long as required, on favorable terms
and on a moderate margin. Deposits payable on de*
man! reoelved. Four per oent. Interest allowed on
dally balances. Members of tbo N. T. Stock Mi
marlSeod
ehauge.

MUXO

TFTTC PTtESS.
FRIDAY MOBJfOG, DECEMBER 28.
THE PBESB
G.
May be obtained at the Periodical Depots ol N.
A™Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei ft Oo., Andrews,
Cleveland.
A. T.

strong, Cox, Wentworth, HoUsdon,
Robert Costello, Boston & Maine Depot, and
Chisholm Bros., on all trains that run eut of tha
sity.
Auburn, Willard Small A Co.
Augusta, F. Pierce.
Bangor, J. H. Babb ft Co.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford, F. M. Burnham.
•<
Jellerson's Bookstore.
Bridgton, Daniel Dickens.
B. G.

Brunswick,

Dennison._

Oumarrland Mills, F. A. Verrill.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
T
Fryeburg, H. C. Harmon and Shirley * Lewis,
Gardiner, Palmer ft Oo,
Gorham, J. Irish,
Hallowed, O. L. Spaulding.
Lewiston, Chandler ft Estes.
Lisbon, 0. E. .Judkins.
Meehanio Falls. A. W. Bridge, F. A. Mlilett.
Norway, A. O. Noyes.
Richmond, G. A, Beale.
Rocklaad, O. 0. Andrews.
Sabattus, E. H. Johnson.
_

Bacoarappa, at the Poet Offlce.
Saco, of L.Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalbaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Waterrille, J. M. Wall.
Wiscasset. Gibbs ft Bundle*.
Woodford's Corner, H. Moody.
Yarmonth, 0. E. Coombs.

~CITY
NEW

THE TOURISTS.

Excitement

1

»

To-night the “Tourists” who gave
pleasure to theatre-goers last season

much
will apPullman

in their
pear at Portland Theatre
The New York Express says:
car.
“The present season of “The Tourists” at
of the
Haverly's Fifth Avenue Theatre, is onem this
most successful engagements played
theatre for many years. The reason for this
is obvious. The entertainment is clean and
wholesome. The many imitations which have
followed "The Tourists” order of entertainfun and
ment have mistaken vulgarity for
are
"The Tourists
coarseness for humor.
are
new, and, in some
originators: their songs
They have struck
cases, specially adapted.
the popular fancy in the presentation of tuneful melodies and spirited refrains, and the
conglomeration of absurdities which .make
up the entertainment are original, irresistibly

palace

grotesque, aud uproariously funny.”
THE STRATEGISTS.

Next Monday and Tuesday the “Strategists”
will present their farcical comedy at Portland
Theatre. The company will include Messrs.
Joe Polk, F. E. Aiken, Henry Linden, Sam
Ryan, Harry Bell, L. F. Howard, F. Jordan,
L. F. Terriss, Misses Kate Gilbert, Marie
Bates and Lizzie Hight. The play is full of
fun, and the sftuations are intensely amusing.

AND VICINITY.

ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
W. E. Chandler—5.

Gilbert and

Sullivan’s “musical eccentricity,” the clever
satire on the aesthetic craze known as “Patience,” has occupied the attention of Boston
theatre-goers so exclusively that its perform-

at the Boston Museum have taken up
about three months of the season, and the
piece has been withdrawn only because other
engagements cannot be postponed. “Patience”
is
witty and amusing enough to insure
ances

bright,
its popularity

Kendall ft Whitney—1.
Owen, Moore ft Co—2.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Cancers Cured—O. G. Randall, M. D.
Chrsstmas and New Years—J. G. McGlauhin.
Union Mutual—Annual meeting.
For Sale C- E. Whitney.
Holiday goods—Owen, Moore ft Co.
Elegant holiday goods—Chas. Custls ft Oo,

under almost any conditions,
but the Museum representation is exceptionally brilliant. The excellence of this representation has been so readily acknowledged that
for the opening night to its closing, and one
hundredth, performance the Museum has
been crowded. It is seldom that Boston theatre goers grow so enthusiastic over anything
The sale of seats for performances
theatrical.
in this city will commence at btockbridge’s,

Accordeons, Banjos, Guitars, Orguinettes,
Zithers at Chandler’s Music Store, 177 Middle

Monday.

street.

Mr. Stinson, agent for the Boston Theatre
He say8
company, was in town yesterday.
“Michael Strogoff” will be put on the boards

__

Opera Glasses of best
ture at reasonable prices.

French manufac-

Owen, Moore & Co.

de21d4t

Chandler’s Music Store,

Music ItackB at
177 Middle street.

Lone Jack, Mo., Sept. 14,18T9.
T hare been nsinir Hob Bitters, and hare re-

ceived great benefit from them for liver com
plaint and malarial fever. They are superior
to

P. M. Barnes.

allother medicines.

Verv fine assortment of Ladies’, Gentlemen's and Children’s Wallets, Parses and
Card Cases at
de21d4t
Owen, Moore & Co.’s'
Music Rolls and Folios at Chandler’s Music
Store, 177 Middle street.
Children’s Books at very low prices in the
basement department.
dec21d4t
Owen, Moore & Co.

Violins, Flutes, Harmonicas at Chandler’s
Music Store, 177 Middle street.
Ip you wish
mas

a

Cloths

Wringer

for a Chi ist-

present buy the "Improved Universal’’ of

Kendall &

Whitney.

de23d2t.

300 New Neck Ties for men and boys will be

offered to-day at 47

cents.

Owen, Moore & Co.

de23d2t

Buy the Pendulem Family Scale of Kendall
&

Whitney._dec22d4t

Vbltet and Plush Frames, an elegant assortment, at reasonable prices.
de21d4t
Owen, Moore & Co.

Co.’s

Read Owen, Moore &
ment and govern
de23

new

advertise-

yourself accordingly.
d2t
_

Life’s a Conundrum.
When judiciously used, Burdock Blood
Bitters are in themselves a remedy for all the
evils arising from impurities of the blood,
which never fail to make the patient long-lived
and happy. Price 81.00, trial size 10 cents.
dlw
del9
_

Music Books in different binding at Chandler’s Music Store, 177 Middle street.
Gentlemen’s Traveling or Dressing Cases
fitted up to order at prices ranging from S3 to

MICHAEL STROGOFF.

at irortiaiiu xucutiD

Owen, Moore & Co.
Municipal Court.
BEFORE

JUDOS

a NIGHT.

Thursday.—Hosanna Brady. Search and seizure.
Henry Willard. Larceny.Sixty days in county jail-

w

Dpiouuavi o»j*w.

produced prepared expressly

will be

for the

occasion, there will be, a ballet of forty-five
led by Mile. Leppri, and the cast will be the
same as in Boston. A matinee will be given
Saturday, the 31st.
NOTES.

Mile. Rhea is doing some of the New Eng'
land cities.
to play
intends
Miss Jenniebello Neal
“Juliet” in "Romeo and Juliet” in New York
after her engagement with th Hutchinsons.
The Order of Knights of Pythias are to
have the first of their entertainments at Castle
hall, next Wednesday, the 28th inst. The
Cecilia quartette and Miss Bertie Webb will
be the chief attractions.
“Parting is a sweet sorrow," whispered a
bald-beaded Romeo under the balcony. “I
should smile,” murmured the gentle Juliet, in
tender response.
Johann Strauss has produced a new operetta
in Vienna which, unless the critics are mistaken, is superior in every way to his other
attempts in this line. It is entitled “Der Lustige Krieg” (The Merry War), and, besides
considerable bright Qdance music, is said to
contain a number of expressive bits of sentimental writing.
Hanslick, in the Neue Freie
Presse, lauds its style of writing, to the disparagement of the other Viennese operetta
writers.
The latest triumph of scene painting is recorded by the veraoious Pans newspapers.
The manager of a Paris theatre recently imto figure in an
ported an elephant from Persiathe
animal was
When
Asiatic spectacle.
first brought upon the stage it astonished the
of exdemonstrations
company by making
treme delight.
Everybody was puzzled till it
was discovered that the scenery represented
Then all was
the public square in Ispahan.
clear. The scene was so true to nature that
the elephant fancied himself back at home and

rejoiced accordingly.

Personal.
C. L. Parker, Esq., and wife having been invited to remunerative positions in the Ohio State
Reform 8chool, left for Columbus, yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Lippitt, Providence, are
at the Falmouth.
Miss Jennie M.

Hayden, formerly connected
with the Normal School in Farmington, is
studying medicine in New York city.
Dr. Fordyce Barker, Professor of the Medical College of New York, for thirty years, one
of the witnesses in the Guiteau trial, is a native of Wilton, a son of the late Dr. John
Barker of that town.
William Morse Wiswell, an insj.ne man well
known in Portland, died yesterday at the InbdllO UUbyiLal

523.
de21d4t

wucio 1X0

1U

xi*«kJ

uwu

for more than a year. He was a tailor by trade
and formerly was thought to bo comfortably
off. He was always an eccentric character.
Timothy O. Howe of Wisconsin, the new
Postmaster-General, was born in Livermore,
Maine, Feb. 7,1810, was educated at the Maine

Weyleyan Seminary, in Readfield, studied law
Brief Jottings.
The grade established by the commissioners
for Main street, Saccarappa does not differ but

in the same office with ex-Governor Lot. M.
Moral], and settling at Readfield, was admitted to the bar in 1839. He was elected to the

slightly from the present grade.
To-night Hook and Ladder No.
their grand ball at Congress Hall.
Rainy day yesterday. Mercury

next year
removed to Green Bay, Wisconsin. In 1850 he
was elected Circuit Judge in that State and resigned in 1855. In 1861 he was ejected United
States Serator from Wisconsin, and twice re-

rise, 45°

at

noon,

Maine

2 will

give

32° at sun
48° at sunset; wind south-

west.
A valuable lap-robe was stolen from Burrowes Bros., and a nice square horse blanket
from BoIHub & Adams yesterday.
Mrs. Tolford, wife of Capt. Tolford, had her
clothes line robbed Tuesday night.
On account of the storm the entertainment
at Ilsley Lodge, East Deering, has been post,
week.
Daniel McCarty, an apprentice at W. C.
Constable & Co.’s bakery on Brackett Btreet,
lost three fiDgers in a cracker machine yester-

psned to next

day afternoon.
George Christenson of Kennebunkport has
contracted to build a fishing schooner of 120

>

tons for A. M. Smith of this city, to be
launched next March.
The transparency in front of the Gospel
Mission was set on fire last night bytheexthe
lamp inside. Members of
plosion of

Ladder Company
and
promptly extinguished the flames.
The steamer Sea Flower, of the Portland,
Great jChebeague and Harpswell Steamboat
Line, broke her shaft while on the way to
Washington Hook

Harpswell Wednesday,

and

was

towed to the

city by the Minnehaha.
A young lady standing in front of Eastman
Brother’s store had a pocketbook taken from
She felt a hand in
an outside sack pocket.
her pocket at the time, but supposed it was
that of a companion, and did not discover her
loss until she reached home. Fortunately the
pocket-book contained only a small snm.
A benevolent lady of this city who does not
wish her name made public, sent Thursday to
fifteen families in various sections of this city,
the wherewithal to have a happy Christmas.
To one family at the east end, she sent suitable gifts for eleven people.
In spite of the bad weather a fair sized
party was present at the roller skating rink
last evening, and were much amused at the

grotesque movements of the masked skaters.
Spanish Literary Club.

persons, including invited
guests, enjoyed a fine supper at the City Hotel
last evening. The bills of fare wore printed in
Spanish, and the sapper was served in true
Spanish style. After tho repast was finished
About

forty-five

and cigars circled round, a space was given to
speeches. Among the speakers were the President of the clnb, H. I. Robinson, Ernesto
Ponce, Enrique Collado, D. Page Perkins,
WEnrique Fox, Manuel
_

Richardson, C. S. Perkins, J. H. Lamsen, T
L. Kimball, M. \V. Hicks, E. S. Osgood,
Faustino Delavina and others. Mr. Collado
also sang several Spanish songs. A vote of
thanks was passed to Mr. J. K. Martin, proprietor of the hotel. The company adjourned
at a late hour, much pleased with tho success
of the supper.
The Portland Benevolent Society.
That excellent organization, the Portland
Benevolent Society, will hold its annual meeting at tho First Parish on Monday evening,
Jan. 1st. This society was established early in
want existing in
our community, namely, the relief of those
who had seen better days. Its work has been
of great importance in relieving this class of
persons. Itev. Julian K. Smythe will deliver
the present centnry to meet

a

the annual address.
List of Patents.
Weekly list of patents granted to residents of Maine, dated Deo.. 20,1881. Reported for the Press by C. E. Foster,
Patent Solicitor, 509
D. C.:

r

■'~i

r«

7th street, Washington

251,235—Jones, John W., Portland, machine
for cutting green corn from the oob.
251,236—Machine for cutting green corn
from the cob.
351,237—Machine for catting green oorn
trom the cob.

231,342—Jones, John W., Deering, maehtne

for cutting green corn from the cob.

Legislature in 1845,

rnd

the

elected, serving continuously until March 4th,
1879.
M. J. Power of New York city, designer of the bronze work of the Augusta
Soldiers' Monument, in conjunction with the
Mount Waldo Granite Company of Maine, has
been awarded the contract for the construction
of the soldiers’ and sailors' monument at
Buffalo, N. Y. They are to receive 3540,959

Judge

for the work.
Mr. Wm. C.

McAllister, formerly of Port-

land, has been appointed Agent of tho Sleeping
Car Department of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, with his office at Cincinnati, Ohio. He
has been in the employ of the Pullman Palace
Car Company for a number of years,
Odd Fellowship.
Union Degree Lodge, No. 1,1. O. O. F., has
elected the following offioers:
Degree Master—Freeman T. Merrill.
Deputy Degree Master—Philip F. Turner.
First Assistant Degree Master—Howard
Winslow.
Second Assistant Degree Master—Georgo H.
Cloudman.
Third Assistant Degree Master—Hiram C.
Jordan.
Fourth Assistant Degree Master—Fred EHaskell.
Secretary—W. W. Kemp.
Treasurer—Samuel Freeman.
At a regular meeting of Machigoune Encampment, No. 1,1. O. O. F., Wednesday evening, the following officers were elected:
Chief Patriarch—C. B. Conant.
High Priest—George Kenworthy, Jr.
Senior Warden—W. W. Kemp.
Junior Warden—A. J. Cummings.
Recording Scribe—Charles F. Plummer.
Financial Scribe—N. G. Cummings.
Treasurer—Stephen K. Dyer.
Trustees—Freedom Nash, Emery C. ChaBe,
Stillman P. Getchell.
Agent of Hall—George II. McKenney.
Fatal Accident.
A telegram to the office of the International
Company in this city yesterday, stated that Mr.
Rnhflpt.

TT«rnan. thft

HP.nnnfl

flnrnnPiir

dallsm.

been inand removed a white oak tree, nine inches in diameter, located near a large rock marked with a
drill “H, 1878;” at the corner of lots in East

County Commissioners have
formed that some one recently cut
The

Falmouth, while going aboard at St.
John, Wednesday night, slipped from the
and fell. His head struck the guards,
and when he was taken from the water life
wag extinct. Mr. ICernan was about 35 years
of age, with a family residing in Eastport. Ho
had been long in the employ of the Steaui

an

excellent officer.

An

inquest

was

held on

Wednesday night exonerating the company
from blame, and the body forwarded to Eastport for interment.
Sailing of the Brooklyn.
The Brooklyn, Capt. Lindall, of the Dominion line, sailed for Liverpool, via Halifax, yesterday noon with a cargo valued at 5239,000,
but

no

passengers.

At Halifax she will take
of fine cattle, including two

pieces maple lumber, 150 cases canned meats,
8 cases leather, 503 tierces lard, 2 tierces beef,
50 pounds potash.

Contrary

the gonera! impression
there are a few oonrse tickets with eligible
tests which may still be had and at a price for
the remaining lectures proportionately
re-

duced.

to

large
Holiday

GUPPY,
KINSMAN

are all desirable, fresh
French and
including
goods,
Kiota
Tases,
Japan
Japan
Fruit
Te-te
Sets, Majolica
Fruit
Dishes, Glass
Dishes, Glass
Salad Dishes, Ebony Towel Backs,
Broom Cases, Brackets, Jardinica Vases, and the large variety
of choice goods in the basement.

goods,

at

stairs.

Owen, Moore & Co.
4,f

ilec23

trk

S3 Kfl

WALDO

Mr. John Mansur, of Monroe, was killed Fria staging giving way and
precipitating
him some twenty feet to the gronnd.
Diphtheria is again scourging the northern
portion of Monroe,

day by

Fashion Notes.—Fur Collars are little worn
by ladies this season, and this will give rise to
many severe Coughs and Colds. Dr. B nil’s
Cough Syrnp is a certain and safe cure in
every case.

Neglect

a

Price 25 cents.

cold, and

severe

Silk Mufflers, Silk Handkerchiefs, from 50c to $2.75,
Silk Wristers, Silk UmhreUas, Silk Suspenders.

will soon
Some say, “Don’t
medicine,
That may bring about the desired rewear away.”
sult in some: but very few have sufficient physical
strength to throw off a severe cold, without the aid
of some good balsam, and we should certainly recommend something of the kind. One of the best
'ever introduced to the public is Dr. Graves’ Balsam
of Wild Cherry and Tar, a preparation long known
for the speedy and certain relief of conghs, colds,
The pecusore throat, hoarseness, bronchitis, &c.
liar combination of wild cherry and tar with other
pleasant and soothing ingredients makes it easy to
take, speedy t® relieve, and sure to give satisfaction.
PhysicianB prescribe wild cherry and tar as remedies for pulmonary affections, and if you give Dr.
Graves’ Balsam of Wild Cherry and Tar a trial jo»
will get relief. Sample, 10 cts. Large bottles, 60
cts. For sale at wholesale by J. W. Perkins & Co.,
30
Portb- rid
and

CHRISTMAS sod NEW YEARS.
not make him a

present of

a

Fine Driving Harness
Nothing would please him

more.

Jas. G. IflcGLAUFLIK
at the head of Portland street, has
a good stock to select from

NEAT, STYLISH

& DURABLE

HARNESSES prices!
_dlw*

doc23

Cancers Cured
O.knife, no poisonous piasters; no mercury or
other poisonous medicines used. Relief guar-

X

anteed in every case as 1 have 28 different modes
No
for curing Cancers and can meet every case.
charge for consultation, and only for medicine until
the cure is effected. Can give the best of references
as to skill and medical standing from some of the
lead ng physicians of Boston, also, sworn certificates
of cures.
Send a full history of yonr case with
stamp to O. G. RANDALL, M. D., 65 Day street,
Mass. If you call, take the JaBoston
dec23eod3m
maica Plain Horse Cars.

MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY OF MAINE.
Notice.

FIRST CEASS EANCV AND BUSINESS

ShElGiiS!
At

Prices

c. E. WHITNEY,’

the

Suit

to

rTaT~31

Times.

STREET.
GREENdec23dtf

and

CUFF BUTTONS

Worsted

Goods,

Hand-made, for Christmas Presat H. I. NELSON & CO’S.
d3t
dec21

ents,

only

the

SUPPERS!

,

SUPPERS!
SUPPERS!
If yon Want Gents’ Fine Slippers,
go to WYER GREENE & CO.’S.
If yon want Gents’ Cloth Top
Boots, go to

Wyer Greene &,Co.’s.
If yon want Hand Sewed Boots,
Go to Wyer Greene A Co.’s.
If you Want Gents’ Gossamer
Boots, go to

Wyer

Greene & Co.’s.

you want Ladies’ Cloth Top
Boots, go to
Wyer Greene A Co.’s.

If

If you want the DONGOLA Boots,
Go to WYER GP EENE A Co.’s.
If you want

CHILDREN’S SPRING
BOOTS, go to

HEEL

Wyer Greene & Co.’s
If you want

THE BEST
-GrO

RUBBERS,
TO

—

WYER GREENE & CO.’S.
If you want your old

NEATLY

BOOTS

REPAIRED,

Go to Wyer Greene A Co.’s.

them

at H. I. NELSON
li"iL

dec21

"YEARS!

Mow is the time to do good and
make people happy; and it can be
done by making good and nsefnl
And such articles can
e prosured at

Eresents.

CHAMBERLIN k HOWS,
Cor. Congress and Elm Sts.
where we have a great variety of
Black and Colored Silks, Sbawls of
nearly every kind, Cloakings, Table Damasks, Napkins in all sizes
and qualities, Fringed Table Covers, colored and white, in all
lengths, and D’Ojlies to match,
a large assortment of Linen Towels, Plain and Fancy Linen Handkerchiefs, and an elegant line of
of Silk Handkerchiefs, Raw Silk
Table Covers and Tidies, Lace Bed
Sets and Pillow Shams, a choice
lot of Marseilles Quilts in very

handsome designs, Embroidered
Table and Piano Covers, Fancy
Tidies, Ladies’ Felt and Flannel
Skirts, Ladies’ and Children’s Underwear, Blankets, and a great va-

Cloths,

of Momie
Prints.

riety

FINALLY GO TO

Wver Greene & Co.’s
480

and

CONGRESS ST*,

ESQUIMAUX
Inner Seles for Cold Feet!

endtf

Open Every Evening.

dovI

6TH ANNUAL

Holiday

Announcement !

watchesTjewelry,
Silver Ware, Clocks,

Opera Glasses, Gold Headed Canes,

Button Boot,
Shoes, Slippers, Rubbers
from the best manufacturers in the
Ladles’ Waterproof Cork
world.
Misses’ and
Sole Walking Boots.
Children’s Waterproof School Boots,
Extension edges and low heels.
Whittier’s Heel Protectors keep children’s ankles from turning and add
one-half to the wear of tie shoes.

E. T. MERRILL,
455

Congress Street.

OPPOSITE P. S. SIOTKP.

decS_dt*

STORE,

BP Congress

Street,

LOWELL S STEEL ENGRAVED

eodtf

deol9

STUBBS” BROS.,
Picture Framers

ARTISTS’

AND

16 TEMPLE ST.,

•

COLORMEN.
PORTLAND, ME.
deodlw

dee20

T. J.

WELCH,
Congress St.,
ST&Th

Westbrook Seminary
AJTX>

FEMALE COLLEGE.
The

ten

'TUESDAY, JANUARY, Sd, 188*.
Address J. P. WESTON, PrwWent.

deeJ.6

Particular Notice.
send the
Our citizens arc earnestly requested
name of every person applying to them for eharlty
to the Secretary. By so doing they will aid the person whoee name they send. Persons wanting washing done, snow shoveled, wood sawed, or other eom
mon labor will help the cause by applying to the
Secretary. Address simply, Eeeretary Associated
to

Street.

of
Term
Winter
weeks, will begin

Associated Charities

swUWMnrlw*

Charities, City Building.
dee20

dim eod

VBAgRLIN BAMFLT ICBOOI..
Winter Term commences

TUESDAY, .TA.NTTA.BV 3,1663
For Particulars address D. I* SMITH, Principal
Totsbajt, Maotx,
ded6-eod2w

city.

that

I Lowell,

William

513 CONGRESS STREET.
dtt
dec20

CANDY

shall sell
very cheap. Also a full
line of perfect goods in
new and choice patterns.
we

"OH THE

ID-AYS*

HO

FRESH AND PURE AT LOWEST PRICES.

LADIES

Fancy Boxes and Sngar Toys, also
large assortment of

a

DOLLS

j^UNTID

Iron, Tin and Wooden

Toys, for the

little ones.

CHILDREN’S

0.0. HUDSON
13 MARKET SQ.,
OPP. U. S.
HOTEL._dlw
In order to accommodate our numer-

Fancy Hosiery finished

dec21

slightly damaged,

seams,

at 18 cts., worth from 25
to 50 cts.
Any of the
above goods will please
our customers.

goods

can

cannot be

attended

buy

who

patrons

ous

to

properly
through

day, we shall be
evenings until
open
the

for
your
store than

city.

Christmas.
51

Exchange St

at

Holiday Goods.

25;] Middle Street,

Work Stand, Work, Scrap and Fancy Baskets, Frame and Clipper Sleds,

Rockiug Horses, Carts, Skates,
Plant Stands, wire and wood,
Flower Pots, Flower Pot Biaokets, Plant Food, &c., Plumes,
Bried Grasses, Wreaths, &c.,
Housekeeping Goods of all kinds,
at NEW STORE, 6, 7 & 0 Preble

_

To meet the demand of the
HOLIDAY trade, we have
made special purchases for
our Linen Department.
Among some of the articles to which we desire to

W. G. SAWYER & GO.

THE

—

_

to represent hunting
scenes, is new and of superior quality.
NOVELTIES IN

Lunch,
Dessert,
—JlITD—

d3t

dec21

Stockbridge’s
MUSIC STORE.
and Bcokt,
Christmas Novelties. New Music
InstruHacks, Musio Rolls and Folio®, Toy
Harmon few. Picments, Orguinettes, Zithers, in fine
lu
bindings,
Books
Gift
tures of Musicians,
sical Instruments pnd Merchandise.

TOWELS
from 614 cts. to $2.50 each.
—

$3.50 to $10.00.

decl4

Preparatory to moving I will offer at
and
cost my entire stock of Millinery
line of
Fancy Goods, comprising a full
and
Ribbons, Feathers. Feather Bands
all shades
Flowers, Hats and Bonnets in
and styles, Web and Ribbon Velvets.
Silks, Satins and Plnshes of all shades,
real
Black and White Laces of all ktnds,
and imitation. All Colors In Veilings,
numerous
Fancy Goods of all kinds, too
to mention.
..

Will

foil line of L. Prang
& Co.’s and a great variety of imported
a

Cards.

Thanksgiving,

Also,

Birth

Annonnce-

ment and Birthday Cards.
Call early and avoid
the crowd.

Ladies’ Solid Cold

515

Congress St.

Bargains

dtf

in

WATCHES,

CLOCKS,
CHAINS Cb
EIYH CLASSES.
Repairing done well

and

cheap at

311 Congress St, J. N. Marsh, JEWELER.
drear__d2w*

~SUR^CUR^F0RDRUXKENJ(E8|k
saiboro’, Me

JEWELER,

531 Congress Street.
de«17

dlw
-—*

COMPANY,
Flclius, Lace Tics, Null
Tics ami Fichus in great variety
at H. I. NELSON A CO’S.
d8t
Lacc

Mercantile Agency,

dec21

65 EXCHANGE ST.,
PORTLAND.

FRANK B. CLARK,
Bookseller and Stationer,
not 9

__dt

de«14

McKENNEY, THE
'

Christmas and New Year’s Cards,

comprising

DRY35BMT,

WATCHES,
WALTHAM
Congress atfSt.
$25.00.
ONLY

THE

HEADQUARTERS
FOR-

continue the sale for thirty days.
B. Positively at cost.

«T.

& BANCROFT,
494

Building.
d2”-

COR. CONGRESS AND CASCO ST.

EASTMAN BROS.
&

City

Wear

TO THE LADIES.

TRAY CLOTHS.

492

Exchange St.,
_

20

n. I. NELSON & CO’S.

d"t

dec21

156

Fruit

from

A CO’S.

NELSON

Music

—

New Designs in flue White
Toilet
Quilts, prices
For Children, buy one of those
cent Silk Handkerchiefs, at

Choice line of Linen, Silk and
Handkerchiefs at H. I
Luce

—

BELGIll MASK
—

d4t

dec 21

call especial attention are
the Fine Satin and Heavy
Double Damasks, both in
cloths and by the yard,
with Doylies and Napkins
to match.

LAST CHANCE,
CHRISTMAS CARDS
LAST WEEK. A large ami elegant assortment of
Must close out everything In the fancy art line,
want no hing left over. Come early and get first
choioe. No end of cabinet frames, marked very low.

These are very beautiful, artistic, and
with seasonable sentiments. A comThe largest in tho
plete assortment.

slightly

Handkerchiefs

damaged

also

All at, the verv lowest nrices.

90*30.

Call and examine. A pleasure to show goods
whether you desire to purchase or not.

del 7

fTdAVIS,

thing Yew This Season.

woven

Cambrics

CHAMBERLIN & HOMSTED.

or

A Christinas Card Holder—Some-

We have just secured
direct from the manufacturers a large lot of Linen

decl4

OFF. PREBLE BOISE.

Three Doors Above ©ah

ART

Foster Laced Kid Gloves make
You
useful Holiday Presents.

CHRISTMAS
SEW

of Corres-

St. Please call and examine.

deo23dtf___

NEAR CITY HOTEL,

Materials.

have ever
to sell them

LINEN GOODS

Portland, Me.

Congress Street,

493

Fine Box Stationery. Gilt Edged, Engraved, Plain and
Koxe*‘

pondence Cards,

we

declO

great variety.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

559

CYRUS

deo22-dtf

* co’s-

to

FINE

& ALDEN.

can find

Bargain* in Cameo Bet* in Go’ |
w |JO Ji
$48: in Bteck Plated Betting*, 8*
*•
Ring* in Mtone Gold Betting*, 9J
$40; Plain and Engraved Betting* 9l*»®

Artist’s

in

You will save money by buying of us, for our stock is not
largest and best, but our prices are the lowest.

gold pens and penc es.

Beautiful

published.

V111TK

STUDLEY,

best qualities for Winter in Wool
and Kid. Lined and Unlined.

SCARF PINS

THE

FOR SALE.

|1

WM.SENTER & GO.,

ANYWA.Y,

Annual Meeting of the Union Mutual Life
Insurance Company of Maine, will be held at
the office of Hob. Jos. H. Williams, the Clerk of
said corporation, in Augusta, Maine, on Wednesday,
the eleventh day of January, A. D. 1882, at ten
o’clock a, in. to fix the number of, and elect a Board
of Directors. Per order of Directors.
H. D. SMITH, Secretary.
dec23dtd
Portland, Maine, Dec. 20,1881.

M.)

assortment of ™ir™ *amy
lit B I ; V IF A Box
Styles at prices r wsoAill;

money at our
any place in the

CLOVES. Dent’s

MEN’S

Highlands,

UNION

ll |_l Jl

Remember ydu

KINSMAN

Is in great variety in styles and quality. Flat scarfs from 25 cents to
$3.00 each. White Shirts with pure linen bosom and nicely laundried, 8ix shirts for $4.50; Six shirts for $6.00; Six shirts for $7.50
and Six shirts for $9.00.

Plate,
Card
wilh Cards; a full
of
a set
set or a part
of Lowell’s Engraved Business Curds
for the scrap book.
These are the finest

iting

large

more

GUPPY,

UNTecli Wear

it

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

Why

Our

suffering is the result.

use

pretty things that
would make merry the
coming year. Bemember we are always pleased to show goods even
if you do not buy.

PRICES.

VERY LOW

are

COUNTY.

and hundreds of other

-AT-

V

_

Beautiful Dressing Gases,
Gut Glass Bottles,
Delicate Perfumes,
Toilet Sets,
Celluloid Comte

HOLIDAY GOODS

TlAr

while there is an army of unemployed young
men looking for cheap clerkships.

II I

Engraved Vis.

An

f t fT

n

•

Celluloid Brushes,
Freuch Plate Mirrors,

ELEGANT

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
Kfi

please close

Handkerchiefs.

WE HAVE

reasonable prices, should visit onr
store this week, and not fail to go
to the new department, down

be

KNOX COUNTY.

at

A

LE2I

Regular sale of Furniture and General Merchandise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’oloeb a.
oetBdtt
m.
Consignments solicited.

at

designs

O. W. AT

CHRISTMAS CARDS.

FOR |h« LADIES
in want of choice

m.

18 Exchange SL

Salcarsoui

1 V Ull)

lower than
been able
before.

FEANKLIN COUNTY.

Monoor

choice
that will
nyers.
In

Choice

We have an elegant assortment of,
and sell at much less than regular

All

and 3 p.

BAILEY,

It. O.

HANDKERCHIEFS

have just received a full line
of La Brunswick’s, La Ritica’s and a great many other
fine brands that will please
the gentlemen.

STATE NEWS.

Iv.

PIANO COVERS

131.KL

& ALDEN,

price.

m.

__

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Gor. Congress & Preble Sts.

Notes Payable.
Monday, the 26th inst., and Monday, January 2d will bo holidays and the banks will be
closed. Notes payable Sunday will be paid

The Commercial says good servant girls

Sal# commences at 10.80 a.
declQ

8rices

These

tion of the Committee on Pnblio Lands. There
are very few copies of this map, and Mr. Heed
has conferred a great favor on the library and
its patrons by bis thoughtful gift.

The Belfast Journal says one evening last
week a little girl in Camden, who had been
taught to add, to her evening prayer, “And God
bless papa and mamma and everybody else,”
surprised her mother by adding “except Guiteauwhoshota good man.” The next night
her mother enquired of her daughter if she
could not pray for Guiteau when she replied,
“Oh, no, that would spoil a whole prayer.”
Capt. Benj. Pillsbury, master of the ship
Galatea, now at Norfolk from Hamburg,
writes to his folks in Belfast that during a gale
on the 19th of November William L. Pillsbury, the carpenter, a brother of the captain,
Mr.
was
washed overboard and drowned.
Pillsbury was tn the main chains when the sea
hove
to
and
was
washed him away. The ship
the best boat put out but the man could not be
found. Ho leaves a wife but no children.

we

low

F. O. BAILEY A CO.,

them better.

Department.

ment

revised in 187*8,and it has been hung in the pri'
vate room. This map is 8x12 feet, with a scale
of twenty miles to an inch. It is a map of the
United States and territories, showing the extent of the public surveys, Indian and military
reservations, &o. It was made under the direc-

The Chronicle says Oliver W. Masterman,
while on his way home from Dixfield to Weld
(near the Patten school house in Carthage) was
waylaid by some person unknown, knocked
over and his wallet taken from him, which
contained $5. No clue to the offender has
been obtained.
Mrs. Euth Foot, of Farmington Falls, a
widow lady nearly 80 years of age, and who
lived alone in a house in that village, was
fonnd dead in her bed Friday.
A Mrs. Yoang, of Farmington Falls, was
taken with bleeding at the mouth while on her
way home from an evening meeting and lived
only five days.

MR. J. B. HUDSON, being about to leave tba
city, will sell at auction, big entire collection
Paintings and Sketches, at store No. IS Kxehang*
Street, Wednesday, Dec. 21st. Pictures on Exhibition Monday and Tuesday.

_

atoga.” Splendid smoking,
and nothing would please

Centennial Maps.
Hon. T. B. Reed has forwarded to the Public
Library one of the famous Centennial maps'

Monday

at

sell

to

propose

Twenty-five in a box, fresh
from Havana, “via Steamers
City of Washington and Sar-

their visit.

Saturday, and those due
paid Tuesday.

that

goods

a

fine

IMPORTED CIGARS.

We have a surplus of some
articles in our wholesale stock
which must be sold during the
next two days. In order to accomplish this, we have reduced
the prices from 25 to 50 per
cent, and shall offer in the Base-

hour until carriages were announced in readito convey them to the station where they
took the Pullman for home well pleased with

beauty of the illustrations which, taken as a
whole, have perhaps never been surpassed.

esting.

assortment of

ness

can

just opened

prices.

from Sheridan Relief Corps and were escorted
to their hall where a bountiful collation was
After their usual meeting the comserved.
rades were invited in and the time spent in
reading, singing and recitations, after which a
Time passed so rapidly the
lunch was served.
party was not aware of the lateness of the

on

PAINTINGS

YOUR

HUSBAND!

Bosworth Relief Corps.
A number of ladies belonging to Bosworth
Relief Corps visited Sheridan Relief Corps of
Biddeford Wednesday afternoon. They were
met by Post Commander Bradbury and ladies

xtan.o/s,

ssfBriLi

OPENING.
We have

doubts and disputes may again occur.
In Hiram there is much excitement over the
alleged removal of the stono landmark at the
corner of the town-house lot without, so it is
said, the leaBt shadow of authority.

Down the Danube.
A noticeable merit in Mr. Stoddard's second
lecture, which occurs this evening, is the

Aside from this the depiction of life in Vienna,
a city whioh more nearly than any
other, ap.
proaches Paris in its attractions, is very inter-

m

FOR

tearing up the turf. The obliteration of public
landmarks is a felony and it is hoped that decided action will be taken in the matter by
Cumberland county. The Commissioners are
informed that there was for many years a controversy over the lines of the lots above mentioned and, by this occurrence, it is feared

aboard a quantity
beasts whose combined >. eight is 4000 pounds,
one' weighing 2400 pounds. The cargo of the
steamer was made up of 48,970 bushels wheat,

3491 bags wheat, 970 bagB peas, 900 bags flour,
4210 packages butter, 2257 boxes cheese, 410
boxes bacon, 74 packages pork, 92 pounds extract, 50 packages poultry, 21 barrels acetate
lime, 21 barrels apples, 1 case cigarettes, 223

m

1

Hiram owned by Messrs. A. and P. B. Young,
Solomon Stuart, and Charles Alexander. This
tree marked the corner of Baldwin in Cumberland county on the line of Hiram in OxThere are indications that the
ford county.
tree was twitched off by horses or oxen, and

plank

Packet, Nova Scotia and Now England and
International Steamship companies, and was

*"*

HOLIDAY GOODS A PRESENT

nf t,h«

steamer

*fc—■

"■

Alleged Acts of Van*

Over

so

■

AUCTION SALES.

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

PATIENCE.

ENTERTAINMENTS.

ye

REMOVAL OF COUNTY BOUNDARIES.

The most charming of Messrs.

Patience—City Hall.

>

AND THE DRAMA.

asg20inl6m

Collections made throughout the
United States and Canadas.

JANES U. CLEAVES,
dec9

manager..
oodlm

BOY’S WATCHES,
FROitl $5.00 to $10.00, warranted.

MeKESM, the Jeweler,
531

Congress

Street.

SOLID GOLD RINGS,
GARNET, ONYX, AMETHYST and CAMEO,

Only $2.50.
the Jeweler,
McKENNEY,
COJIcnSM STREET.
53,
de«19

_dlg

_

JERSEY MILK.
Hating made
I am
pure

Says

an

addition to my herd of Jer*«yi

prepared to furnish a few more families
Jersey milk, delivered every morning,
Cora

iave also

wuU
Bnn-

put
Sweet
exWool
H. Soule, ug
pressly for family use. Address, V.
ford’s.
uoy2X eod t mar 1
included.

I

...

n

[From the Urantng Bulletin

T'-tE PRESS.
Baffled by a Bridge Tender.
[Murat Halstead in Chicago Tribune.]
Night in a great city. The wind surged and
moaned with a mournful cadence through the
leafless tree3 that stood like gaunt spectres of
the night, ever and anon bending low their
withered trunks and great black branches as if
in mute appeal to the storm-king to not prostrate them forever with his cold, merciless

Signs were blowing violently through
or flattened
by the force of the gale
against the sides of buildings, where they were
held fast by the ever-incroasing violence of the
battlin g elements. A mass of inky-black cloud
o’er-spread the entire horizon, while the foambreath.
the air

crested

waves

of

an

lake beat

angry

with

of

Woduasdarl

a

hoarse, sullen roar against a sandy beach,
which, alter every attack of the angry sea
god, looked more whitely-pure than the breast
of a maiden.
Adown a street where gleamed the bright
lights of wine-bibbers’ haunts and the baleful
glare of the oyster-saloon*fell upon the sidewalk, a young man strode with quick nervous
step and a wistful, bauuting look in his eye.
At a corner whore the crowd of eager, jostling

increases as ho moves farther north,
and that the days will lengthen and the sun
will rise higher iu his course at noon until the
summer solstice on the 21st of next June,\t hen
he reaches his extreme northern point, as well
as his greatest height in the heavens, and the

noonday,

Wit

expensive

not seem exces-

world,
woriu,
And intend that all persons shall know it.
It cures coughs, oolds, asthma and catarrh;
Bronchitis and complaints of that kind;
It.does not cost much, though rheumatics it

only favorite but common dishes among the
elite of imperial Rome. Heliogabalus is credited with spending $100,000 at one supper, and
Nero with eating a dish costing $150,000 and
washing it down with a bumper yet more costly

trutfr always pays in the end” is an old
saying, and that is the reason, probably, why
there is so little of it told at the beginning of
any business transaction.—Somerville Journal.
The fairest faces are sometimes marred by
of pimples, and markings of totter or
freckles, which are readily removed by a popular toilet dressing known as Dr. Benson’s
Skin Cure. Even scrofulous ulcers yield to it.

myriads

A man in the suburbs calls his wife “Shadow,” because she is continually following him
aronnd. We take it for granted that ho is afraid
of his own Shadow.—Yonkers Gazette.

ECZEMA, TETTERS, HUMORS, M
a
3
INFLAMMATION, MILK 0RU8T,
1»
g ALL ROUGH SCALY ERUPTIONS,
•»
m
DISEASES OF HAIR AND SCALP,
pi SCROFULA ULCER8, PIMPLE8 and g
^
"I
TENDER ITCHINCS on all part* of the
body. It makes the skin white, soft and smooth;
removes ton and freekles, and is the BIST toilet
dressing in TUB WOULD. Elegantly put up, two
bottles in one package, consisting of both internal
and external treatment.
All first class druggista have it. Price »1. per package.

M,W,F ly

ocl7

mmw elixir,

N. H* DOWNS’
Vegetable Balsamic

credulous that

**•

Write to Mrs. Lydia E. Pinkbam, 233 WesAvenne, Lynn, Mass., for names of ladies
that have been restored to perfect health by
the use of her Vegetable Compound. It is a

positive

cure

for the most stubborn cases of fe-

male weakness.

Rit.tirifr Clurflv has

400 qlaras and at another a half-barrel of
shell oysters.” As compared with him mav
be cited Mr. ‘‘Rom” Lawson of Allensville, N.
O., who on election day last year, ate “one and
biscuit, one pound
a half quarters mutton, 18
candy, two half grown chickens, five herrings,
one loaf of corn bread, and a
piece of shoat
supposed to weigh about one pound, drank
three quarts of water, and said he hadn’t eaten
half enough. He then offered to bet he could
throw any man or lift more with a band stick
than any man on the ground. In order to test
his strength he took a man that weighed 200
pounds and carried him about over the ground
in his teeth. He then went up to another table
Mr. Lawson
and called for a 25 cent snack.”
has an honorable rival in Mr. Joshua Joyces, a
gentleman weighing 250 pounds and owning to
sixty summers, who last summer sat down to
dinner at Onaucock. Accomac county, Va.,and
ate fifteen pounds of pork, twelve links of bologna sausage, souse from one large hog, one
large goose, one full grown chicken, one peck
of sweet potatoes, one dozen large biscuits, one
large mince pie and six cups of strong coffee.
Mr. Joynes sat down to this repast at 1 o’clock
and at 2 20 he had disposed of every article
named, picked the hones of the fowls and taken
Not long ago, in Paris, a
a glass of egg nog.
gentleman known as the Jackal, on a wager,
ate 4 1-2 feet of blood pudding in twenty minntes, washing it down with half a gallon of
wine, thus proving himself worthy to sit down
at the Gargantuan repasts in Fiji, at which, according to Miss Gordon Cumming, one sees
served twenty puddings, the largest being
twenty feet in circumference.
eaten

said be must die!”
“Well-a-day! That’s remarkable!
this day and get some for my poor
know hops are good.”

I will go

quent,
BSmon, This Elixir 2q curing the above com-fig]
Sglplalnla, operates so as to remove all inorblilH

the^K

ueSirrUafioi*3 and lufltisiw.tton from
jSBSlungs to th-o surface, and finally expel them
It facilitates expectoration,
M from the system.

ulcerated surfaces
||j It heals thecough
^Sand

EsHstrongopiato

ag|~i8

?^|f023&T

cleanses
the nasal passages of
Catarrhal virus, causing healthy secretions,

allays

the Dowager Venus!” "But,” said the visitor,
“I scarcely think that the Dowager Venus
would be represented with a beard. Perhaps
you will be good enough to look in the catalogue.” She did so, and the Dowager Venus
proved to be the Doge of Venice.—London So-

ciety.
Most violent explosions of coughing are
stopped by Hale’s Honey of Horehound and
Tar.
Pike’s Toothache

HAY FEVER.

into the nostrils. On
receipt of 50c will mail a package. For sale in Port
land by wholesale and retail druggists
ELYS’ CREAM BALM CO., Owego, N. Y.
noy24
a<fcwly48

EYE CLASSEQ

ARS TUB TtTiBT
%cause they are the LIGHTEST, HANDSOMEST,
» & STRONGEST known, Sold by Optician* ana
‘Meiers, Made by SPENCER OPTICAL OOTN. X
8et> 2
eodGm

Drops

euro

has opened
Portland and

.—■

tv71.

can

dc17
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DIRECTORY.

Book Binder;;,
QCINCY, Rocks 11,

__

TO LET.
two unfnrnished rooms to let to
at No. 17 High St., cor. Danforth
or

3t»

To Let.
tenement, No. 62 Paris street, with
all modern improvements.
Enquire of A. Z>.
street.
de«17dlw
406
Cumberland
SMITH,

GENTEEL

Advertising

at 22
Two good 2d-hand stoves for sale—
Piano
Warerooms, 144% ExHastings’

AT Wilmot.
at W. P.

decl4-d2w

change St.

Room to Let,
can be
accommodated
room on reasonable terms in a

young gentlemen
up

deo9-dtf

Address
F. W. L.,

Press Office.

E. IV. FBE8HJIAT & BROS.

Advertising Agents,
I

NAT IONAL TRADERS BANK.
shareholders of the National Traders Bank
aae
their anBanking Room,
on TUESDAY, the tenth day of January next, at
11 o’clock a. m. to choose five Directors for the ensuing yoar, and to act on any other business that
of Portland,
THE
hereby notified that
will be held at their

nual

meeting

may

legally

FIRE

&

come

10,1881.

before them.
EDWARD GOULD, Cashier.

declOdtd

Cumberland National Bank.
Annual Meeting of the Stockholders of the
Cumberland National Bank, of Portland, will
be held at their banking house on Tuesday the 10th

THE

day of January, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m., for the
choice of Directors for the ensuing year, and the
transaction of any other business that may legally
W. H. SOULE, Cashier.
come before then).
declOdtf
Portland, Dec. 9, 1881.
Casco National Bank.

Annual Meeting of the Stockholders ot the
Casco National Bank of Portland for the
choice of Directors and the transaction of such other business as may legally come before them, will be
held at their Banking House on TUESDAY, the
10th day of January, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m.
WM A. WINSHIP, Cashier.

THE

X

m

iggiiU)

x/ovi

xuui

uvw-uiu

First National Bank.
of the Stockholders of the

Meeting
Bank of Portland, for the choice
THEFirst National
of Directors and the transaction of such other busiAnnual

MARINE

No. 311-2 Exchange St.

’egally come before them, will be held
at their Banking House on TUESDAY, the 10th
day of January, 1882, at 10 o’clock a. m.
W. E. GOULD, Cashier.
Portland, Dec. 10,1851.
ness as

may

decl2

-ur-u rv -n
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A

No one of the Six Companies rep
resented at this Agency has
Assets of Less than
ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

Springfield Fire ddriarine
INSURANCE
Capital ONE

LARGEST

CO.

MILLION Dollars.

pirn

FOR

BOSTON.
106 WASHINGTON St.,
Dealer In Wood and Metal Type, and all kinds of
Printer*’ Materials. Advertiteijiente Inserted to all
paper In the United BtaSceor Canada? at publishers’
owest prices Bend for estimates.

ISSailBSl,

Passenger Trains will leave
Portland at 7.30 a. ia.,
and
p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.15 p, m. and 7T30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.80 a. m. and 11.15 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 5.45 p
1,1

INSURANCE

FIRE

1.03 p. m.
For Boeneater, Springyale, Alfred, Wbierboro and Baca River.7.30 a. m., 1.03
p. m., and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m. Returning
leave Rooheeter at (mixed) 6.45 a. m., 11.24
a. m., and 8.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.36 a. m., 1.25 p. m. and 5.45 p. m.
For Gorham, Saccarappa, Cumberland
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Ulille,
a, 7.30 a. as.,
1.05, 0.20 and (mixed)
*8.30 p. ta.
The 1.05 p. as. tiain from Portland connects at
Ayer Jsac. with Hoosac Tnanel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Cine, and all rail,
via Npringfleld, also with N. Y. & N. E. K.
K. (‘‘Steamer Maryland Ronto”) for Fhiladeland the
Baltimore, Wasbiugtoa,
oath and with Bostou * Albittiy U. R. for
the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook Juuclion with through trains of Me. Central B. R., and
at QrandTrnnk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk R. K.
Through tickets to all points South and Wost, at
Depot offices and at Rollins & Adams’ No. 22 Ex-

8hia,

change Street.
* Does not stopat Woodford's.
J. W.

Paid
Paid

E. A. JORDAN,
27 Market Square.

loosehead
Bhen,

DIAA-S

Outstanding

ou

i«UU

BUSINESS CARDS.

S3

70,376.88

I r,.w>£*

t

91,734,100.88 r

Surplus overall Liabilities,.394,526 03
Surplus as regards Policy-holders.. 1,394,526 03
J. N. Dunham. President; Sanford J. Hall, Secretary; Andrew J. Wright, Treasurer.

No. 31 1-2

$ooh; j'ol'-

^

mid

(gaid ffidmlei,

Price.'

INSURE

reasonable and satisfaction guaranteed.
dly

fkis Company will take risk* at their office, New
York, on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and iasn
open policies to merchants, making risks binding a
soon as water-borne.

Tear Ending Dec. 81, 1880:

Total Amount of Premiums for the Tear

$5,738,633.^7.

$12,608,356.71
Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 1,1881.
Dividends to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1880

Paid in

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.

AGAINST MARINE:
RISKS ONLY.

Rich-

deford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and Sonth
Berwick, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport.
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport, Lynn, Chelsea and
Boston, arriving at 6.10 p. m. connecting with
Sound and Kail Lines for all Southern ana WestBi

ern

points.
leave Boston.

Train*

8.30

At

n. in.

and arrive in Portland at 12 80 p.
and arrive in Portland at 6.00

m. At 12.30. p. m.
p. m. At 7.00 p. m.
at 11.00 p. m.

(daily), and arrive m Portland

Parlor Car*.
On trains leaving Boston, at 8.30 a. m. 12.30 and
7.00 p.m. ana trains leaving Portland, 8.46 a.
m. and 1.10 p. m.
(Through Pullman Sleeping
Cars on trains leaving Boston at 7.00 p. m. ana
Portland at 2.00 a. m).
Through ticket* to all points We*t and
Month may be bad of J, M. French, Ticket Mister,
Eastern Kail road Depot and at Union Ticket Office
40 Exchange street.
Pullman (par

Philadelphia

Asa general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other causes,
as Limestone, Sulph.to of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps l^iperior to every
other alcoholic preparation. A public

trial of over SO years duration in every [
section of ear country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
Schnapps, its unt elicited endorsement by
the medical faculty and a sale nnequeled
by any other alcoholic distillation have
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for It, For sale by all Druggists
aad Grocers,

llplo Ms Sod I Co.,
18 BEATER

Thirty Days

STREET,

MEW YORK.

dly

& Mew

England
EINES

STEAMSHIP

BOSTON

FROM
connection with

01,0 COLONY RAIL.
ROAD.
BOSTUN TO THE SOUTH.
I,lee. Quick
rime, letr
Semi-Weekly
Bale., Frequent Beparlare..
Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
MVEB, there connecting »1th the Clyde Hleam.
ere, miliiia every WftDNDSDAY and BATCHDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting ai
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to fhartM.
Ian, 8. C., Washington, D. (!., Cw.«.
Iowa, D. C., Alexandria, fa., and *11 Hal
and water Hues.
r
Through Katet named and Bill, of Lading ivec
from any point in New England to Philadelpa
For rates of Freight, and other Information, apply
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
IBM Washington Street, Boston, Mae.
Wm. P. Clyde *
General Managers,
No. 13 So, Delaware Ave., Philadelphia.
Ieh6

In

Ticket* for Beat* srd
(Depot Ticket Office
LU01U8 TUTTLE,
General Passenger andT *cxet Agon;
f* W. SANBORN, Master Transportation

Berth* wold

at

European Ticket Office.

dt'

dcc5

(M>in and Steerago Ticket, by the
Cunard, Allan, Inmnn, While 8tar and
Anchor Line* af European Hteamen
railing weekly from Boston and New York. For

Hum ford Falls & Bucfciield

particular, call on or address
T. P. ncOOWAN, BooIi*eUer,

farther

RAII.»ROA30

*’«»NOBK8!*»8TREKT.

«'.«•'

n

and
Leave Canton for Portland
Lewiston, 4.00 and 9.20 a. m.
at
1.30
Leave Portland for Canton,
Leave Lewiston at 1.67 p. m.
Stage connections with Byron, Mexico, Dixfleld,
Peru, Livermoro, West Sumner and Turner.
OTIS HAYFORD, Supt.
dec3 dtf
Portland, Dec., 6th, 1881.

dt

___

r-

LINE

ALLAN

ROYAL MAIL STEAMSHIPS.
Fortnightly services from GLASGOW. GALWAY,

QUEENSTOWN.
LONDONDERRY
AND
LIVERPOOL, DIRECT TO PORTLAND. Fortnight,

ly

steamers from

Baltimore,

Liverpool

Queenstown

and

to

Kind treatment to steerage passengers made a
specialty and guaranteed.
For passage and information apply tp E. A. WALDRON, Agent at Portland, 40 Exchange St„ or
LEVE & ALDEN, 207 B way, N. Y.; 201 Washington St., Boston; 107 South 6th St, Phlla.
Tickets for sale at If. A. Waldron's Ticket
Oflce.
novl 0-dtjan-t

STEAMERS.

Portland, Bangor & Mathias
STEAMBOAT CO.

Arrangements.

Winter

Commencing November 35th.
ONE TRIP PER WEEK.

PROFESSIONAL

*

The Steamer LEWISTON,
MaepCHARLES DEERING.
;ter. will leave Railroad Wharf,

JETk

-AND-

*5m~,7~ir Portland,
every
Friday
evening,at S 1.13 o'clock,for Rockland, Caaline, D«ci Isle, Medewick. No. Weal Harbor. Bar Harbor, Will bridge, Jour.port
und Mnchiasporl.
Returning, leaves Machiasport. .very Mon
day Morning, at 4.30 o’clock, touching as above,
arriving in Portland abont midnight, connecting
with Pullman night train for Boston and the West.
Sanford 8. 8.
Reokland with
at
Connects
Oo steamers for Belfast, Bangor and River
for
steamer
Green’s
with
also
Landing,
Landings;
Blue Hill and Ellsworth. At Bar Harber with
steamer for Lamoine and Sullivan. At Sedgwick
with stage for Blue Hill.

Coming West,
onneets at Rockland Monday with
Co. from Bangor and River Landings

EDUCATIONAL.
ARCHITECTS.

r

F. H.

FAiJSETT,
ABOHlTBer,

Centennial Block, S3 Exchange Street.

Sanford S. S.
ior Portland.

GEORGE L. DAY, General Ticket AgSnt.
E. CUSHING, General Manager.
nov23-dtf
Nov. 23,1881.

KOHAS.

DOMINION LINE.

H. KIMBALL,
AscnmecT,
180H Mhldls SWest.

CIVIL ENGINEERS.

The Bteamers of this Line will
jcrun during the winter season
fortnightly between thin port and
^S555BisS3fc Liverpool. The vessels are Cl> de
hui t. ful> powered and have superior accommodation for cabin and steerage passengers. Prepaid
tickets are issued at reduced rates to those desirous
of bringing out their friends. Dates of sailing from
Portland to Liverpool.
9th Dec.
DOMINION, C*pt. Keid.....
BKOOKLYN, Capt. LindalL....23d Dec.
Jan.
Williams.6th
ONTARIO, Capt.

I

J

E. 0. JORDAN,
HraxtretSHtBAJ

r

sbbvefqb,
184 Middle Street,
>r*

LAWYERS.

The following are members
Bur Association:

the Cumberland

of

RATES OF PASSAGE.

$50.00 Gold.
Cabin......
$90.00 Gold.
Cabin return..
DAVID
TORRANCE
to
For passage, &c., apply
A CO., General Agents, Grand Trunk Freight Offidec6
dtmayl
ces, foot of India street.

AS.

..

0. ANDREWS,
OOB178KLLOB AT

LAW,
188 Middle Streot.

AW.

E.

ANTH01NE,

OODBSBLLOB AT

Steamship Company.

Maine

vLAW,
48 Ex changer

■

COBNSBLLOB AT TAW,
BBfON BRADBURY,
34

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew York.

Exchange Street

Steamers Eleanors and Franconia

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf.
Portland, every MONDAY and THUR8DAY, at 8
h M„ and leave Pier 87, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with fine accommodations for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the snmmer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and from New York. Passage, lnclnuing
State Room, f 5; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.
For further information apply to
HENRY FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, Ag’t, Pier 87, E. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms caa be obtained at 32
Excnange Street. From Deo. 1 to May 1, no pasdec6dtf
Ibngers will be taken by this line.

C

NATHAN & HENRY B. CLEAVES,
COBNELLOBS AT LAW,
30 Exchange Street
W. COOMBS,

CaRDON
n

COBHSELLOB AT

LAW,
93 Exchango Street

mirv

nnoD

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
81% Exchange Street

U

D

DRUMMOND A DRUMMOND,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
93 Exchange Street.

[

JAMES D. FESSENDEN,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
172 Middle Street.

morning.

Limited Tickets first and second class far
Halifax on sale at reduced

C

S'. John and
rales.

dtf

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
after Monday, Dec.
3, 1881, Passenger Trains
will LEAVE
PORTLAND
FOB BOSTON at 8.45 a.m. 1.10
and
3.80
at Boston at
p.
m.,
arriving
(Express,)
1.16, 5.10, and 8.00 p. m. Returning, leave Bos
ton at 8.30 a. m. (Expross), 12.30, 3.30 p. m.,
arriving at Portland at 12.30. 6.00, and 8.00
Portland far Scarborough Beach,
p. mPine Point, Old Orchard Beach, and Kcnnebunk, at 8.45 a. m. 3.30 and 5.30 p. m. (See
Note.) Far Saco and Biddeford, at 8.45 a. m.
l. 10, 3.80 and 6.30 p. m. For Wells, at 8.45 a.
For
m. and 8.30 p. m. (See note.)
North Berwick, Salmon Falls, Great Falls, Dover,
Exetor, Haverhill, Lawrence and Lowell,
at 8.46 a. m., 1.10 and 3.30 p. m. For New
Market, at 8.46 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For
and

Rochester, and Farmington, N. II., at 8.«6
1.10 and 3.80 p. m.
a. m.
For Alton Bay,
at 8.45 a. m. and 3.30 p. m. For Manchester
and Concord, N. H., (via Lawrence.) at 8.45
a.m.; (via New Market Junction) at 3.30 p. m.
Morning Train will leave Kennebnbli for
Portland at 7.26.
IPNOTB-The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland. will not atop at Scarborough Beach, Pine
Point, Old Orohard Beach, Kennebunk or Wells,
except to take passengers for Boston.
Parlor Cere on trains leaving Boston, at 8.30
a. in, 12.30 p. m. and Portland at 8.46 a. m. and
1.10 p. m.
Parlor Car Seats secured in advance at
Depot Ticket Ofllce.
»T“The 1.10 p. m. train from Portland conneots
with Sound Line Steamers for New York
and all rail Uses for the West. The 3.30 p. m.
train oonnocts with all Rail Lines for New
_1

FOGO,
COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
42% Exchange Street,

.L. U

_■

IF_a

SUNDAY TRAINS Leave Portland for
Boeton and Way Station* at 1.00 p. m. Boeton
for Portland at 6.00 p. m.
Train* on Boeton A Maine road connect with all
runlng between Portland and Bangor.
Boekland, Mt. Desert, Maehiae, Eastport, Calais, St,
John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trnnk
trains at Grand Trnnk Station, and Maine Central
and Portland A Ogdensbnrg trains at Transfer Sta■teamen

r

JFARE SI.OO.

BOSTON * MAINE BAILH0A1)
On

H.

Steamers!

1881.

dec2

WOLFE’S

YORK,

CLYDE’S

t Runs through to Bangor every morning, and Skowhegan Sunday Morning, but not Monday. Does
not ran to Dexter, Belfast or Bucksport, Sunday

I‘4 Mm ket Nqnare. Portland*

Mutual Insurance Co.

A

8.15 a. m., 2.46 p. m.,- Mt.
John, 8.16 a. m., 9.00 p. m.; Houltoa, 9.00
а. m.;
S«. Stephen, 9.46 a. m.; Uackaporl,
б. 80 a. m., 6. p. m.: Hangar, 7.16 a.m., t7.46
p. m.; Dexter, 7.05 a. m., 4.40 p. m.; Belfast,
6.35 a. m.t 2.60 p. m.; Skew began, 8 20 a. m.,
2.40 p. m.: Waterville, 9.22 a.m. 1.55, tlO.OO
p. m.; and 5.10 a. m. (Mondays only) Augusta,
6.00 a. m 10.10 a. m., 2.45 p.m., tl0,66 p. m.;
Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.27 a. m„ 3.07 p. m.,
111.14 p. m. Bath, 6.55 a. m., 11.16 a. m., 4.10
7.25 a. m., 11.43 a. m.,
p. m.,
4.36 p. m., 112.36 a. m., (night.) Rockland,
8.20 a. m., 1.36 p. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a.m.,
11.28 a.m., 4.15 p. m. Phillips, 6.40 a. m.
Farmington, 8.20 a. m.: IV iuthrop 10.25
a. m. being dne in Portland
as
follows: The
morning trains from Angnsta and Bath,
8.35 a. m. Lewiston,
8.40.
The day trains
from Bangor, and all Intermediate stations and
roads
at
1.00
and
1.05 p.
connecting
m.
The afternoon
trains from
V, aterviilo,
Angnsta, Bath, Rocklanil and Lewiston at 5.40
p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60
a. m.
Sleeping Cars attached, run dally, Sundays Included, between Boston and Maine Central R. R.

Portland, Dec. 6th,

JOST & MORTON,

FRESCO PAINTERS,

ATLANTIC

for

PAYSON TUCKER, Snp’t.

JG, Agent,
Exchange St

Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
BiddefOrd, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
Salem, Gloucester, Kockport,
Newburyport,
Lynn, Chelsea and Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
At I.IOp m. for Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro, Saco,
a. m.

only.

Ho. 3? Plum Street.

PRESTOS I

R.

Brunswick,

$2,128,626.91

Losses.

on

Halifax,

From

220 Commercial St.

Re-Insurance Fund. 660,000.00
All other Claims.
13,726.00

p.
At 8 4.5

LEAVE FOR PORTLAND and BOSTON,

LIABILITIES.
Vi*F1Utl

and all stations

mond, and Brunswick 7.00 a. m., 12.65 p.
m., 5.15 p. m., til.16 p. m.: Rath, 7.00 a. m.
12.65 p. m., 6.16 p. m. Rockland, and Knox
A Lincoln R. B., 7.00 a. m., 12.55 p.
m.j Anbarn and Lewiston, 12.45 p. m..
5.05 p. m. Lewiston via Brunswick 7.00
a. m., til.15 p. m.; Farmington, Phillips,
Ranueley Lake, Monmouth, Winthrop,
Rendfleld, West Waterville and North
Anson, 12.45 p. m.,
Farmington via

Portland Packing Co.’s Office,

STATEMENT JULY 1st, 1881.

CASH ASSETS,

Lake,

Piscataquis R. R*. 111.15 p. m., (or 12.55 p.
m., noon, and remain in Bangor over night); for
Bangor, Bucksport, Dexter, Belfast and
Hkowhegan, 12.46 p.m,, 12.65 p. m.,til.15p.
m. Waterville, 7.00 a. m. 12.45 p. m„ 12.55
p. m.f 11.16 p. m. and 6.16 p. m. Saturdays only,

SAFE.

decL6eodlm

Tioket Agent.
dec3dtf

On and after Monday, Dec. 5th, Paoiienger
Trains will run as follows: Leave Portland
for St. John, Halifax and the Provinces,
and all stations on £• A N. A. Railway,
12.55, and f 11*15 P m.; St# Andrews, St. »teFredericton, Aroostook County,

SECOND

$3,000,000.00.
Chicago and Boston, paid
promptly and in full.
Is Great Fire of Chicago...$625,000.00
in Great Fire of Boston— 250,000.00

Gen.

HIE CENTRAL RAlLKOAH.

banded, at low prices, suitable for Cora
and Fisb Packers. Apply at

in Massachusetts.
All losses in Portland,

PETERS,

GEO. P. WE-o- JJ T. Snpt.

PRESSESandWES

Losses Paid

'1.05

Clin ten,
Ayer June., Fitchburg,
Nashua, Cowell, Windham, and lipa.
in. and 1.05 p. m.
at
7.30
ping
For Manchester, Concord and points North, at

MLE.

First-Class Traverse Runner Pungs, to close

FOR

1,1

For freight or passage > a toe and the faUe*t Infer
matlon, apply to the General Eaetera Agent.,
O.L. BAKTI.STT & CO.,
1IJ hlal* gtreel, cei. II rand Hi., Huim.
or to W. D. LITTLE A OO.,
31 Exchange St.. Portland.
;o88dt:

and is attached to this train for Boston.
this car will not bo ready untill ll

id.

For

SECOND-HAND

CO.

a.

m.

SAFE.

out. Inquire ef
TWO
<loclS-eod2w

ARRANOBHENT.

WINTER

Steam Boiler, about 26-horse
power, gauge cocks, steam gauge and all castiags to same. Can be seen in operation at FOREST
dec22-d2w
CITY DYE HOUSE, 13 Preble St.

FOR

4

Train* leave Portland.
an.
Daily (Night Pullman) for Saco,

Blddeford, Kennebunk, Kittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and Boston, arriving
at 6.80 a. m.
A special Sleeping Gar will be
ready for occupancy In Portland station, at 9.00

Portland and Worcester Line.

Augusta, Hallowell, CSardiner,

After Proof.

H

AARON B. HOLDEN,

|
L

SETH L. LARRABEE,

I

L

Eastport, Me., Calais, Mo., St,
John, N. B., Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

I

L

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.
TRIPS

K.lin

PER

I

L

ON AND AFTER IKONn DAY, NOV. ‘Jgth. Steam
era
of
thin Line will

I

L

Monday,

Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, Amherst,
Pictou, Shedlao, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Charlottetown, Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and other
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Windsor, and Annapolis, Western Conn*
ties, and Prince Edward Island Ball Roads,

Stage Routes.
received up to 4 p. m. and any Ing^Frelghi
formation regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Rentes, Tickets,
Slate Rooms and farther information apply at
Company’s Office, 40 Exchange St., T. C. HHK-

|

L

President, and Manager.

M

rmv24Htf

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
399% Congress Street

COUNSELLOR

LAW,

AT

Exchange StreM^

P. J. LARRABEE,
COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
199 Middle Street.

J. J. LYNCH,
COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,

Exchange Street.

LOCKE & LOCKE,

COUUSELLORS AT LAW,
176 Middle, Bor. Exchange Street.

WILLIAM H. LOONEY,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.

61% Exchange Street.
WILBUR F. LUNT.
ATTORNEY AT

LAW,
Post Office Bnildin

P. MATTOCKS,

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
31% Exchanges

JAMES T. McCOBB,
BKNJAMgN KINGSBURY,
86 Exchange St.

0

JAMES O’DONNELL,

P

HUNKY 0. PEABODY,

Boston
—AKD—

93 Exchange Street

RO.

and

tion.

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

34

WEEK.

Leave Railroad Wharf,
of
foot
even
State
street,
at 6 p. re.,
for
and Thursday,
Eastport and
St. John, with connections for Calais, Robblnston,
St
Andrews, Pembroke, Honlton, Woodstock,
Grand
Menan, Dighy, Annapolis, Yarmoath,

All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshment*. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
Sonin may be had of JH. I., williams, Ticket
Agent, Boston A Maine Depot, and at Union;
Ticket Oflier, AO Exchange St.
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Sups,
S. H. STEVENS, Gan. Agent. Portland.
dec2titf

CLARENCE HALE,

LAW,
199 M ddl Street.

100

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO-

8EY.

H

dtf

TWO

FRANK,
COUNSELLOR AT

The -monte Steamers Forest City and John
Brooks will alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p.m. and INDIA WHARF,
Boston, at 6 o’clook p. m. (Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience ol arriving in Boston late at night
ter Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
YOnNG'8, 272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to Now York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J 8. COYLE, Jr., General Agent.

apr5

M. P.

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW,
110% Exchange St

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
100 Exchange

PHILABCL.PH1A

Street.

_,

Orrington Flour Mill, situated In the town
of Orring»on, Main©, about three miles from
the City of Baugor. Said mill has a never failing

THE

of four foot burrs and all
noccessarv machinery for doing a large custom busimore
or less western wheat
ness.
Always ground
and has the reputation of being the best flour mill
in the vicinity. Good dwelling house goes with the
mill. Reason for selling: 111 health of the proprietor. For further information, call on or address
water

power, two

rnn

BRASTOW BROS.,
Brewer

oct21d&wtf43

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3<1 Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.
feb9dlmteodllxn&wGwfi
Feb. 9,1881.

To tans Deiii Insurance.

NewYork & Philadelphia NewITne
Bound Brook Route.
-BETWEEN-

^

4IB| j£f

&

9A

■

B 9Bft^.

ROLLINS & ADAMS

Villag©, Maine.

WANTS.
Wanted.
A girl for general house-work.
Apply to 35 Deering St.

dec20dtf
“I.IVIIVG THOUGHTS,” a collection of
gel cti-ns of prose and poetry. 16 Steel
Plate illustration.. Price $2.50.
Agents
■wanted. Address, F. P. SHUMWAY, Jr„ 21 Bromdoc7dlm
fleld St., Boston, Mass.

2,500

WANTED.
Schooner Smack, 35 to 60 tons N. M.
amatk preferred. F. W. MILLER & CO.,'
a

Mobile,

C. EVANS’
Agency and Printers’

octl7dtf

dtd

Charter Perpetual,

Incorporated 1649.

Losses

ttt

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER Superintendent.

FOR SALE

40 PER CEiW.

ESTATE.

REAL

oct29d2m*

Prime,*

Warehouse,

»u«2tMlyr

INSURANCE

ASSETS,

A Mice Room to Rent
144% Exchange St., and a room

TOWellAla.

Me.

Congress 8t.,

FRE5TK KIKI.W,

lodgers

~

EDUCATIONAL

Pattern and Model Maker.

T.

meeting

ensuing year, and the transaction of such other
business as may legally be brought before them, will
be held at the bank, on TUESDAY, Jan. 10, 1882,
at 10 o’clock a. in.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
declOdtd
Portland, Dec. 10,1881.

well-known citizen of

Payments for Death Claims and Endowments, av
decltdSw
eraging $126,000 weekly.

NOS.

NEW CHRISTMAS BOOK.

■

Jf. I. IS A HOUR, 33 Crom St., Portion,!’

GRAY MEDICINE oo.,
No. 106 Main Etiwt, Buffalo, N. Y.

on a

$9,590.

OF NEW

eod2w*

Canada, Detroit, Chicago, Mill wankee
Cincinnati, 8t. Loui», Omaha, Saginaw, 8t. Pan), Halt l.ake City,
Dearer, Nan Francisco,
and all points in the
Northwest, West and Southwest.

are

Dec.

$92,000,000.

over

Polley for $3,600,

TO LET.
Stores and House for Rent.
645 to 647 Congress St. Possession given
Jan. 1, 1882. House No. 4 Tolman Place; 7
rooms.
Apply to B. SHAW, 48% Exchange St.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Rates S

National

Bank of Portland,
THE
hereby notified that their
for tbe choice of Directors for the
annual

office
be fonn

Edwards & Walker’s
Hardware store, from
Dec. lldtoimb.
dtf

Exchange TVe. Ilf Exchange MtrccS.

AFTER TAKIMS.

Premature
B^~FuH particular* in our pamphlet, which we desire to
send free by mail to every one. M^The Specific Medicine is
cold by all dniggiste at 41 per package, or aix packages for $5
or will be *cnt free by mail on receipt of tho money, by

CINCINNAT

an

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

■

over

buv

Bark, Dimness
of Viaion, Premature
the

Commonwealth, of Boston,
$800,000.
Assets,
Western, of Toronto,
$1,350,000.
Asets,
Lion, of London,
$1,300,000.
Assets,
Trans-Atlantic of Hamburg,
$900,000.
Assets,
Northwestern of Milwaukee,
$1,100,000.
Assets,

Ko. 276 Middle St.,

in ono minute

Clark Mills has taken a plaster cast of Guiteau’s face. Thus, if the jury brings in a verdict of acquittal, the government can still punish him severely.'It can order the artist to make
a statue of him.—Philadelphia Bulletin.

-AND<

F. II. KJEMISOY

DR

ONE
dec21

74 EXCHANGE STREET

declOdtd

stockholders of the Merchants

S. S. City of Para,. .Dee. 22 | S. S. Colon... Dee. 30
S. Acapulco, for Isthmus of Panama only

S.

Pol I man

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. B,

m

(street, Portlwid.

1188 TV. FOURTH ST.,

D

CELLULOID

GKO. C. COWMAN, ORIer No. !Mt

t3T*Sold in Portland, by Fred. A. Turner, 221
and iWiu tf Stone, cor. Congress and Or eel! Sts.

WHY THE

PASSENGER OFFICES

To

Instruction in Englishand Classical Studies.
Given to private pupils by the subscribe!

J. W.
jan24

^

Db. E. C. West’s Nerve and Brain Treatment: ft specific for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Nervous Headache, Mental Depression, Ixjss
of Memory. Spermatorrhoea, lmpotency, Involuntary Emissions, Premature Old Age, caused by overertion, self-abnse, or over-indulgence, which leads
to misery, decay and death. On# box will cure
reoent cases Eaob box contains one month’s treatment. One dollar a box, or Bix boxcB for five dollars; sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price. The
Co., guarantee six boxes
proprietors, John C. West*
to eure any case. With each order received for
six boxes, accompanied with five dollars, the proprietors will send the purchaser their written guar
antes So return the money if the treatment does not
Guarantees issued through H. H.
effect a core.
HAY A CO., Druggists, only agents in Portland,
and Free Sts.
Middle
at
Junction
Me.,

novl6il&wlydC

B. C.
1.000

COLCORD,

148 Pearl Street.

arc doing as well for their custom,
ns
ers in matter of insurance
any other Agency in Portland.
oct6 dtf

NERVOUS DEBILITY.
Guaranteed.
Cure
A

dtf

Alfred, Maine.
JORDAN,
Oak and Spruce Piles.

500.000 ft. Oak, for Car Timber,
Sbfp Plank and Timber.
500.000 1C Hemlock.
100.000 ft. 7-S dry pine

boards

New

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW YORK

~~

BUSINESS

THB

inflammation,

protects the membrane
from additional colds,
completely heals the
soreBand restores the
of taste and
sense
smell jbenefleial results
are realized by a few
applications. A thorough treatment will
cure Catarrh, Hay Fever, &c. Unequaled fo
colds in the head.
Agreeable to use. Ap-

board and
TWOwbhhouse
town.

Accountant end Notary Public.

addressing

am. w&fsw46

CATARRH. Elys’Cream Balm

fine painting representing a handsome, blackbearded man, clad in gorgeous attire. One of
them inquired of their guide whose portrait it
mieht he? “Well, sir,” replied the housekeept
er, “I don’t rightly know; but I believe it is

TIM

a

g|

i^ESSWNS’ ELSXIR.^^

pleasant

OKAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.

and
IEF0RE TAKIRQ.Consumption
Grave.

the^H
^9
ofBgj

Bp
patient99

3

$1,200,000.

Assets,

now

nebec,

and

over

$1,000,000.
Assets,
Orient, of Hartford,
$1,200,000.
Assets,
Shoe & Leather, of Boston,

iB

Montreal

ob

below.

lilMdi, New

as

(Sunday nights

after

From Chicago,
12.30 p. m.

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK.

$3,800,000.

Fork
as

y

CHINA,

Zealand and
Aastralia.
sail from New
steamers
splendid
the 10th, 20th and 80th of each month
and
for
San Fraxxrtsco
passengers
freight

new

carrying

p.

time.

m.

p.

B. e. SOMERBY, Cashier.

10,1831.

Dec.

$3,000,000.
Continental, of how York,
Assets,
$4,000,000.
National of Hartford,
Paid,

Losses

Ifig

Kfp

novl7

$63,00©,000.

Old Phoenix, of Hartford,
Assets,

■

relieves the
and makes the breathHghug easy. It suppcrtstlie strength and at
BStame time reduces the fever.
It is free from
and astringent articles, w hichareRR;
drying a nature as to be in great dan ger
£53 destroying the patient; whereas tLia medicine
never dric.t or stops the cough, hut, by remov-BBS
ng the ai sk, generally destroys the hectic
Hag before ilia cough is entirely gone. Censequently, when the cough is cured tlio
well, Send address for pamphlet giving Kg
Qk > u'.l directions for cuu> of pulmonary diseases.
Price 3.r> ctw, f>0 cts., ana $1.0(1per bottle.
§38$
MOLD EVERYWHERE.
JOBISOi £ LORD, Props., Earl legion, Yi.

Company.

tion oi seven directors and for the transaction of
any other business that may legally come before
Mill be hold at their banklDg house on
them
TUESDAY, the tenth day of January, 1882, at
eleven o’clock a, m.

ALSO THE

A

10 not incurable, if properly attended to.—
2*
S© Consumption, at its commencement, is but a
ffif? slight irritation of the membrane which covers *2
Jgathe Lungs; then‘an incarnation, when the Zm
cough is more observable, bnt rut her dry; then
becomes local fever and the pulse more fre■J"
£3
thecheeks flushed and chillamore com-

George—I

Some visitors were going through a greahouse recently, and at length paused before a

.......

Losses Paid, over

and

ON

mHE annual meeting of tbe stockholders of “The
JL Canal National Bank of Portland,” for the elec-

*5,208,372.37
Assets,.
Liabilities. §2,000,856.87
Total

Tho

At

MONDAY* OCT. 17th,
18819 trains will run as follows:
DEPARTURES:
For Auburn and Uewintou, 7.10 a. in.,
12.36 and 6.16 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.80 a. in., 1. 30 and 5.15 p. m.
For ijworham, 4.00 p. in., (mixed.)
For Montreal Quebec and Chicago, 1. 30
p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiatou and Auburn, 8.30 a. m
12.30, 3,15 and 6.00 p. m.
From Gorham, 8.30, 9.40 a. m., and 12.30

CANAL NATIONAL BANK.

Company

Mudwich

m.

Portland.

uy, are hereby notified to meet at ihe office of
said company, in Portland,on MONDAY, the second
day of January A D. 1882, at three o'clock p. m.,
for the purpose of choosing seven Directors for the
easuii g year, anil for the transaction of any other
business that may then bo legally acted upon.
R. O. CgNANT, Secretary.
Dec. 12, 1881.
<lecl2d3w

OF LONDON, ESTABLISHED 1782.

Portland,

_

Given up by Doctors.
,‘Is it possible that Mr. Godfrey is up and
at work and cured by so simple a remedy?”
“I assure you it is true that he is entirely
cured, and with nothing but Hop Bitters; and
only ten dayB ago his doctors gave him up and

Phamix Assurance

KATES of PREMIUM are LOWER, its DIVIDENDS LARGER, its Security Greater than any
other Life Company, in the WORLD, its Policies
are continually increasing in value.

o

dcc21

A man with a small salary and large family
says if Pride goes before a fall, he would like
to see Pride start on a little ahead of the price
of coal and provisions.—Boston Commercial
Bnlletin.

They represent the old

CASH ASSETS,

CONSUMPTION

*•*

Are furnishing insurance for their
friends and customers, on as favorable
terms as any other agency in Portland

It.

fcnd every spec:-:* of oppression of tlie Chest
and Lung«. In all casos„\vharo this Elixir has
g-s
££i been duly adininisteredJw efficacy has been
m invariably manifested, Convincing the most in- TSS

Insurance

-ON-

,MONDAY, DECEMBER oth, 1881,

CALIFORNIA,

JAPAN,

Jan. 10.

Railway of Canada.

changeTof

Jl

OF NEW YORK,

Consumption, Coughs, Gilds, Catarrh,
Croup, Asthma, Pleurisy, Hoarseness,
laUuenaa, Spitting Blood, Bronchitis,

Grand Trunk

TIIHE stockholders of the Ocean Insurance Compa-

W. D. LITTLE & CO.

Mutual Life Insurance Co.,

This valuable medicine is purely vegetable:
the discovery of which was the result of
many years’close study, iu order to discover
Ibo cause, the symptoms, und the cure—viz:

upon his visit to

FOR

Winter Arrangement will go into effect

m.—For ell

a.

ARRIVING AT PORTLAND;
11.00 a. m.—From Fabyan’a and Bartlett.
(
\ 0.30 p. m.—From Burlington and Swanson.
cJ. HAMILTON. Sup's.
dec&dtf
Portland. Deo. 3, 1881.

AXSUL nEETING.

ALSO, THE OLD

ELIXIR

tern

consolation in the fact
that 'Squire Carey is left us—’Squire Carey of
Walkbill, whom iiisadmiring friends dub “the
man with the rubber stomach.” A dispatch of
recent date informs us that the ’squire “swallowed a half gallon measute full of oysters and
four large plates of crackers. He then offered
to eat six quarts more of oysters if any one
would pay for them, but his offer was not acntiA

*

REASONS

“The

some

at

h

’Tis best Oil in the world you can find.

gluttonR.
Maxillinian, who ate forty pounds of meat
and drank five gallons of wine at a repast,
could, at least, allege his size. Not so the average glutton—not so, indeed, the modern glutThus only a few months ago there died at
ton.
Kingston, in this state, Mr. Alexander Grant,
familiarly known as the ‘‘Kinderhook glutton,” who without any inconvenience would
devour twenty pounds of solids at a sitting,
washed down by not less than a gallon of milk
and coffee. We read that “five pounds of beef
steak were regarded by him as but an appetizer, and unless such side dishes as a half peck
of potatoes, a whole boiled cabbage, a oig pie,
and a complete pudding were provided also,
he insisted that he had only lunched.” Though
he has left us, and his loss we deeply feel, we

that,

S

Smythe,

Ocean

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO

tions.

ANNUAL MEETINGS

INSURANCE

Eastern jtailroad.

LEAVING PORTLAND
stations, through to Burlingtuu, flwanlon, Momreal and Ogdens
burg.
9.45 p. m.—For Fabyan’s and Intermediate staH.95

eodlm

Net Surplus,.*3 170,0.6 39

la Warranted to Cur®

Dr.

STEAMERS.

Until further notice passenger train*
will run at follows;

Hotel, Portland, Me.

at U. S.
Office
dec20

W. BENSON’S

v.

ISKIN CURE i

eures.

but this proves nothing, unless it be the sheer
idiocy and wastefulness of tfce convives. A
different aspect is touched upon when the
question is approached—How they eat? And
when it is stated that VerusincreaBed the number of guests from nine to twenty, and m ade
his Bupper coterminous with the dark, that
Nero sat at the table 12 hours, that Tiberius
and Vitellius sat there all the time they were
not in bed, that Commodus ate in his bath, and
that Domitian carried round a clasical sandwich
to stay his hunger between meals, it must be
admitted that most of these noble diners were

Tt ia oairi

DR.

Too Fastidious.
Some would-be ByronB look ou with disgust
At the rhymes of Eclectric Oil “poet;”
But we have the best article known to tbe

not

without

address._

any

■Wanted—A modern young
The editor of this oolumn, net having seen one
for several years, is willing to pay a fair price
for a glimpse at the genuine old article. No
banged or otherwise mutilated specimens
wanted.—Cleveland Sunday Sun.

A man might eat of a 825,000 dish of
birds’ tongue, yet not be, in the strict sense of
a glutton, and nightingales’ tongues
IlUC word,
the
WU1U, 05IUIIWU,
the brains of pheasants and peacocks, and the
roes of the rarest and most delicate fishes, were

not

create nerve matter and give power, force andbnoy
aucy to the nerves, and in that way increase mental
power, endurance and brilliancy or mind. Nobody
that has a nervous system should neglect to take
them two or three months in each year, as a nerve
food, if for no other purpose.
Sold by all druggists. Priee, 60 cents a hex.
Depot, 106 North Kutaw St., Baltimore, Md. By
mall, two boxes for $1. or six boxes for $2.60, to

lady’s forehead.

sive.

are

for the treatment of their Rutures will receive the attention of

I)R. C. W. CENSOR, of Baltimore, Ittd.,
inventor and proprietor of the celebrated Celery
and Chamomile Pills. These pills are prepared expressly to cure Sick Headache, Nervous Headache,
Neuralgia, Nervonsness, Paralysis, Sleeplessness
and Dyspepsia, and will cure any case, no matter
how obstinate, if properly need. They are not a
cureall, bat only for those special diseases. They
contain no opium, morphine or quinine, and are not
a purgative, but regulate the bowels and cure constipation by curing or removing the cause of if
Thev have a charming effect upen the skin, and a
lovely quieting effect upon the nervous system,
simply by feeding its ten thousand hungry, yes, in
some cases starving absorbents.
They make or

Effectually

birds at one banquet, in days when fanciers
paid 8325 for a red mullet and 84 apiece for

pigeons—the expenditures may

MR. F. O. THOMES,
Formerly of this city, but now a resident of tne West, would respectfully announce
that he will be in Portland, for a short time, for the treatment ..f Hernia or Rupture, in all its forms. Having been cured of a Rapture of Thirty Tears Standing by
an entire new process, be offers his services as above. In all cases where a rupture
is rednceable a cure will be guaranteed or the money will be refuuded. Persons
By this
from the country can receive treatment and return home tie same day.
method, which is practiced at the Vienna Institute for the cure of Hernia or Ruptare, <>f St. Louis, Mo., over GOO Ruptured persons ha»e been cured the past year.
Mr. Thornes was a patient of this institute, aud received instructions from Dr. F.
T. Smythe, President of the Vienna Institute of St. Louis, whose iiuiversal success
in the treatment and cure of Rupture has been admitted by the leading physician*
and surgeons of the West, aud testified to by huudreds of persons cured by him of
Ruptures pronounced utterly incurable by able physicians. The treatment is not a
surgical operation and does not, interfere with one’s
occupation.
Dr P. T. Smythe, President of the Vienna Institute for the cure of Hernia, (Rupture,) at St. Louis,
Mo Will visit Portland about the middle of next month. Persons making arrangements with Mr.Thomes

The observer will also note that the sun’s meridian altitude, or his height in the heavens at

process i6 reversed. Now this seeming move
ment of the sun is caused by the real revolution of the earth in her orbit, just as the sun’s
seeming movement from rising to setting is
caused by the earth’s real revolution on her

CHANGE OF TIME.
Ob and after Honday, December 5th, I SSI,

To Ibe Citizens of Portland and Vicinity:

to verify this faot; any obLet him note
server can test it for himself.
the point in the horizon where the sun now
sets. Inaweekor two he will find that the
snn-set point has moved a little farther north
and that this change is more plainly perceptible as each successive day completes its course.

knowledge

entific

axis. As the earth moves in her orbit her axis
is inclined, and this causes the changes of the
pedestrians was thickest he paused and looked seasons in our 'atitude, for it brings different
anxiously around, lhe soft, low tinkle of a portions of the eartji’s surface under the direct
belfwas heard, aud a curiouE-looking monster
ays of the sun at different periods of the year.
with a great green eye came slowly into view.
turned towards the
ClaspiDg a bruised .niokle in his left hand the Thus the south pole is now
sun, and his rays fall directly upon the southyoung man slopped briskly forward, saying
softly to liimselt: “My heart lias not deceived temperate zone, where it is midsummer and
the days are at their greatest length. The reme: lam in time.”
verse of the process is going on in the northAdelbert Qnirk had caught the semi-weekly
car on Van l’nren s"ect.
temperate zone. The north pole is turned
»»•*«*
from the sun, and his arys fall obliquely on our
of
a
furnished
handparlor
In the elegantly
portion of the globe. It is the middle of the
six months night at the north pole, mid-winter
some residence a tall and radiantly beautiful
girl sat silently in front of a grate lire, the reigns in our quarters and the days are the
shortest possible.
flames from which leaped lightly up the chimall that came
It is an interesting study to note the moving
ney and cast a ruddy glow on
of t!.e sunrise and sunset points northward and
within the range of their lambent beams. Clesouthward and the changing meridian altitude
opatra McGuire was the only daughter of a
of the sun, and to know that these changes are
father who fairly idolized the proud beauty
who presided over his household with such
produced by the simple movement of the'earth
fallen
wife
into
a
in the vast sweep she makes around the sun,
having
grace—his
stately
and that, instead of bor axis being perpendicuwash-tub and been drowned within two years
of their marriage.
lar, it is inclined or dipped down to her orbit.
“Which shall I choose?” said the girl in soft,
The velocity of the earth in her orbit is conmellow tones. “Shall it be the strong limbed
stantly varying, being greatest when the earth
Kupert with his proud Saxon pedigree, or is in perihelion, as at present, and least when
in aphelion.
The aver age rate is about
Adelbert, who would deck his bride in jewels?
My heart tells me that with Kupert ever by my. nineteen miles a second, and at this inconceivside life would seem like a pleasant dream,
able speed we are whirled through Bpace durI
even though my lot were a horrible one.
durina every second of time. It almost takes
love him with a wild, passionate devotion that
one’s breath away to think of it, and yet no
time can never change, aud his kisses fall on
human being has ever bad the slightest consciousness of the motion. The reason for this
my waiting lips as falls the dew from heaven
But
of
Adelbert
on the rosebuaB
is that we have never known any other condiearly spring.
is rich and powerful. As his wife I should shine
tion, and that the whole globe and everyiu society. Oh me! Which 6hall it be?”—and
thin!! on and around it. even the atmoswith these wnrds the namoered net of fortune
phere and the clouds, movo in unison with
ankle
with
her
irritated
a
shapely
right the planet as she plows her way in her
silently
foot, and remained for some moments buried in annual circuit. Another interesting fact in
the movement of the snn
at the
winter
deep meditation.
Suddenly rising from the fauteuil she said: solstice is that he seems to stand still in bis
To him who gets here first
“I have jlecided.
course for several days.
He touehes his
Fate
this evening will I plight my troth.
extreme southern limit, the tropic of Capricorn,
shall i'“cide.”
and seems to pause before turning his face
«•••••
northwards.
The technical words tell the
Th« Van Buren street car was slowly weDdwhole story, for Bolstice is derived from two
ing its way westward. On the sidewalk came Latin words meaning “the suu stands,” and
with firm tread a sunny-haired young man—
tropic from a Greek word meaning “to turn.”
Rupert Gilhooley. Suddenly there fell upon Thus, on the 16th, the sun began to stand still
the air the clangor of a bell, llupurt broke
in his course, and the days dwindled to their
into a run. The bridge began to opeD. He
minimum length, nine hours and four minutes.
succeeded in getting across. The car did not.
For teD days they will remain unchanged,
In the rear left-hand corner of that car sat
nntil the 26th, when one minute of blessed sunAdelbert Quirk.
light will be added to the day, and a precious
Fate hau begun work.
minute will be won from the dominion of dara*********
ness.
In a few days there will be visible proof
After crossing the bridge Rupert did not
written on the sky that the ohange has taken
slacten his pace, and was well toward the end
place, and that the sun has turned his smiling
of his journey, when the pitiful crying of a
face towards northern climes.
child attracted his attention. He stopped and,
Ancient nations were close observers of nafinding that the little waif had lost its way, ture and to them this season of the year, the
came
waited patiently until a policeman
commencement of the sun’s return, was honored by every form of rejoicing their simple tastes
up. into whose care he confided the wanderer.
By this time the bridge was closed, and the could invent, for to them the sun was the symcar was thundering on its way, the horses lashbol of Almighty power.
Nothing that has
ed into their best speed by the driver, who was
come down from the past that is morathan the
Just
as
Rufor
lost
time.
make
to
anxious
Greek myth which throws the halo of poetry
up
arouud the serene and peaceful winter days
pert gave the child to the policeman the car
caught up with him. He had but half a mile that usually divide sway with the dreary and
to go. Walking leisurely along, he reached the
stormy one that mark the passage of the winter
residence of Sturvesant McGuire, and as the
selstice.
door opened Cleopatra fell into his arms wi^i a
The old myth of the Halcyon Days has been
glad cry.
beautifully illustrated in some of the days that
to
“Fate has brought you
me, my darling,”
have just passed. The sun has shone from a
she said. “You muRt never leave me againcloudless sky serenely and softly tinted with
An hour later the door-bell rang, and Adelblue. The temperature has been more like the
bert Quirk was informed by the hired girl that
mildness of autumn than the severity of winat
home.
not
was
Miss McGuire
ter. Scarcely a breath of air has stirred the
horse
car.
the
had
outwalked
tree-braDcbes, and through the delicious haze
Rupert
that filled the atmosphere, every tone and tint
of the landscape has been softened into the
]New York World.[
etherial and spiritual loveliness which the inimitable pencil of nature lavishes upon this
Men of Unbounded Stomachs.
season of the yeiar. The lovely Halcyon Days
and thoir vicinity to Christmas-tide recall MilTrue gluttony, like true charity, “hath no
ton’s recognition of the Greek fable in his
locality, no tone provincial, no peculiar garb.”
“Hymn to the Nativity:”
From the period of the Roman empire down to
But peaceful was the night.
Wherein the Prince of Light
the present day there is a bright roll of magniHis reign of peace upon the earth began;
ficent or merely mighty feeders, a glance at
The winds with wonder wist,
is
not
interest.
It
Smoothly the waters kist,
very
which is not without
Whispering new joys to the mild ocean;
easy to classify the gluttons of classical times,
Who now hath quite forgot to rave,
While birds of calm sit brooding on the charmed
for between the man who merely feeds and
wave.
consumes an immense amount of provender
fortune
on
a
who
the
man
and
squanders large
and Wisdom.
meals there is or may be avast differFor instance, Yitellius—whom Mr. Sience.
las Wegg
ry properly Darned Vittle-us—
spent 85,OOOt la month for seven months on
his table. Wl.vn the number of convives is
considered and the prices of the dishes—a ton
of rare fish and three and a half tons of rare

RTJPTURlTCIJRED

This morning, the 21st, at 11 o'clock, the
winter solstice ooeure, and we have the comforting assurance that the] sun will then turn
his face northward, for bis journey southward
has reached its extreme limit. It needs no sci-
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The Winter Solatia®.
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Most Central Station In

Philadelphia

Philadelphia Sc Beading; U. K.
NINTH AND SKEEN (STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.
Cure® Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples and
Face Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Tumors,
Head,
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald WeakSores, Mercurial Piseases, Female
nesses and Irregularities, Dizziness, Loss of
Appetite, Juanaicc, Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. Directions in eleven languages.
A course of Burdock Blood Bitters will satisfy the most
skeptical that it is the Greatest Blood Purifier on earth.
PRICE, $1.00.

TRUL SIZE, 10 Ceuta.

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
tickets
Be

sure

(at any railroad or stoeni
New England) via
BROOK ROUTE.

bur
boat office In

BOUND

FARE,
{

New Fork and Philadelphia

FOSTER, WILBURN & C0„ Prop’rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
W.F.

PlftLLIPS

& CO., Wholesale Agts.
M.W&Fly

sTcTa t

i c a

(Sciatic Ehecmatism)
Is considered by physicians an inonrable disease.

BISHOP

SOULE’S

LINIMENT

the worst forms, of Shut painful
disease. Use lA HUE bottle* for sciatica, Rheumatism and Neuralgia Fries $1.60; small bottls*
(for Sprains, Iauh Baok.&c), 76 oents. Bold by
druggists. P. W. BTIIER dr EON,

will

cure

tor., Boston, Muee.

Wash-.iffton Street, Boston.
H. P. BALDWIN,

mhSOdtf

Propria

desDdlm

<

en.

Pass. Agent G. B. R. of N. J.

IMPORTED

WINES &

LIQUORS

•f all kinds, in Iks
ORIGINAL PACKAGES,
—COB SALK

Idyms each Port Every Wednesday and

Bray

& dyer,
COUNSELLORS

AT

LAW.

100

BY —

R. STANLEY & SON,

Importers,

109 FORE ST., PORTT.AND ,11E.
deoSl

ExchangS^t^

Saturday.

Wharfage.
From
Wh
Long

art/Boston,

8 p,

From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
Sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Pawnee Kiahl Dalian. Rannd Trip 818,
Meals and Room inelnded.
For Freight or Passago apply to
8. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
in Tons Wharf, Banas
dealt
m.

Baltimore, Norfolk

E

&

Washington

B

THOMAS B. REED,

B

EMERY

B

FRANK W. ROBINSON,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
03

COUNSELLOR AT

JOHN HOPKINS,
W». LAWRENCE,

ALLEGHAN" Y.

steamships

WM.

LAW,

61% Exchango St

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
34 Exchange Street

GAGE & 8TROUT
COUNSELLORS AT LAW

S8THOUT,

31% Exchanges

Steamship Line,
will sail one of their first-class

T

I

THOMAS * BIRD,
COUNSELLORS AT LAW,
38 Exchange St

CRANE,

D. H. MILLER,
BERKSHIRE.

every WEDNESDAY and SATURDIY,
at. 3 o’clock, P. M., from Central Wharf, Boston,

V

VIRGINIA,
GEORGIA,

W

LOUISIANA,

TENNESSEE,
FLORIDA,
MISSISSIPPI,

CAROLINAS,
ALABAMA,
ARKANSAS,

and

By Va., Tend. A Oa. Air Line. Bills of Lading given by C. P. Gaither, Agent, No. 240 Washington st.
Line

and Seaboard Air
By Atlantic Const
Line. Bills of Lading given by Waldo A. Pearce,
Agent, No. 228AWashington st.
Seaboard foaiting Co. and
By Inland
Potomac s*. H. Co. to Washington, D. C., and
Alexandria. Bills of lading given at the wharf.
TICHETH to Baltimore and Norfolk, and
Through 3 icl&ets to all parts of the Sonth and
Southwest, for sale at the Wharf, and 240 and
806 Washington St. Fare to Norfolk or Baltimore
$9 00 first class; 87.00 second claw, Including meals

and berths.

SAMPSON, Of it. Agent, 53 Central
Wharf, Boston.
ngyS-dtf

£•

Exchange St

S. RIDLON,

BYRON D. VERRILL,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,

191 Middle St.

direct to Norfolk and Baltimore.
Freight forwarded from Norfolk to all parts of

NEW EN HE AND AGENCY,

*•»

Direct Steamship Line.

FRANK 8. WATERHOUSE,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
93

MUSIC

Exchange St

TEACHERS

ARMONY,
KH. KOTZSOHMAK,
PIANO, ORGAN
Stookbridge’a Mnsic Stew.
AND H

MH. MURRAY,piano and one an.

Stoekbridge’B Mnsic Store.

PA.

{JELL,

E. PEN
TO1CB, SINODTQ IN ALL BBA

Tenor

Soloist,

98

